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REPORT FROM FLORIDA LEGISLATIVE .INVESTIGATION COMMITTEE
TO THE STATE BOARD OF CONTROL AND THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
INVESTIGATION OF UNIVERSITY
OF SOUTH FLORIDA

T,nr.;;(?/7.;. ,;, 1

Gentlemen:

Foreword
As you know, the Florida Legislative Investigation Committee conducted an investigation at the University of South
Florida during the months of April, May and June of 1962.

This

investigation was undertaken because of numerous complaints received by the Committee regarding matters clearly embraced in the
enabling act creating this Committee.
J~ne

Between May 23, 1962 and

7, 1962, the Committee took some 2,468 pages of sworn testi-

mony before the

offi~ial

court reporter of Hillsborough County,

Florida, a copy of all of which has previously been furnished to
the aoard of Control.

In addition to this testimony, the Committee,

through its staff, interviewed dozens of witnesses .and examined a
considerable number of books, materials and other written matters.
Because of the way this investigation has been handled
by the press, the Committee feels constrained to make the · following
comments in regard to its investigation, its aims and its objectives.

As you know, the Committee is composed of three members of

the Florida Senate and four members . of· the House.

Each member of

this Committee has served several terms in the Legislature.
member of this Committee voted to create the

Universi~y

Each

of South

Florida and each member thereof has voted for every appropriation
the University- of South Florida has received.

Contrary to the

Tribune's editorials, it has never been and is not now, the aim
of any member of the Committee to set itself up as a Chancellor
over the ' un.iversity system of the State of Florida, no.r in any·vay
to usurp the legal jurisdiction or prerogatives of the Board of
Control or t he State Board of Education in regard to the University of South Florida, or any other institution under their jurisdiction.

I t has been, it is, and will continue to be the aim of

every member of this Committee to discharge the obligations imposed
upon them by the Committee's Enab ling Act, to s upport the University of South Florida and all o ther institutions of higher education in this state and to do everyth ing i n their power to insure
that our educational inst itutions afford to t he students the highest and best education availa ble.
Th is investigation was conducted in · execut ive session for
t he simple reason .that the Committee felt t h at. unf air implications
wo ul d be c ast upon certain innocent i ndividuals and t he institution i t self by a thorough public invest igation.

The s worn testi-

mony · t aken confirms that this would have been the inevitable result
of a thorough public investigation.

During the tak ing of the sworn

testimony, a representative of the Board of Control was present at
all sessions and observed the manner in which the interrogations
were conducted.

While he was not officially a _part of this investi-

gation, he was free to ask questions and make comment to the Committee and its staff about the manner in which the investigation
was conducted and to amplify or clarify the testimony of any wit/

ness.

From time to time the Board's observer exercised this pre-

rogative.

During this entire

investiga~ion,

no witness was com-

pelled to appear before the Committee against his will nor was any
- 2 ! .
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witness compelled to answer any question which he preferred not
'•

to answer.

Each witness was informed that his appearance was

-~:

!

~ !•

voluntary and that he did not have to answer any question he did
not desire to.

Some of the witnesses exercised their right to

decline to answer questions and this right was respected by the
Committee.
Contrary to the reports in the Tampa Tribune, this investigation was not instigated by the so-called small, narrow-minded,
prejudiced·group of Tampa
Smith.

citi~ens

associated with Mrs. Stockton

While Mrs.
Smith and her group did make certaj_n
complaints
. .
I

to the Committee, it received complaints from many other sources
and ' ~as actively interested in the investigation before it had con-

tact with Mrs. Smith ' .s group.

The Committee found from the test i-· .

mony of Mrs. Smith's group and from its contact with them that the·re
was no reason to view them as being narrow-minded, prejudiced, or
impr operly motivated.

On the contrary, this Committ e e found this

group to be an intelligent, sincere and concerned group of parents,
_rightfully interested in the education of their young adults at the
University of South · Florida.

Neither did the Committee find that

all of the complaints made by this group were unfounded as a matter
of fact, ·as so o·f ten was inferred by the edi tori.al department of
the Tampa Tribune.
In making this report, the Committee will not rely upon
any of the complaints or the testimony given by Mrs. Smith and the
other parents associated with her.

:j:
..l ,,
~

This is not because the Com-

mittee feels there is no justification for the complaints of this
.

· group, nor that their testimony is unreliable.

In making this

j \1 1

~~

report, in regard to what is happening at the University of South
- 3 -
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Florida, the Committee will rely upon the sworn testimony of the

f

administrative officials of · the University, its faculty members
and a small group

o~

students who voluntarily appeared before the

Committee to testify on behalf of the University at the request
of the President of the University.

The Committee relies upon this

testimony only; for the simple reason it believes no reasonable
mind could raise the question that these witnesses were possessed
of any motivation to harm the University.
The Committee will refrain from making any suggestions
as to what action the Committee thinks the Board of COntrol or
the State Board of Education ought to .take as a result of this
investigation.

This report is intended merely to point out certain

facts clearly established by the testimony o f the witnesses above
referred to which tbe Committee feels are deserving of the attention of the Board of Control and the State Board of Education.
I

I
I

JEROME DAVIS AFFAIR
Dr. Jerome Davis is a man who has been determined by
proper Federal authority to have a very extensive record of affiliations with Communist-front organizations in his background.

,j

.

of the year, he lives at Zephyr Hills, Florida.
years, he has made trips to the Soviet Union.

Part

Each year for many
The fact that he has

a serious and extensive record of Communist-front affiliations and
is a controversial figure is widely known.
The American Idea Division of the University of South
_, '

,. ,

. '

Florida extended to Dr. Davis an invitation to make a lecture to
be delivered twice, to the students in the American Idea Course ·
and to the public in the teaching auditorium of the University.

l
!

- .4-

His

'

"

.

fee for delivering this lecture was to be $100.00.

t

Before and at

the time ·this invitation was extended to Dr. Davis, those at the
University who were responsible for its extension knew generally
of Davis' background with regard to his record of ' Communist-front
affiliations, though they· were not familiar with the exact extent
thereof.

Those responsible for this decision were Dr. Robert A.

Warner, Dean Russell M. Cooper, .Dean Sidney J. French and Dean
Edwin P. Martin.

appear~

The public announcement of Dayis' proposed

I

ance on the campus resulted in complaints from members of the
lature and others against his appearance.

Leg~s-

,.

It also resulted in

President Allen making inquiry i nto Dav is' background.

President

Allen determined it was true that Davis had a background of Communis t -front affiliations and cancelled his appearance.
\.

mining whether or not Davis' appearance shou ld be

In

cancel~ed,

deter~

. Presi-

de nt Allen sought the advice of several of his staff · members.
those he cons ulted and who

advi~ e d

Among

him aga i nst t he cancellation,
I

in spite of Davis' record, were Dr. Wa r ner, Dean Cooper, Dean French
and Dean Martin.

It seems clear that at least some of these men

believed Davis was at least sympathetic to Communism and wanted him . ·
on the campus for that reason. · President Allen testified that when
he was inquiring as to whether Davis' appearance should be cancelled,
the Deans and Dr. Warner told h im t hat:
"'* * * they (referring to the students) are now
ready to face a person who is', at least' sympathetic to Communism.'"
President Allen further testified:
"* * *but at least it was presumed he was sympathetic." (President Allen's testimony of June 6,
1962, Page 53)

Dr. Warner, Dean French, Dean Martin and Dean Cooper
~

5 ....

'l

.l

all frankly admit the roles they played in the Davis matter and
the fact that they advised the President against the cancellation.
~·'
;,•

It is perfectly obvious from the testimony of each of these men
that they thought it was perfectly proper for a man with a long
and extensive Communist-front record to deliver a lecture on the
campus and, as

a matter of fact, that they still think so. (Warner's

testimony of May 23, 1962, Pages 31 through 39; 107, 133, 134, 158,
159, 160, 173; Cooper's testimony of May 23, 1962, Pages 56, 58, 59,
60, 62,

63~

64, 67 and 68; French's testimony of May ' 30, 1962, Pages

987, 988 and 989; Martin's .testimony of May 31, 1962, Pages 1227
through 1238; and President Allen's testimony of June 6, 1962,
Pages 51 through 73)
Dean Howard G. Johnshoy was among those consulted by
President Allen re the advisability of cancelling Davis' appear-ance and while he. was not critical of the President's decision, .
he makes his position clear that he thinks it regretable that Dr.
Davis was not permitted to speak as scheduled. (Johnshoy's testimony of May 30, 1962, Pages 1027 through 1040)
lfuen President Allen cancelled Davis' appearance, Dr.
Donald R. Harkness was President of the American Association of
University Professors (A.A.U.P) at the University of South Florida.
At that ' time, tts membership consisted of about one-third of the
eligible members of the faculty or approximately forty to fifty
members.

This organization passed a resolution condemning Presi-

dent Allen's action in cancelling Davis' scheduled appearance.
.

.

At

this time, its president knew generally of the background of Davis

}

in regard to his Communist-front affiliations • . In addition, Dr.
Harkness says there was probably some discussion of Davis' record
- 6

I

..
"

at the

meetin~.

On top of this, Dean Martin testified that he was!

an old-time member of the A.A.U.P., that he knew Davis' background ·;
and that Davis had been in this type of difficulty before.

He

f urther testified that Davis had been a well known figure in
A.A.U.P. controversies for many years. (Martin's testimony of May
31, 1962, Pages 1227 through 1231)

There were about forty members

'
of the association
present and they passed the resolution unani-

mously. (Harkness' testimony of May 31, 1962, Pages 1210 through
1217)

ATTITUDE TOWARDS IDENTIFIED CO}IIMUNIST
TEACHING AND/OR LECTURiNG ON CAMPUS

~

.. ·:

It is an established fact that some of the people who
are presently responsible for hiring regular teachers and procuring outside lecturers and some of the people who will, in the
future be responsible in this regard, believe it is proper and
permissible, under academic freedom, to have identified Communists
,i

teaching and/or lecturing on the campus .

In fact, it is estab-

lished that . a member of the Russian Embassy of Washington addressed
a class at the University of South Florida on orie occasion.
(President Allen's testimony of June 6, 1962, Pages 39 and 40)
President Allen further testified that under certain circumstances,
he thought it would be proper to have an identified Communist lecture
on the campus so the students could see a dedicated Communist.
·(President ' Allen's test.imony of June 6, 1962, Page 42)

President

Allen admits a Communist is dedicated to converting others to his
beliefs, but believes that if the students know the person is a
Corr~unist

and if the Communist is subject to questioning, it may be

proper to have him lecture on

th~ . campus.

7 -

(President Allen's

•
testimony of June 6, 1962, Pages 39 through 42)

While President

Allen testified that the member of the Russian Embassy who addressed

~he

class on the campus appeared in his absence, he does

not in the slightest indicate· any displeasure or disagreement .
with .his

appe~rance.

At the time he was before the Committee, President Allen
could not state definitely whether the Board of Control had a
policy against the hiring of people with serious or extended
records of Communist-front organization affiliations, other than
the state law requiring the loyalty oath.

J

(President Allen's

teE?timony of June 6, 1962, Pages 33, 34 and 35)

Neither could he

state whether or not the University had any policy which would
prohibit the hiring of such a person as an instructor. (Pages 35
and 36)

.It is President Allen's personal policy not to hire such a

person or a Communist, (Pages 35 and 36) but he · was unable· to
state that he had impressed his personal policy on his subordinates
who, in actuality, do most of the hiring (Pages 37, 38 and 43),
1
.... J

nor does the University attempt to make any routine check to deterIJli-ne whether prospective instructors have public records of Communist-front affiliations. (Pages 38 and 39)

While President Allen

states .his subordinates, while they may disagree with him, are
bound to carry out his policy, it is perfectly obvious that many .of
his subordinates do not feel this obligation and that it has not
been firmly impressed upon them.

The record abounds with evidence .

that many of his key subordinates, as well as individual instructors,
actively disagree with his policy in regard to the matter under discussion and assuming, for the sake

of

argument, that .they will abide '

by his personal policies as long as he is president, · there is no

I

- 8 -

I

,

I

'··

assurance whatsoever that they, or the school would continue to

1

I~

l

abide by his personal feelings and policies beyond his tenure
in office.•

'···•.

Dr. Charles Arnade thinks it proper for a Communist to
speak on the campus to graduate students, but not to undergraduates • . ·
(Arnade's testimony of June 1, 1962, Page 1590)

Dr. DOnald Harkness testified he thought

ac~demic

free-

dom would cover an identified member of the Communist party

I

lecturing on the campus when properly identified and subject to

I

questioning by the

l
I

audience~

That he not only thought this was

I

permissible, but he would approach such a thing.

l

fied .that he thought in passing the resolution condemning President

t

He further testi-

Allen's cancellation of Davis, that the A.A.U.P. took the position

"1
'j

that academic freedom would require that any personality could be

l

·brought to lecture on a given subject on which the person was qualified, so long as he was subject to questioning.

In answer to the

direct question whether his position on a Communist lecturing on
the campus was representative of the members of t .h e A.A. U.P., he
stated he hoped so, and would expect so, though not entirely or
unanimously.
•.

In answer to the question whether this position would

be representative of a majority of the members of the A.A.U.P. on
cam~us,

he stated that while he did not know, that:
"I would say I think so, but again I would say
· I rather hope so, that they would feel that way
about the expression of difference in opinion."
(Harkness' testimony of May 31, 1962, Pages 1216
through 1219)
Dean Howard Johnshoy, while stating he would have reser-

vations .about having an identified Communist on the campus and
· would not personally want one, described as -an active Communist
- 9 -

.'
': -

sympathizer op the full-time faculty, asserts that he would not

..

refuse an active sympathizer the opportunity to appear on the
campus as a guest lecturer.

(Johnshoy' s testimony of May 30,

j

~

1

\~-;

1962~

Pages 1040 and 1041)
,_,

<i

. '•. .

Wesley Ford Davis, Assistant Professor of English, gave ·

.

the following testimony relative to Communists appearing on the
campus:

"Q

Well, to take an example, would the legitimate
exercise of academic freedom permit the bringing
of an avowed member of the Communist Party to
the campus to lecture on Co~munism, in your judgment as a pr ofessional educator?

"A

If the man has a reputation for, if the man has
a re putation in a particular field, I would
say yes.

"Q

Well , take Gus Hall, as an example. He has a
national reputation as being head, at this time,
of the Communist Party of the United States of
America . Would the legitimate exercise of academic freedom include the right to present him
as a lecturer, or teacher, on ·the subject of
Cozr.munism here?

"A

I couldn't say. I wouldn't know whether he knows
enough about Communism or anything else, but if
Lenin, s ay , were s till alive, or Karl Mar!;{ 1 I
would say certainly, those people would be entitled
to lecture here. But, I don't know about the head
of a political party, whether you could ·regard him
as a person of intellectual calibre to appear on
a university campuS or not.

"Q

Assuming he was .well versed in the subject matter of Communism, and identified as Communist
Party member?
·
·

· "A

As long as he's within the law, if he's registered -according to the new law and so forth, as
long as he is not an outlaw or criminal of some
sort, I see no reason why he shouldn't speak;
that is, if he's deemed fit to discuss a subject.
Again, it would be the responsibility of the administrators to determine his fitness, intellectual fitness, not his political fitness." (Davis'
testimony, Pages 1315 through _1317, May 31, 1962)
- 10 -

,t'· .:·

Hav;i.ng given this testimony, Mr. Davis states he doesn't1
know enough about the Communist Party to know whether or not a
' ',
'' .'

to the Communist belief.

On the assumption that a Communist is · so

dedicated, he thinks this might rule him out as a teacher on the
subject of Communism, but it would be proper for him to speak and
teach on English, History and American Literature.

He just doesn't

know enough about Communism to know if ·a Communist. is really dedi- .:
~
'.r

cated absolutely to the Party, and thinks he ·might be suited to
teach the history or the intellectual development of Communism and
so on.

(Pages 1317 through 1319)

;_-

'

PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF ATTITUDE PEID1ITTING THE ENGAGING
OF COMMUNIST AND/OR PEOPLE WITH EXTENSIVE COMMUNIST- .
FRONT . RECORDS AS TEACHERS AND/OR LECTURERS OR SPEAKERS
The record reflects that any professor who thinks it
proper and permissible to engage one who is a Communist or one
who has an extensive or_ serious Communist-front

affil~ation

record

is in a position to procure such persons as teachers and/or
speakers or lecturers on the campus.

This is so, for the follow-

ing reasons :
While the president hires the deans personally, and while
he must approve the hiring of all other ·regular teaching personnel,
his subordinates actually, in practice, do the hiring.

Generally,

the deans select their course chairmen with the approval of the
president.

The course chairmen, in turn, generally select their

professors with the approval of the deans and the president.

.J
.

'"···

~

;

l
i
i

practice, recommendations for employment sometimes originate
with other professors.

In actuality, the president's approyal of

most professors is a mere formality. (President Allen's testimony

!

J

In

11 -

1'

l
l

'

of June 6, 1962, Pages 14, 15, 16, 17, 27, 28, 43, 44, 48 and 49)
In regard to lecturers who are not regularly employed,
such as Jerome Davis, the professor teaching the course has the
ri ght to invite such lecturers to appear without the approval of
anybody else.

The only exception to this is that he must gain

approval of the dean if it is proposed to pay the lecturer for his
appearance. (President Allen's testimony of June 6, 1962, Pages 54
through 56)
This record makes it crystal clear that there are those
on the campus of the University of South Florida, who would bring
people with serious Communist-front affiliation records, active
Communist sympathizers and even outright Communist s to the campus
in one capacity or another knowingly and deliberately.

This

record also makes it crystal clear that under the present setpp,
ample opportunity will be afforded them to do so.
In this connection, the Committee respectfully points
out that evidence taken before appropriate Federa l committees, the
United States Attorney General, repeated announcements by J. Edgar
Hoover and the sworn testimony taken before this

Corr~ittee

on pre-

vious occasions leave no doubt that infiltration into our educational institutions in an attempt to win the

m~nds

of the youth of

this nation is one of the highest aims of the world Communist cause.

DR. D. F. FLEMING MATTER
. Dr. Fleming has for years been a professor of Political
Science at the University of Vanderbilt.

According to Dean Russell

M. Cooper, he has been offered a contract ·Of employment and
;

~

actually hired to teach in the University of South Florida on

<

l
l

- 12 -

American Political Science, the Foundation of the American System,
American Government and American Fore.i gn Relations. (Cooper's
testimony of May 23, 1962, Pages 85 and 86)

According to Dean

Sidney J. French, their discussions regarding Fl"eming's coming to
the University of South Florida have been finalized and an offer
has been'

exten~ed

to him. (French's testimony of May 30, 1962,

Pages 989 and 990) ·
According to President Allen, Dr. Fleming has been nominated as a lecturer at the University of South Florida, (President
Allen's testimony of June 6, 1962, Page 151) but the employment has
not been finalized. (Page 184)

According to Dean . Cooper, Dr. Flem-

ing is to have a complete free hand in the makeup of the content
and the manner of his teaching at the University of South Florida.
In Cooper's words:
"Now, what materials he would use in his course
and how he would teach it would be up to him."
(Cooper's testimony of May 23, 1962, Page 85)
According to President Allen, the fact that Fleming was
controversial was brought to his attention when the proposal was
made. (President Allen's testimony of June 6, 1962, Page 152)
The controversial character of Dr. Fleming revolves
around his attitude towards the Soviet Union.

Dr. Fleming is the

author of a two-volume works consisting of 1158 pages, called "The
Cold War and Its Origins".

Mr. Kenrick C. Hardcastle; III, of 517

Lucerne Street, Tampa, is a hydraulic engineer and a graduate of.
the University of Vanderbilt.

Mr. Hardcastle has actively assisted

the University of South Florida in raising monies for dormitory
construction. (Hardcastle's testimony of June 5,1962, Pages 30
through 33) · He attended two courses ·of Dr. Fleming at Vanderbilt
- 13 -

University in '1954 and 1955. (Pages 34 and 35)
-: !
1

Fleming's book, "The Cold War and Its Origins."

He has read Dr.
(Page 35)

Ac-

.J

cording to Mr. Hardcastle, Dr. Fleming takes the following positions in his book:
a. · The United States and its allies are to blame
for the Cold War tension with the Soviet Union.
b..

The United States and its allies have wronged
the Soviet Union.

c.

The United States started World Wars I and II.

d.

Russian aggression and territorial expansion
is justified as a matter of defense because of
the· war-like nature of the United States.

That in .his course at Vanderbilt, Dr. Fleming advocated these same
doctrines that appear in "The Cold War and Its Origins ".

(Pages

35 . and 36) · He states Fleming is, or was, a member of a committee
for a pro-Soviet foreign policy in 1959. (Page 36)

He further

states he has heard one of Dr. Fleming's colleagues at Vanderbilt
Univers ity in the Political Science Department, refer t o Dr. Fleming
as " the foremost Soviet apologist outside the Soviet Union." (Pages
37 and 38)

Dr. William Habberton, 1766 Idaho Avenue, N.E., St.
Petersburg, Florida, is a lecturer in history at the University
of South Florida. (Habberton's testimony o f May 23, 1962, Page 249)
The Committee took Dr. Habberton's testimony because President
Allen had told counsel for the Committee that he was a man in whom
the President had great faith and who was knowledgeable on the -subject~
(

Communism and that he wished the Committee woul? interview

Dr. Habberton in regard to the allegations by Professor Wenner,

.{

,.-·
., I

·-

that there was an attitude of sitness towards Communism at the
University of South Florida. (President Allen's testimony of June
- 14 -

'

I

;

6, 1962, Pages 156, 157)

While Dr. Habberton had not seen nor

heard anything at the University which indicated to him an approval
i

'
'

of Communism, he had the following comments to make regarding Dr.
Fleming and his book, "The Cold War and Its Origins":

"*

* *I think Professor Fleming is a devoted
internationalist. * * *

"The disagreement I would have with Fleming is
t hat it seems t o me he minimizes the continuing
revolutionary intentions of the Communists.
They continue to be so enwrapt with the idea of
world revolution, and although it may be necessary, as Lenin once sa id , 'In order to take two
steps forward, it is occasionally necessary to
take one step backwards.'
"The Communists, as far as I know, have never
renounced their u ltimate intention to foment
revolution throughout the world.
"I do not mean to imply that Fleming denies this,
but he doesn't take it into -too much account.
"He is inclined to think of the differences between our country and the Soviet Union, west versus
east, to be ohly a c o ~tinuation of the diplomati c
differences that existed for a long, long t ~- ~,
and ttat these are political matters tbat can be
handled , can be resolved through the ordinary channels of diplomacy in a manner that they could be
resolved perhaps, if Russia were not a Communist
country at all. At least. that is what I am inclined
to believe." (Habberton's testimony of May 23, 1962,
Pages 258, 259 and 260)
In discussing a review of "The Cold War and Its Origins",
by William H. Chamberlain, in which Chamberlain charges that
Fleming. has written the most elaborate appeasement of the Soviet
Union that has come to his attention, Dr. Habberton says:
"* * * and I, also, am critical of the 'Cold War
and Its Origins,' I must say.

"Q

While not as bitter as Chamberlain, do you feel
his opinion and conclusions, after reading his
book; that Fleming tends in the book to place
largely the blame for the Cold War tensions be- _
tween the east and west, and this country and
- 15 -

~~~

t

·

0

j

Russia, on us?
I

I

..t

"A

Yes, sir, I think I would ·have to concur in
that. I think he does this to a considerable
degree." (Habberton's testimony of May 23,
1962, Page 261)

Dr. Habberton further commented regarding Dr. Fleming:

"* * *I understand he is the · kind of person who
has gone beyond reasonable limits. I think his intentions are to be generous towards the Communists,
and particularly the Soviet component. I don't
know how . far he would be willing to go. I think he
shares the views of a good many , but not me, that we
should admit Red C'nina into the United Nations."
(Habberton's testimony, Page 262)
Dr. Habberton further testified he thought Fleming
would be a man who would advocate one-world goverruaent.
272 and 273)

(Pages

That he would probably advocate the surrender of at

least some of our national sovereignty to a World Government organization.
Edgar Ansel .Mowrer has read and reviewed ."The Cold War
I

'

and Its Origins" in much the same vein as Chamberlain to the effect

'

1

that the book constitutes an elaborat'e apology for the Soviet Union.
In his review, Mr. · chamberlain stated that when the Lenin

t

I
I
i

Peace Prize nomination came along, "The Cold War and Its Origins"
should not be overlooked. (President Allen's testimony of June 6,
1962, Page 166)

This statement by Chamberlain was prophetic in

the sense that the World Marxist Review, published in .Moscow in
March of 1962, did review "The Cold War and Its Origins".

The

World Marxist Review acclaims Dr. Fleming's book very highly and
indeed, states that Dr. Fleming has correctly placed the blame for
the tensions between the east and west on the United States and
its war-like nature and further states that Fleming correctly
- 16 -

analyzes the cause for the world's tensions to be the United States'
..
determination to Americanize the world inst'ead of the Communists' 'determination to Communize the . world. (President Allen's testimony :
of June 6, 1962, Pages 166 and 167)
Major Edgar Bundy, writing in the Freedom Press of Wednesday, July 18, 1962, presents an exhaustive review of Dr. Fleming's book.
ours bad.

He charges it makes the Communist side look good and
He charges that Dr. Fleming distorts history and points

out several specific instances where errors of purported historical
facts appear in Dr. Fleming's work.

He points out the reception Dr.

Fleming's book received from the Communist Party organ,"Political
Affairs" in its November, 1961 issue where "The Cold War and Its
Origins" received high praise.

He points out that this Communist

organ construes Dr. Fleming's work as correctly placing the onus
for the Cold War on the United States.

He further points out that

"Political Affairs" urges all Communists to study Dr. Fleming's
work and to "bring their contents to friends and neighbors."
Bundy believes the pro-Communist tenor of Dr.

F~eming's

Major

works is so

clear and one-sided that it can be used as a test to measure the
objectivities of reviewers, librarians and others by how they
handle it.
According to President Allen's testimony regarding
Fleming's association with the Universit-y of Vanderbilt:
"***He is retiringat Vanderbilt. He has been
there for thirty or thirty-five years." (President
Allen's .testimony of June 6, 1962, Page 151}
According to Dean Cooper, . Dr. Fleming has done a responsible job . of scholarship at the University of Vanderbilt for thirty

1'

years, "until now he's retired." (Cooper's testimony of June 1,
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1962, Page 1538)

According to Dean Cooper, Dr. Fleming "was retiri!lg

from Vanderbilt University."

(Cooper's testimony of May 23, 1962, :

Page 82)
Subsequent to the hearing, the Committee has come into
possession of a copy of a letter of June 11, 1962, written by Dr.
Harvie Branscomb, Chancellor of Vanderbilt University, where Dr.
Fleming taught , to an alumnus of the University of Vanderbilt in
Florida, in which Chancellor Branscomb writes as follows:
! read with interest the copy of News & Views
which you sent me, and was very much interested
in it. · I do not thi nk Dr. Fleming is, or has
been, a Corr@unist , but I thi ~{ he is an individual who has gone sour over the years, and has
lost his perspective and his balance of judgment .
Vanderbilt University, of course, does no t subsc~ibe to the views of all of its 750 professors;
neither do we defend them again ~t criticisms which
they bring on themselves. Professor Fleming was
retired a year ago in spite of his request for continuation. You will be interested to k now that he
is transferring this next fall to Tampa, Flo rida,
where he will teach in some institution there.
Yours sincerely, Harvie Branscomb."
11

On July 24, 1962, the Committee's counsel attempted to
talk to Chancellor Branscomb by long distance telephone, but was
informed he was out of the country.

In his absence, counsel talked

to Dr. Purdy, Vice-Chancellor of Vanderbilt.

Dr. Purdy confirmed

that Dr. Fleming was retired, in spite'of his request for a continuation of his employment at Vanderbilt.

He further confirmed

that Dr. Fleming had been a controversial figure at Vanderbilt
for many years •

. J.

• J
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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA, THROUGH TEXT
MATERIALS AND SOME PROFESSORS, RAISE SERIOUS
QUESTIONS IN MINDS OF THE STUDENTS REGARDING
THE VALIDITY OF ORTHODOX RELIGIOUS BELIEFS
'
OF THE STUDENTS --- SOME ATHEISTS ON THE FACULTY
The record is pregnant with evidence that the University:
of South Florida raises serious questions of the validity of orthqdox religious beliefs in the minds of the students, both through
text materials and through some of the professors.

The record

abundantly proves that most of the top afuninistrators and many of

I
1

jective of a state-supported institution of higher learning.
At the top of the administrative ladder, President Allen
frankly admits this happens at the University of South Florida,

· universities.

The following excerpts from his testimony clearly

delineates ·his position:

"Q

Dr. Allen, this is a fundamental question
that I want your opinion on. In a state supported school like this, is it a proper function of this institution to raise fundamental
questions in young people's minds in regards
· to the soundness of their religious tenets they
are brought up to believe in?

"A

This happens all . over the United States.

"Q

I understand it happens outside the university
and everywhere else, but is that a proper function of a state-supported institution?

"A

Well, I have been in more than one. This happens and it doesn't matter whether it is a
private college, at which I taught,- or a state
university where I was and have also had experience. This happens. * * *" '

Further:
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I

t he professors think this is quite a legitimate and desirable ob-

and goes further and says that it happens in all state-supported

JI

f

\

t

L

-J

uQ

.What you are telling me, in effect, is that
whether it's proper or .not in all state institutions these questions are raised and
dealt with in these institutions? .

"A

Yes. (Page 115)

***
"Q

Don't you let me put any words in your mouth,
Dr. Allen. You have told me this is happening in all our state institutions?

"A

Yes." (Page 116)

!.' The Inhabited Universerr, by Gatland and Dempster is
required text material in English.

Dr. Sy M. Kahn, Assistant Pro-

fessor of. English, describes the last .three chapters of this book
as follows:
The controversy in these last three chapters generally
revolves around the author's concept that an anthropomorphic god
is a god that is outmoded and outdated.

That the view of man that

embraces a personal God who keeps a record on the individuals'
lives is outmoded and a superstitious idea and that, in light of
scientific findings, such a concept of God could not be held in
reason.

That such an idea is intellectually inferior.

That ortho-

. dox religion as most of us have grown up to understand it, based
upon anything approaching a literal

interpretat~on

of the Bibae, is

not a supportable thesis, that it. is antiquated, out-moded, unintelligent, immature and superstitious reasoning.
~ute

for this type of religion or

r~ligious

That as a substi-

belief, they advance

the theory that evolution and the basic organic makeup of man,
to-wit:

I

his gene combinations, has a predominant or even overpower-

ing influence on his actual behavior.

While not atheistic or

agnostic, the authors are evolutionists.

I

- 20 -

That the creation of man

is beyond man~s understanding and they reject the Biblic~l inter,.

i

•

pre tation of man's origin.

The authors set out certain passages

t, .

'

..

I

of the Bible and present their arguments supporting their thesis
I

that a literal interpretation is ridiculous.

I

They assert the

s t ory of Adam and Eve is an investion of a prophet.

The flood,

t hey think is a quite natural and local disaster modified over the
centuries.

They assert that the Bible has been mistranslated.

The

authors conclude expressly on Page 175 of the book that the ±dea that
there exists a God who rewards good and punishes evil is a primitive concept.

In some places, they make strong direct attacks on

t he va lidity of certain orthodox princip les of the Catholic religion as such .

Dr. Kahn, who has taught ·this book, expressly agrees

that t he author s "tea r down", nco r rect" or " modify", seek to alter,
c hange, obliterate or do away with, on the bas i s of their reasoning and findings, certain orthodox religious tenets of recognized
orthodox religions. (Kahn's t ·e stimony of May 29, 1962 , Pages 799
through 807)
Dr. Kahn frankly admits that many of the students had
the fOUowing reaction to this book:
I

I

tI

"* * ":

so many students,also with this book, rather
jumped to the hasty conclusion these were atheistic
authors, had no beliefs in God, and their purpose,
the nefarious purpose, was · to tear down religion,
which it is note * * *" (Page 806)
Dr. Kahn holds a personal opinion that these chapters of
this book are valuable in this area of religion, because they do
c hal lenge the belief held by the students.
challenge is

wo~thwhile,

n~t

He strongly feels this

for the purpose of necessarily con-

verting anybody to a particular point of view, but because he
- 21 -
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believes a

yo~ng

student needs to re-examine the beliefs he comes

to the University with.
/

(Kahn's testimony, Pages 812 and 813).

Dr~

.

~

Kahn frankly states he believes it quite a proper and legitimate

...

'-'

purpose of the University, _even in a Functional English course,
to challenge the pupils' religious beliefs and to cause him to
examine into their validity."

Dr. Kahn frankly admits that in the

classroom he generally took ·the position of agreeing with and supporting the authors' conclusions in the last three chapters of
this book.

He says he agreed on some occasions because his views

coincided with those·of the authors and on other. occasions, because
he was playing nThe Devil's Advocate," as he deems it his duty as
a teacher to give as reasonable a defense of the book as the author
might giv·e if he were present. (Pages 817 1 818, 836 and 837)
One of the themes ·of the last three chapters of this book
with which he agrees is the ascertion that a homosexual might not
be guilty of anything in the

e~

of a just God.

(Page 831)

While

he has no evidence one way or the other, Dr. Kahn frankly admits
that his presentation of the last three chapters of this book might
possibly have caused some of the students to abandon some of the
tenets of their religion. (Pages 834 and 835)
'

I

J
I
~l

"·

On Pages 840 and 841 of his testimony, Dr. Kahn frankly
admits that while he has no evidence, he would guess it was true
that he possibly convinced some of his students that certain funda·m ental tenets of their religion that they brought to the University
were ill-fo.u nded.
On Pages 895 throughW6, Dr. Kahn gave the following
testimony:

II

j
1
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"Q

Won't you agree with me, Dr. Kahn, that they
are left without a doubt, a doubt in some of the
minds of these boys and girls who were raised in
Chr·istian homes and who were somewhat acquainted
with the principles of Christianity?

"A

1 would say that some students must have had
some question, after being exposed to these books,
that's right, I should like to add, if I may,
that I don'tthink this is improper in a university."

On Pages 836 and 837, Dr. Kahn testified as follows:

"Q

Could students sit in your class, under the
way you handled the last three chapters of this
book, and gain the impression that you, as a
professor, agreed with certain conclusions of this
book that made outright attacks on certain tenets
of orthodox re ligious beliefs?

"A

Yes, sir, I did state earlier that the thing that
I remember most clearly with your question
would deserve an affirmat ive answer, is this business of the literal interpretat i on of the Bible,
and I stated my own position on that, I think quite
·clearly. But to you, and to my classes, whether
such a position would c ause a·student to really
undergo some kind of religious or intellectual revolution, it's hard to say, But in that point made
by the authors, I think I have some sy~p athy towards."

On Page 842, Dr. Kahn states:
"* * * I think that we have some people on the
faculty, and please don't ask me to name them, because I won't do that, whose position is atheistic,
and I don't think it is wrong that they should be
on the faculty staff. I have said this to my students
this week. It is not a pos1tion I hold, incidentally,
but I think it's a position that a man can hold and
still be a legitimate· teacher in a state institution.* * *"
On Pages 947 and 948 of the testimony of Dro Kahn, the following
.a ppears:
But you stated categorically that we had some
atheists, had a few atheists on the ~ampus?

"A

Yes, sir.

'* * *
- 23 -
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"A · Incidentally, I would think this a safe statement to make on any university campus in the
country."

..J

Wi'th regard to his justification for his conclusion
that there were atheist on the campus, Dr. Kahn testified on Page

~48:
I

"A

Yes·, sir, I would say, in one instance, because
,
of an open admission. The man said, 'I'm an atheist.
i don't believe that God exists.' In another case,
· by inf~rence. The rest have been merely hearsay,
student hearsay, which ! ·believe has to be largely
discounted."

Dr. Kahn states he has heard rumors that some professors
have espoused their atheistic beliefs in the classrooms. (Page 843)
Dr. Kahn says these rumors came . f rom students primarily and a little
from the faculty.

Dr. Kahn· states he thiruts it's proper

(Page 844)

and legitimate for an atheist to state his pos it ion and give his
reasons before the class and that this would be very good for the
·students to hear. .

(Pages. 844 and 84 5)

Dr. Kahn defl.nes an atheist

as one who believes there is no God, the r e was no God and there
I

will be no God, that the universe is to be explained i n terms of
physical fact.

That the life of man is here and now on earth and

that it is finished when he dies, that there is no hereafter. (Pages
846 and 847)

Dr. Kahn admits that the last three chapters of "The
Inhabited Universe" have had a .good deal of criticism and scoffing,·
I

even by some members of the English staff. (Page 796)
In re,g ard to the book, "The Immense Journey", also . required reading, Dr. Kahn says it has clear religious tones.

That

· the author of this. book expresses findings 1 beliefs and conclusions
that are divergent with those of orthodox religion as we know it.
That the attacks on orthodox beliefs in "The Immense Journey" are
- 24 -
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much more subtle than those in "The Inhabited Universe."

That in

teaching from this book, he handled it generally as he did "The

-~

Inhabited Universe."

(Pages 854 and 855)

Everett Charles Johnston, Assistant Professor of
English, testified as follows regarding the last three chapters
of the book, "The Inhabited Universen, with reference to two
passages read to him:
·'
.

"A

Well, the substance of the two passages you
have read so far seems to indicate that religion, or shall we say that any established
.church, is something artificial and not based
upon fact.

"Q

Yes, sir.

;f

"A That is what I concluded from those two passages."
(Johnston's testimony of May 25, 1962, Page 357)
That orthodox religion as we generally understand that
term is immature, unthoughtful and not predicated on anything
factual and is largely superstition. (Page 359) · That for a professor to agree with the conclusion of the authors a nd to argue
they are correct would amount to an attack on organized religion.
(Pages 359 and 362)
He relates this portionof "The Inhabited Universe" to
the objectives of the English course as follows:

.,
I

I

'1
I

j:
l

I

"A

I would say that one of the objectives is to
expose students/ to ideas other than the ideas
they have received in their home and school,
public school, and church. Then, it does meet
that objective, inasmuch as they are looking
at the opinion of a man who obviously does not
believe in organized churcho

"Q

In regard to religion?

"A

Yes, sir.

"Now, is that one of the objectives of this course,
as you understand it?
25 -

"

.I

"A :One of the objectives
expose the student to
ideas he has received
own social metier, so

of the course is to
ideas other than the
in the home, and his
to speak.

"Q

In regard to religion?

"A

In regard to all things, sir, including
religion, I would say. Now, I cannot
speak for the University, sir, I speak
for myself.

"Q

That is your understanding of this course?

"A

It is my understanding of the course, yes,
sir." (Pages 362 and 363)

Mr • .Johnston

made no point of the last three chapters

of "The Inhabited Universe" in his class.
Dean Sidney J. French .says:
"A

I could probably have said to her, what I
would say to many students. That one has to
re-examine his faith and his position, as
one reaches this stage in life ; a nd that to
close one's mind to such re~examination would
probably make it more difficult later. * * *"
(French's testimony of May 30, 1962, P~ge 978)

Dean French thinks it is a legitimate function of a
state-supported university to raise questions in regard to the
validity of the religious tenets and beliefs of the students in
the minds of students and that this is one of ·the purposes of basic
college English.

(Pages 978 and 979)

Dean French thinks it per-

missible for a professor to agree with the conclusions of the
/

last three chapters of "The Inhabited Universe" and to state his
reasons for agreement to the class even if this results in some
pupils giving up certain orthodox beliefs, as ·long as the professor
does not deliberately attempt to convert them to believe his way.
(Pages 982 through 986)
~ean

I.

Edwin P. Martin is familiar . generally with the last

three chapters of "The :]llhabited Universe".
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He agrees it constitutes

a direct and violent attack on any literal interpretation of the
-;!

· Bible.

That it takes up certain religious tenets and points out

,.
)

.

:~

\-; '

they are not based on reason and that they are fallacious and are
not well founded.
and 1278)

(Martin's testimony of May 31, 1962, Pages 1277

He believes this material is quite legitimate for

"college level kids" barring what he refers to as gross mishandling
by the instructor.

{Page . 1277)

He believes it quite proper for

the professor to state his acceptance of the argument of the authors
of this

boo~

to the class as long as he leaves room for

•
people to reject the arguments. (Page 1278)

not violate

~he

intelli~ent

He thinks this would

principle of separation of Church and the State,

(Page 1279) and is emphatic in his opinion that it is a proper
:function of the University to raise serious questions regarding the
vaiidity of religious tenets of the religions of the students.
(Page 1280) He expressly condones the following direct attack on the
Catholic. religion from "The Inhabited Universe":

**

*
Let me read this, and then I'm going to ask
you a questions:
11

•I

!

.,J
r

.

r· .

'We may no longer countenance slavery of the
body, but slavery of the mind is something we
still. accept without question. There are
many examples throughout the strata of the
world religions, but the ruthlessness with
which this process if pursued is nowhere more
forcefully expressed than in the Catholic
"Law on Marriage". Consider, for example,
this statement: nA mixed marriage (a marriage
between a Catholic and one, though baptised,
does not profess the Catholic faith) is
strictly forbidden. Nor will the Church even
tolerate it unless, in a special case, there
be a grave reason, and the following conditions be fulfilled; that all the children
who may be born of the marriage shall be baptised and brought up in the Catholic faith.'

,l

· "Now, I'm closing the quote there.
one more paragraph.
- 27 - '

I want to read

..

'Thus the child of a "mixed marriage" is
destined, before birth, to view the universe through .a special pair of spectacles,
and will be .indoctrinated into the practical "Laws of God", which support the idea
·of man's unique creation in Adam and Eve,
the Virgin Birth of Jesus, and the infallibility of the Pope.'
"I want to stop right .there. There are other
· parts, portions of that paragraph - "A

Uh huh. · (Indicat ing affirmatively)

"Q

Would you agree that this is a rather direct
attack on, and incidentally I'm not a Catholic,
this is a rather direct attack on some rather
fundamental dogma or beliefs of the Catholic
religion as such?
I

"A . Yes, sir, I think so.
"Q

Now, if the teacher should personally agree
with the position of the author on the
passages that I have just read, and he should
argue for the soundness of that positio~ and
if he should happen to convince some young
Catholic in his class, who has been taught
previously to believe otherwise, would he be
violating the principle of separation of State
and 01urch, in your opinion?

nA

If he argued with the intent to cause Catholics
to leave the church, he would be violating
it. If he, in the proper context, announced .
that he agreed with the authors' arguments,
that he was willing to debate the case, he
would not be violating a principle, in my
judgment.

"Q

Even though the net effect might be the same?
The abandonment by the pupil of his basic religious tenets in his orthodox religion?

i

I

I
l

"A

Yes, sir, in this case, I think I would say,
regardless of the identity of the effect."
(Dean Martin's testimony, Pages 1283, 1284 and 1285).

Dean Martin, himself, does not believe in orthodox religion, though he thinks he believes in something he does . not understand and that is beyond the comprehension of man at the present
28
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time.

He does not know whether he believes that a Supreme Being

is responsible for the presence of man on earth or not, but states .
he is agnostic in this regard.

Though he never mentions his per-

sonal beliefs in class, he states that he has on rare occasions
talked about it with students who came to him for this purpose,
as a friend and counselor, not as a professor. (Pages 1290 and 1291)
Wesley Ford Davis, . Assistant Professor of English, thinks
it would be perfectly proper: :for a professor to agree with the
conclusions ·a nd findings of the authors in the last three chapters
of "The Inhabited Universe," if he makes it clear that this is a
personal position. (Davis' testimony of May 31, . 1962, Page 1303)
Peter Craig Wright, II, a student who appeared before
the Committee voluntarily to defend the University, testified that
some of his professors had raised questions regarding some of the .
religious beliefs he came to the campus with fqr his consideration
and examination.

(Vl~ight's

testimony of June 1, 1962, Page 1439)

Guy Vaughn Buell, student at the Unive rsity, who came
volunta~ily

before the Committee in answer to a call for volun-

teers from President Allen, to defend the University's position;
testified he had · heard some of his fellow students criticize some
of his courses as containing Anti-Christian doctrines. (Buell's
testimony of

·Ju~e

1, · 1962,

Pag~s

1494 and 1495)

The record shows there are professors at the University
of South Florida who do not believe it a proper function of the
University to raise serious questions in the minds of the
regarding the validity of their religious tenets.
;
0'

~ i

'

1

1
1

The record shows

some of these professors do not raise these questions verbally and

l

j

stud~nts
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do not make any point of the text materials which raise them.
The Committee has received numerous complaints from
·1

students and pare'nts regarding the manner in which religious

I

<l '

,,

. '
,<'

questions, doctrines and beliefs are handled by the University,
both through text materials and some of the professors.

Inasmuch, '

I

however, as· what is set out above is more. than sufficient to establish the manner in which · this matter is handled at t .h e University
of South Florida and the knowledge and approval of the administrators, · or many of them, the Committee will not lengthen this report
by . reciting these complaints.

MUCH OF THE REQUIRED AND RECOMMENDED READING
MATERIAL, THOUGH NOT OBSCENE UNDER THE LEGAL
DEFINITION, CONTAINS COURSE, PROFANE, VILE
AND VULGAR LANGUAGE
The legal definition of obscenity, when applied to a
book, is very strict and narrow.

For a book to fall under the

legal definition of .obscenity, it must be such that the average
. person applying contemporary community standards would find that
the dominant theme of the b?ok, :when taken as a whole, appeals

to prurient interest, . which means, in simple language, that the
dominant theme of the book judged by the average person applying
contemporary community standards must be found to be lustful or
lewd or inciting lust.

Under this definition, it is possible

that a book might have many of . the most vulgar, vile, profane
and obscene passages and sections and yet not be obscene under
the law.

The obscenity must dominate the theme of the book as a

whole ·b efore it. can be .l egaily condemned.
I .
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..
The Committee found no required or recommended reading
at the University of South Florida, which clearly falls within
this legal prohibition against obsce.n ity.

It did find, however,

a goodly mass of written materials which, while falling short of
this legal definition, · contain an amaxing profusion of language
which the Committee would
trash.

~haracterize

as literary garbage or

This material is in the form of 'pocket books'' of the type

which appear on the ordinary news stands of the nation and become
best sellers to the public at large.

Many of these books contain

themes heavily concerned with illicit sexual relations, alcoholism
· and the use of vile cursing to an extreme degree.

The University

of South Florida is using such 'pocket book' material as college
text material to a large degree; and so the Committee is informed
by the administration and faculty, this is a national trend in
higher education.
At the University of South Florida, there is an AllUniversity Book program under which one or two books are selected
each semest.e r to ·:t>e read
~

'

;

1
J,,

i]

J

b~

the entire sutdent body, the faculty

and faculty wives and the non-teaching staff of the University. In
addition, the

All~University

Book is recommended as reading for

the community surrounding the University.

It is recommended that
,
everyone read ' the All-University Book simultaneously so that the
entire community will have some intellectual common ground for
discussion.

..
1

I'

Although there is some confusion among the administra-

tors and faculty members as to the effect of a book being designated
as an All-University Book, (some think it is merely recommended
reading, while

ot~ers

think it is required reading - Henry Winthrops'
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testimony of May 24, 1962, Pages 160 through 162, and Dr. Malpass'
testimony of May 25, 1962, Pages 298, 299, 300) there is no ques-

J

tion but what individual professors and division chairmen can require books designated as All-University Books to be read in their
courses.

Neither is there any question over the fact that ques-

tions are included on the students' exams concerning the contents
of University Books.
In the interest of brevity, the Committee will content
itself in reciting one quotation from one of the books referred to
as an example of what the Committee believes to ·be intellectual
garbage.

The following quotation appears, beginning on Page 87

and ending on page 95 in the story "Pretty Mouth and Green My Eyes"
in the book, "Nine · stores" by J. D. Salinger:

"'·They drove in.'
"'How -do you know?'
'"Their baby-sitter. We've had some scintillating
goddam conversations. We're close as hell. We're like
two godctam ·peas in a pod.'

f
t
!

I
l

~~

"'All right, All right. So what? Will ya sit tight
and relax, now?' said the gray-haired man. 'All three of
'em'll . probably waltz in on you any minute. Take my
word. You know Loena. I don't know what the hell it is
--They all get this god-awful Connecticut gaiety when
they get in to New York. You know that.'
"'Yeah, I know.

I know.

I don't know, though.'

"'Certainly you do. Use your imagination.
of 'em probably dragged Joanie bodily--'

The two

"'Listen. · Nobody ever has to qrag Joanie anywhere.
Don't gimme any of that dragging stuff.'

r
l

"'Nobody's givi~g you any dragging stuff, Arthur,'
the gray-haired man said quietly.
- 32 -
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"'I know, I know! Excuse me. Christ, I'm losing my
mind. Honest to God, you sure I didn't wake you?'
"'I'd tell you if you had, Arthur,' the gray-haired
man said. Absently, he took his left hand out from between the girl's upper arm and ·chest wall. 'Look, Arthur,
You want my advice?' he said. He .took the telephone cord
between his fingers, just under the transmitter. 'I
. mean this, now. You want some advice?'
"'Yeah, I don't know. Christ, I'm keeping you up.
Why don't I just go cut my--'
"'Listen to me a minute,' the gray-haired man said.
'First--! mean this, now--get in bed and relax. Make
yourself a nice, big nightcap, and get under the--'
"'Nightcap! Are you kidding? Christ, I've killed
about a quart in the last two goddam hours. Nightcap!
I'm so plastered now I can hardly--'
"'All right. All right. Get ' in bed, then,' the
gray-haired man said. "And relax--ya hear me? Tell
the truth. Is it going to do any good to sit around
and stew?!
"'Yeah, I know. I wouldn't even worry, for Chrissake, but you can't trust her! I swear to God. I
swear to God you can't. You can trust her about as
far as you can throw a--I don't know what. Aaah,
what's the use? I'm losing my goddam mind.'
"'Ali right. Forget it, now. Forget it, now.
Will ya do me a favor and try to put the whole
· thing out of your mind?' the gray-haired man said.
;fiFor all you know, you're making--! honestly think
you're making a mountain--'
"'You know what I do? You know what I do? I'm
ashameda tell ya, but you know what I very nearly
goddam do every night? When I get home? You want
to · know?'
"'Arthur, listen, this isn't--'
"'Wait a second--I'll ·tell ya, God damn it. I
practically have to keep myself from opening every
goddam closet door in the apartment--! swear to God.
Every night I come home, I half expect to find a
bunch of basta+ds hiding all over the place. Elevator boys. Delivery boys. Cops--'
"'All right. All right. Let's try to take it a .
little easy, Arthu~, ·' the gray-haired man said. He

r
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glanced abruptly to his right, where a cigarette,
lighted some time earlier in the evening, wasbalanced
on an ashtray. It obviously had gone out, though,
and he didn't pick it up. 'In the first place,' he
said into the phone, 'I've told you many, many times, .
Arthur, that's exactly where you make your biggest mistake. You know what you do? Would you like me to tell
you what you do? You go out of your way--! mean this,
now-- You actually go out of your way to torture yourself. As a matter of fact, you actually inspire
Joanie--' He broke off. 'You're bloody lucky she's a
wonderful kid. I mean it. You give that kid absolutely no credit for having any good taste--or brains,
for Chrissake, for that matter--'
"'Brains! Are you kidding? She hasn't got any
goddam brains: She's an animal!'
"The gray-haired man, his nostrils dilating, appeared to take a fairly deep breath. 'We're all animals,'
he said. 'Basically, we're all animals.'
"'Like hell we are. I'm no goddam animal. I may
be a stupic:r,-fouled-up twentieth-century son-of-a bitch,·
but I'm no animal. Don't gimme that. I'm no animal.'
"'Look, Arthur.

Th i s isn't getting us-:--'

'Brains. Jesus, if you knew how funny that was.
She thinks she's a goddam intellectual. That's the
funny part, that's the hilarious part. She · reads the
theat rical page, and she watches television till she's
practically blind--so she's an intellectual. You
know who I'm married to? You want to know who I'm
married to? I'm married to the greatest living undeveloped, undiscovered actress, novelist, psychoanalyst,
and all-around_&oddam unappreciated celebrity-genius
in New York. You didn't know that, didja? Christ,
it's so funny I could c ut my t hroat. Madame Bovary at
Columbia Extension School. Madame--'
11

i

l
;
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· "'Who?'

asked the gray-haired man, sounding annoyed.

"'Madame Bovary takes a course in Television Appreciation. God, if you knew how--'

.·

'

j
J~

"'All ' right, all right. You realize this isn't
getting us anyplace,' the gray-haired man said. He
turned and gave the girl a sign, with two fingers near
his mouth, that he wanted a cigarette. 'In the first place,
he said, in~o the phpne, 'for a helluvan intelligent guy,
you're about as tactless as it's humanly possible to be.'
He straightened his back so that the girl could reach
behind him for the . cigarettes. 'I - mean that. It shows up
in your private life, it shows up in your--'
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"'Brains. Oh, God, that kills me! Christ almighty!
Did you ever hear her describe anybody--some man, I
mean·? Sometime when you haven't anything to do, do me
a favor and get her to describe some man for you. She
describes every man she sees as "terribly attractive."
It can be the oldest, crummiest, greasiest-,"-'
·
"'All right, Arthur,' the gray-haired man said
sharply. 'This is getting us nowhere. But nowhere.'
He took a lighted cigarette from the girl. She had lit
· two. 'Just incidentally,' he said, exhaling smoke
through his nostrils, 'how'd you make out today?'
"'What?'

I

"'How'd you make out today?' the gray-haired man
repeated. 'How'd the case go?'
n'Oh, Christ! I don't know. Lousy. About two minutes before I'm all set to start my summation, the
attorney for the plaintiff, Lissberg, trots in this
crazy chambermaid with a bunch of bedsheets as evidence-bedbug stains all over them. Christ!'
·"'So what happened? You lose?' asked the gray-haired
man, taking another drag on his cigarette.
n'You know who was on the bench? Mothe r Vittorio.
What . the hell that guy has against me, I'll never
know. I c an• t even open my mouth and he jumps all
over me. You can't reason with a guy like that. It's
impossible1
"The gray-haired man turned his head to see what the
girl was. doing. She had · picked up the ashtray and was
putting it between them. 'You lose, then, or what?'
he said into the phone.
"'What?'
"'I said, Did you lose?'
n'Yeah, I was gonna tell you about it. I didn't get
a chance at the party, with all the ruckus. You think
Junior'll hit the ceiling? Not that I give a good god- ·
dam, but what do you think? Think he will?'
"With his left hand, the gray-haired man shaped the
ash of his cigarette on the rim of the ashtray. 'I don't
think he'll necessarily hit the ceiling, Arthur, ' he
sai d quietly. ·•chances are very much in favor, though,
that he's not going to be overjoyed about it. You know
how long we've .handled those three bloody hotels? Old
man Shanley himself started the whole--' ·
35
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"'I know. I know. Junior's told me about it at.
least fifty times. It's one of the most beautiful
stories I ever heard in my life. All right, so I lost
the goddam case. In the first place, it wasn't my fault,
First, tli!s lunatic Vittorio baits me all through the
'
trial. _ Then this moron chambermaid starts passing out
sheets full of bedbug--'
"'Nobody's saying it's _your fault, Arthur,~ the grayhaired man said, 'You asked me if I thought Junior would
hit the ceiling. I simply gave you an honest--'
"'I know--! know that • • • • I don't know. What
the hell, I may go back in the Army anyway. I tell
you about that?'
"The gray-haired man turned his head again toward the
girl, perhaps to show her how forbearing·, even stoic,
his countenance was. But the girl missed seeing it.
She had just overturned the ashtray with her knee and
was rapidly, with her fingers, brushing the spilled
ashes into a little pick-up pile; her eyes looked up
at him a second too late. 'No, you didn't, Arthur,'
he s aid into the phone.
"'Yeah, I may. I don't know yet. I'm not crazy
about the idea, naturally, and I won't go if I can
possibly- avoid it. But I may have to. I don't know.
At least, it's oblivion. If they gi~~e back my little
helmet and my big, fat desk and my nice, big mosquito
net, it might not--'

-J
'
I

"'I'd like to .beat some sense into that head of
yours, boy, that's what I'd like to do,' t he grayhaired man said. 'For a helluvan--For a supposedly
intelligent guy, you talk like an absolute child. And
I · say that in all sincerity. You let a bunch of minor
little things snowball to an extent that they get so
bloody paramount in your mind that you're absolutely
unfit for any--'
-"'I shoulda left her. You know that? I should've
gone through with it last summer, when I really had
the ball rolling--you know that? You know why I didn't?
You want to know why I didn't?'

- u'Arthur.
· nowhere.'

For Chrissake.

This is getting us exactly

"'Wait a second. Lemme tellya why! You want to
!mow why I didn't? I can tellya exactly why. Because
I felt sorry for her. That's the whole simple truth.
I felt. sorry for her.'
"'Well, I don't know.

i
j
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jurisdiction,' the gray-haired man said.
'It seems
to me, though, that the one thing you seem to forget i$
that Joanie's a grown woman. I don't know, but it seems ,
to me--'
"'Grown woman! You crazy? She's a grown child, for
.Chrissake! Listen; I'll be shaving--listen to this-I'll be shaving, and all of a sudden she'll call me
from way the hell the other end of the apartment.
I'll
go see what's~ matter-- r ight in the middle of shaving, lather all over my goddam face. You know what
she 'll want? She'll want to ask me if I think she has
a good mind. I swear to God. She's pathetic, I tellya.
I watch her when she's asleep, and I know what I'm talkin'
about. Believe me.'
"'Well, that's something you know better than--!
mean that's out of my jurisdiction,' the gray-haired
man said.
'The point is, God damn it, you don't do
anything at all constructive to--'

1

1
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"'We're mismated, that's all. That's the whole
simple story. We're just mismated as he ll. You know
what she needs? She needs some big silent bastard to
j ust walk over once in awhile and knock her .out cold-t '.en go back and finish reading his paper. That's
what she needs.
I'm too godd~~ we~~ for her. I knew it
when we got married-- I s wear to God I did. I mean
you're a s mart bas tard, you've never been marr ied,
but every now a nd then , before ·anybody gets married,
t hey get these flashes of what ·it's going to be like
after they're married. I ignored 'em. I ignored all
my goddam flashes.
I'm weak. That's the whole thing
in a nutshell.'
"'You're not weak. You just don't use your head, '
the gray~haired man said, accepting a freshly lighted
cigarette from the girl.
"'Certainly I'm weak!
Certainly I'm weak! God damn
it, I know whether I'm weak or not! If I weren't weak,
• you don't thiruc I'd've let everything get all--Aah, what's
the usea talking? Certainly I'm weruc •••• God, I'm keeping you awake all night. Why don't you hang the hell
up on me? I mean it. Hang up on me.'
· "'I'm not going to hang up on you, Arthur. I'd
like to help you, if it's humanly possible,' the gray- ·
haired man said.
'Actually, you're your own worse--'
'>

111

She doesn't respect me. She doesn't even love
Basically--in the last analysis-! don!t love her any more, either. I don't know I do
and I don't.
It varies. It fluctuates~ Christ!
Every time I get all set to put my foot down, we have

me 1 for God's sake.

L
t

l

,l
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dinner out, for some reason, and I meet her somewhere
and she comes in with these goddam white gloves on or
something. I don't know. Or I start thinking about
the first time we drove up to New Haven for the ·P rinceton game. We had ·a flat right after we got off the
Parkway, and it was cold as hell, and she held the
flashlight while I fixed the goddam thing--You know
what. I mean. I don't know. Or I start thinking about-Christ, it's embarrassing--'! start thinking about this
- goddam poem I sent her when we first started goin'
around together. 'Rose my color is and white, Pretty
mouth and green my eyes.' Christ, it's embarrassing-it used to remind me of her. She doesn't have green
eyes--she has eyes like goddam sea shells, for Chris, sa...~e-- but it reminded me anyway . • • I don't know.
What' s the usea talking? I'm losing my mind. Hang
up on me, why don't you? I mean it.'
"The gray-haired man c leared his throat and said,
·'I have no intention of hanging up on you, Arthur,
There's just one--'
"'She bought me a suit once.

With her own money.

I tell you about that?'

"'No,· I--' .
"'She just went into I think Tripler's and bought
I didn't even go with her.
I mean she has some
godd~~ nice traits.
The funny thing was it wasn't a
bad fit. · I just had to have it ta...~en in a litte bit
around the seat--the pants--and the length. · I mean
she h~s some goddam nice traits .'
it.

nThe gray-haired man listened another moment. Then
abruptly, he turned toward the girl. The look he gave
her, t hough only glancing, fully inf ormed her what was
su dde~ly going on at the other end of the phone.
'Now,
Arthur. Listen. That isn't going to do any good. I
mean it. Now, lBten, I say this in all sincerity.
Willya get undressed and get in bed, like a good guy?
And relax? Joanie'll probably be there in about two
minutes. You don't want her to see you like that, do
ya? The bloody Ellenbogens'll probably barge in with
her. You don't want the whole bunch of 'em to see you
like that, do ya?' He listened. 'Arthur? You hear
me?~ -

"'God, I'm keeping you awake all night.
I · do, I--'

Everything

"'You're not keeping me awake all night _, ' the gray-.
haired man said. 'Don't even think ()f that. I-'ve alrea~y told you, I've .been averaging about fou~ hours'
sleep a nighte What I would like to do~ though, if
.

l

.~
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it's at all humanly possible, I'd like to help you,
boy.' He listened. 'Arthur? You there?'
"'Yeah. I'm here. Listen • . I've kept you awake
ali night. anyway • . Could I come over to your place
for a drink? Wouldja mind?'

.,i

"The gray-haired man straightened his back and
placed the flat of his free hand on the top of his head~
and said, 'Now, do you mean?'
· "'Yeah. I mean if it's all right with you. I'll
only stay a minute. I'd just like to s i t down somewhere and--! don't know. Would it be a l l right?'
"'Yeah, but the point is I don't t h ink you should,
Arthur,' t he gray-haired man sai d, l owering his hand
from his head. 'I mean you ' re more t h an welcome to
come, but I honestly .t hi nk you should just sit tight
and relax till Joanie wa l tzes i n. I hone stly do.
~nat you want to be, you want to be right there on
the spot, when she waltzes in • . Am I right, or not?·:'.
"'Yeah, I don't know. · I s wea r to God, I don't
know.' ·
.,

"' Well, I do, I honestly do, ' the gray~haired man said •
'Look, Why don't you hop in bed now, and relax, and
then later, if you feel like it 1 give me a ring. I
mean if you feel lik e talking. And don 't worry.
That's the main thing. Hear m(::: ? Willya do · that now?'
"'All; right. '
"The gray-haired man cont inued for a moment to hoid
the phone to his ear, then l owered it into its cradle.
'

"'What did he say?' .the gir 1 immediately aslted him.
"He picked his cigarette out of the ashtray--that
is, selected it from an acc umulation of smoked and
half-smoked cigarettes. He dragged on it and said,
'He wanted to come over here for a drink.'
n'God!

What'd you say?' said the girl.

"'You heard me,' the gray-haired man said, and
looked at her. 'You could hear me. Couldn't you?'
He squashed out his cigarette.
"'You were wonderful. Absolutely marvellous,' the
.girl said, watching him. 'God, I feel like a dog~'
"'Well,'

the gray-haired man said, 'it's a tough
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·situation.

I don' t know how marvellous I was . '

'You were. You were wonderful,' the girl said.
'I'm limp. I'm absolutely limp. Look at me!'
11

.;

"The gray-haired man looked at her. 'Well, actually
it's an impossible situation,' he said. 'I mean the
whole thing's so fantastic it isn't even--'
"'Darling--Excuse me,' the girl said quickly, and
leaned forward. 'I thi1lli you're on fire.' She gave
. the back of his hand a short, brisk, brushing stroke
with the flats of her fingers.
'No. It was just an
ash.' She leaned back. 'No, you were marvellous,'
she said. 'God, I feel like an absolute dog!'
'''Well, it's ~very, very tough situation.
guy's obviously going through absolute--'

The

"The phone suddenly rang.
"The gray-haired man said 'Christ!' but picked it
up before the second ring. 'Hello?' he said into it.
"'Lee?

Were you asleep?'

"'No, no.'
"'Listen, i just thought you'd want to know.
Joanie just barged in.'
"'What?' said the gray-haired man, and bridged his
left hand over his eyes, though the light was behind
· him.
"'Yeah, She just barged in. About ten seconds after
I spoke to . you. I just thought I'd give you a ring
while she's in the john. Listen, thariks a million, Lee,
I mean it--you know what I mean. · You weren't ~eep,
were ya?'
!t 'No, no. I · was just--No, no,' the gray-haired man
said, leaving his fingers bridged over his eyes. He
cleared his throat.
"'Yeah. What happened was, apparently Leona got
stinking and then had a goddam crying jag, and Bob
wanted Joanie to go out and grab a drink with them
somewhere and iron the thing out. I don't know. You
know. Very .involved. Anyway, so she's home. What a
rat race. Honest to God, I think it's this goddam New
York • . What I think maybe we'll do, if everything goes
· along all right, we'll get ourselves a little place in
Connecticut maybe. Not too far out, necessarily, but
- 40 -
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far enough that we can lead a normal goddam life. I
mean she's crazy about plants and all that stuff. She'd
probably go mad if she had her own goddam garden and
stuff. Know what I mean? I mean--except you--who do
we know in New York except a bunch of neurotics? It's
bound to undermine even a normal person sooner or later.
Know what I mean?'"
(Dr. Warner's testimony of May 23, 1962, Pages 203 through 221)

The above quoted passage contains a repetition of the word, "goddam"
28 times; the word "bastardtt 4 times; the word "hell" 11 times;
the term "son-of-a-bitch" 1 time; and the term ttgod-awful" 1 time,
or a combined total of 45 times.
Dr. Warner, who is chairman of the All-University Book
Selection Committee and chairman of the American Idea Division of
t he University, justified the use of such material as that quoted
above in mixed classes of young men and women seventeen through
their early twenties, on the ground that it makes vice, degeneration and demoralization unattractive and horrible to the students.
(Page 222)
· Most of the other professors and administrators questioned
about the above quoted language from Salinger's "Nine Stories",
justified the use of such material on the same ground as Dr. Warner
and some on the additional ground that the student should know
that there are people in our society' who use the type of language
quoted above.

The Committee is told by Dr. Warner and others on

the faculty that

1~.

Salinger is, in effect, a contemporary lit-

erary giant and this is further justification for the use of this
type of material, to-wit: the standing of the author.

A notable

exception is Dr. Habberton, who frankly states that he has reservations concerning Salinger's works.

This frankly Christian gentle-

man, who is teaching full time at the University of South Florida·
as a lecturer, after having taught as a member of the faculty at
- 41-
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the University of Illinois for almost thirty years, and in whom
President Allen expresses great confidence, was educated on the
writings of such authors as Dickens, Thackeray and Elliot, instead
of Salinger, Huxley, West, etc.
could not recommend such
cator.

This gentleman frankly states he

li~erature,

either as a parent or an

edu~

He i ·s frank to admit he does not particularly appreciate

Salinger's type of literature.. He confesses he is somewhat shocked
at certain words that appear in this kind of a book.

He believes

there are different ways of saying things and that Salinger is
inclined to use the way which gives offense to old-fashioned persons such as he.

He suspects that some people might take a certain

satisfaction . in that.

He thinks such language is vulgar; that

certain of the words are salacious and does not find such literature edifying.
for freshmen.

Neither does

~e

consider it

propitio~s

reading

(Habberton's testimony of May 23, 1962, Pages 277

through 286)

I

Dean Edwin P. Martin admits receiving some complaints
from students about the teaching materials as follows:
"A

I received complaints from a few students
in the Human Behavior course -- that, well,
too much sex was being studied, and I have
received complaints from some of the students
in the English course, that some of the books
contained obscene language, and too many descriptions of sexual activities."
(Martin's testimony of May 31, 1962, Pages 1285
and 1286)
He says he received four to six such complaints and believes that most students who found the material objectionable
would not complain·i,;. (Page 1287)

He states he looked into these

complaints and found them ill-founded.
The above quoted portion of Salinger's "Pretty Mouth
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and Green My Eyes, 11 was gone over with President Allen and he was
asked for his reaction to that type of writing as recommended or
!

·:

required reading.

Dr. Allen's answer was that he had no reaction. '

That he could not .judge this language out of context.

That he

would want to know the purpose of the story and the purpose of the
author.

In addition to which · he was not sure that he could , pass

judgment then, even after reading the whole story because:

"* * *

I am not a literary critic."
(President Allen's testimony of June 6, 1962, Page 146)

Thus, it appears,· in the opinion of the President of the
University of $outh Florida, only a literary critic could determine whether ·or not

spec~fic

written materials are proper, propitious

-

or in good taste to be used as required reading for freshmen students at the University.

It is cle arly admitted by the administra-

tion that complaints have been made directly to the administration
about the type of materials above referred to by both students
and parents . without effect.

It is clearly admifted that when Mrs.

Stockton Smith, Jr., Mrs. Morton Funkhouser, and Dr. and Mrs. J. B.
Hodge, Jr., complained to a group of the deans about this type of
literature, they

w~re

either ·told they were, or were asked if

they were, a pressure group and that no action was taken as a result of their complaints.
It is clearly admitted that a discussion panel was held
in the theatre auditorium where the book, "The Devil's Advocate",
1

·

by M. L. West, was discussed before a panel of faculty members and
a group of

~ixed ·

students and .faculty members.

During this dis-

cussion, Mr. Wesley Ford Davis, Assistant Professor of English,
arose in the audience and stated to the professor on the lectern
words to the substantial effect, thtt Mr. West, the author of "The
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Devil's Advocate," "seemed to believe that a woman's capacity for
··,!_

love was determined by the size of her breast," to which the pro-

-~ ~ -; ,

fessor on the lectern replied to the

subs~antial

effect, that "Mr.

West seemed to grade on the curve."

When this discussion adjourne4,

one of the young ladies in the audience, a teenage student, was
approached by a young man, unknown to her, who took her by the arm
and asked for a date, stating that she seemed to 'have what it took',
referring to the size of her bosom.
Mr. Davis admits this happened but states he was making

I
I

a serious criticism of "The Devil's Advocate", although he admits
it received a
of June 1,

jo~ing

~ages

response from t he

1573 through 1576)

audi~nce.

(Davis' testimony

President Allen admits that

t h e father of this young girl came to his office and complained
of this incident to him directly.

Dr. Allen expresses the opinion

that these professors used poor judgment and poor taste.

When

asked if he had taken any action or spoken to these professors in
regard to this incident, he stated that he had not, for the reason
that their identity was not made known to him prior to his appearance before the Committee. (President Allen's testimony of June 6,
1962, Pages 132 through 136)

It seems crystal clear that Dr. Allen

could have easily ascertained the identity of Mr. Wesley Ford Davis,
had he had any interest in expressing disapproval of this type of
conduct on behalf of his faculty members, by the simple expedient
of asking the girl's father for h_i s name.
HOMOSEXUALITY

AND ADMINISTRATIVE ATTITUDE
_During the course of its investigation, the Committee
devoted but little of its time and efforts to homosexuality.
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On

the basis of its information, the Committee believes this problem
not to be of great magnitude at the University of South Florida
at the present time.

It did find, however, certain matters which

it ·thinks are deserving of the attention of the Board of Control
and the State Board of .Education.
Professor

------- ,

instructor of English and Human-

ities, was confronted with a sworn statement from a 19-year old
boy to the substantial effect that on New Year's Eve, 1960, Professor

picked this boy up in a bar in St. Petersburg

and carried him to his apartment in Temple Terrace, Tampa, Florida,
where it is

all~ged

Professor

performed the homosexual

act of oral copulation on said boy.

----- 's

The boy described Professor

automobile and the interior of his apartment in detail

and while Professor

confirmed the correctness of these

descriptions, he declined to comment on the allegations relating
to his homosexual act. (Testimony of May 31, . 1962, Pages 1343
through 1348)
According to the President, on June 6, 1962, Professor

------came

in, between the time of his appearance/ and that ·of the

President, and re?igned, reportedly leaving the state.
On

P~ges

1096 through 1101 of the testimony taken on

May 30, 1962, the Committee's counsel placed in the record certain
information concerning allegations of homosexual approaches a
·certain professor named in said record allegedly made to three
students of the University of South Florida.

This material was

put in the record because the professor in question had suddenly
-become hospitalized and unaccessible to the Committee.

The Com-

mittee has no information as to whether or not an investigation of
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this matter has been pursued by the administration.
In January of 1961, an 18-year old student at the University of South Florida went to John Walter Caldwell, Associate

'

\

Professor of Fine Arts and director of the University The.atre and
the student's faculty adviser, with the following report in substance.

That following an appearance of a University group at
/

the WTVT television station on Grand Central Avenue in Tampa, in
regard to the play "Antigone", the student and three other students,
all teenagers, went to the home of a staff member of the University .
of South Florida, whom the boy named.

He reported that the staff

member bought a fifth of Vodka and that they sat in the staff member's living. room playing records, telling jokes and drinking,
until rather late in the night.

That as the night wore on, the

boy noticed the staff member was mixing his drinks stronger and was
telling moTe and more homosexual jokes.

That eventually, the other

students wound up sleeping in the living room with this particular
boy and the staff member in the bedroom.
removed his trousers.

That the staff member

The boy stated that he awoke in the morning

to find that the staff member had his penis in his mouth.

That he

immediately got up and shortly thereafter the staff member carried
all of the boys home.

He told Professor Caldwell that he either

wanted to withdraw from school, quit college and go home, or go to
President Allen and have this man removed from the University,
and asked for Caldwell's advice. (Caldwell's testimony of May 29,
1962, Pages 707 through 740)
According to

~rofessor

Caldwell, he reported this matter

to Dr. · Margaret Fisher, Director of Student Personnel.

Dr. Fisher

admits some report in regard to this matter was made to her, but
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..
denies that the details were given her or that the identity of the ·
staff member was made known to her.
~

As of the time the Committee .

concluded its investigation in June of 1962, one year and half

aft~r

this incident was reported to Professor Caldwell, no investigation/'
I

of any type, ldnd or character was instituted by the University or

·•

anyone on its behalf to determine whether or not the accusations
made by the boy were ·true and the staff member was still associated
I

with the University.

Many possible explanations of this strange

happening were suggested to the Committee by Professor Caldwell
•
and Dr. Fisher, none of which proved to be factually correct on investigation.

In his attempts to explain this matter, Professor Caldwell

states he did not believe the boy.

Quite at odds with this explana-

tion is Caldwell's appraisal of the boy as f ound on Page 718 of
his testimony on May 29th:
. "A

I thought all right. The boy was young,
he was a little bit rebellious, innately
honest boy and getting in trouble be cause
of that real innate ho nesty, you k now. * *

*"

According to the boy's statement, Professor Caldwell
advised him not to go to the administration or raise this question.
On Page 744 of his testimony, Professor €aldwell admitted that he
might have told the boy it would be to the worst interest of himself and the University to raise the question.

On Pages 744 and

745 of his testimony, Professor Caldwell admits that he reported
back to the boy that he had talked to one of the officials of the
University and that as soon as the staff member's contract was up
at the end of that year, he would not be

rehired~

He says he

must have gotten this from some administrative official at the
University.

(Caldw~ll's

testimony, Page 745)
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But, ·the Committee

called every administrative official Professor Caldwell and Dr.
Fisher could suggest who might have received a report in regard
~
J(

to this

matte~

and they all denied having ever heard of the inci-

dent.
Dr. Margaret Fisher, Director of Student Personnel, takes
the seemingly strange position that in cases such as this, she
would prefer not to have any information about a staff or faculty
member because of the relationship she has as counselor with the
students and

*

* the channel that it would open up for me."
(Fisher's test~mony of May 30, 1962, Page 1137)

"*

'

On the other hand, she stated a nhmber of times she reported the matter to Dean Johnshoy and told him there was a staff
member involved. (Fisher's testimony, Pages 1142, 1143, 1146 and
1147)

Johnshoy flatly denied ever having heard of the incident.

(Johnshoy-'s testimony of May 30, 1962 , Page 1008)

During Dr.

Fisher's testimony, which appears under date of May 30, 1962, Pages
1102 through 1201, and under date of May 31, 1962, Pages 1323
through 1336, she rather nebulously contends the University needs
the services of a psychiatrist to determine the truth or the
. falsity of an accusation such as this • . On Page 1173 in the testimonyr of May 30th, Dr. Fisher contends that she cannot report such
a .matter as this without the consent of the student.

On several

occasions she attempts to explain the failure of an investigation .
' •

by saying the student would not furnish the necessary information.
On the contrary, the student voluntarily complained to Professor
Caldwell and asked for action and Caldwell admits this and the
student was still

c~mplaining

when he gave the Committee his sworn

statement a year and a half later.
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In qiscussing this matter with President Allen, he stated

l'

-/

he would hope ·the professor would report this to some official of '
the University who would follow up with an investigation.

(Allen'~

,,
\

testimony of June 6, 1962, Page 119)

On the other hand, he

admits ~
'

the _institution has no policy, written or otherwise~ which require~
a professor receiving such a complaint to make a report to any
particular place.

He thinks good professional conduct would require

the professor to report this matter to some responSble official
and he seems content to rely upon this. (p-resident Allen's testimony
of June 6, Pages 120 and 121)

His first knowledge of this incident

was gained the day he appeared before the Committee.

He presumes

his people all understand the Board of Control's policy on immorality.

(President Allen's testimony, Page 120)

I

Dean Russell M. Cooper, Dean of the College in which J.
Walter Caldwell teaches, testified he never heard of the incident
where the student reported the homosexual incident to Professor 1
Caldwell.
1521)

(Cooper's testimony of June 1, 1962, Pages 1520 and

In response to the direct question of whether or not a

faculty member such as Professor Caldwell, who has received a direct
accusation that a staff member has committed an overt homosexual
·act on a student, has a clearly de£ined obligation to report this
complaint, Dean Cooper replied that there was no duty spelled out
under the regulations of the University nor the Board of Control
to report on the misconduct of his colleague.

He says in his

opinion, professional ethics might require him to report it, but:
"~: * * Legally, I don't know that he has any
responsibility spelled out in any document."
(Cooper's testimony of June 1, 1962, Pages
1524 to 1526)

Dean Cooper's :testimony further makes it clear that he is not
familiar with the Board of Control's policies in regard to moral
misconduct.

~

He thinks homosexuality may be grounds to dismiss a

faculty member . but that it is not necessarily mandatory and he has ·
no knowledge as to whether or not such a faculty nember's record
should be marked with an appropriate designation.

(Cooper's testi-

mony of June 1, 1962, Pages 1526 through 1528)
Discussing the hypothetical situation where a student
swears under oath that a faculty member , performed an overt
homo.
sexual act upon him, and the faculty member swears under oath to
the contrary and when asked what he would do in that situation,
President Allen replied with the question:
"A

'Where do you go from there?n

When told it was a question of believing one man or the other,
President Allen replied:
"A

***

And maybe you can't establish this right
away, but then I don't think that we should
disc~arge a faculty member on the basis of the
statement of one student unless we can get this
irrefutable evidence." (President Allen's
test imony of June 6, 1962, Pages 126, 127)

On Page 129 of his testimony, discussing the same situation, President Allen states:
"A

Well, my point is, I would hate to be in
the position of firing a student or a faculty
member on the basis of one person, by just
saying, 'LOok, you are out because he has
charged you with a homosexual act,' I would
want . to investigate this. I would want, for
example, to get both into the hands of a
psychiatrist an~ try to find out what is
behind ·all this, and so on, and · maybe this
could tell us which one was telling the truth.

"Q

How would a psychiatrist know who was telling
the truth?
50 -
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"A

I am not a psychiatrist, I don't believe I
could answer that."

This attitude of administrators wanting what they refer
to as irrefutable proof before they act to discharge an educator
for homosexual conduct, is one the Committee has been confronted
with

ov~r

and over in its investigations.

It is very probable

•

that this attitude is r esponsible to a large degree for ·the difficulties in cleaning
tut ions.

homos~xuality

out of our educational insti-

The simple fact is that situations where ·o ne witness

s wears one way and another witness s wears the other, are resolved
by ordinary laymen on juries in courts of this state hundreds of
times yearly .

Nor do these jurors have the witnesses placed in

the hands of a psychiatrist to determine which is telling the truth.
I t i s a .common thing for a woman to accuse a man of rape or att empt e d rape under oath and for the man to deny it under oat h
whan there are no witnesses to the incident.

It is a common thing

for children t o accuse men of fondling them under these same circumstances.

It is a

co rr~on

thing for · jurors to resolve these con-

troversies by simply deciding which of the witnesses they believe
is telling the truth.

If they believe the accuser, they neces-

sari l y d isbelieve the defendant and the truth of the charge has
been est ab l i shed to a moral certainty beyond and to the exclusion
of every reasonable doubt in the eyes of the law.

In many cases,

men are sent to prison or even to the electric chair on this type
·'

of testimony and yet, professional educators continue to say, if
one accuses and t he other denies, where do you go from here?
is simply a matter of the educator being
sq~arely

un~illing

to face up

to his duty and this situation · is not unique among our
- 51 -
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educational institutions at the University of South Florida.
Mr . Caldwell admits that on September 7, 1961,. in Polk
COunty, Florida, he was arrested by a Florida Highway Patrolman
for public drunkenness and resisting arrest.

He admits he was

drinking, denies he was drunk and admits he resisted arrest.

He

admits he pleaded guilty to charges of public drunkenness and resisting arrest.

He admits the Highway Patrolman came upon his

car where he was in the company of a man named Smith, of whom he
was a house guest, stopped on the road.

He declines to comment

on whether or not he. called the patrolman a "miserable son of a
bitch" and attacked him .

(Caldwell's testimony of .May 29, 1962,

Pages 760 through 764)
Pages 765 through 773 of the testimony of John Walter
Caldwell, on May 29; 1962, concern an interesting incident.
Caldwell admits that a

l9~year

Mr.

old girl student, who is named in

the record, left the home of her parents with whom she was living
in Tampa.
home.

That the parents were attempting to get her to return

That he told the girl not ,to go back home because , in his

judgment, the girl's parents had gotten her in a psychotic condition.

He arrived at this conclusion from talking to the girl

and her boyfriend, of whom the parents strongly disapproved.
took this girl into

h~s

He

home for four or five days and then

arranged for her to have a room at another place.

Mr. Caldwell

seems to have no idea that he was unduly interferring with the
affairs of this family or the parents' attempts to exert parental

' - 52 -
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j

authority over their daughter whatsoever and thinks his actions

•,
.... ,

were fully justified.
Respectfully submitted,
FLORIDA LEGISLATIVE INVESTIGATION COlWITTEE

Jr.'

Senator Edwin G. Fraser
Senator Houston W. Roberts
Representative Richard 0. Mitchell
Representative William G. O'Neill
Representative George B. Stallings, Jr.
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Leg1a1 A t1v~ Inv~sti~ati• n
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.

A V'J I C.2 OF DISSENT

The purpose of this lette'.' ic; :;o i nfor m the students d USF that
their ric;hts are bei:1c; trampl e u upon . The agressor in t his r easonless
vrar of insane ideas is the u.dra :L:1 i s tJ: ~t i on of t his school.
A university is only c:.s go.')d J.s t :1e :?e ople who work for and \lith it,
ru1d an education is only e"s gc,c·l ;:c s t £:2 :· eo:rl e who use it. If there is
a doub t of the quality of ei t h or o ~ t hese , ·shen it is t he ri ght of whosoever wishes, be he student o·: ,-,ro t:e s :::or , t o i nv esti gat e and info!'m
the r est of his ask ociates ·cne :c; 0u:!.-G of h i s inve stigation.
Therefore, act inc under t ~L'l r j.t;ht o cite d a,bove , I, as a student of
the University of South Florid o, sll::::.ll t ry to show you that the s t udents
of USF are being r ::e o.ted of t h ) 2:·ichts thc"t a..'Yly student at any other
m1iversity in ~, :_
_~. V
Toulcl t a~:J ~~or gr3.l1ted.
Jj.

I em,unerate:·
The policy of this inst i t .: ~ion th;;..t any system which is .rroven and
has sh own that it will work i : > ;.wt really a good enough metho c~ for USF .
The correct means to the end r.r. cc ::;t 1)e f ound through })ainful experimentation
on the paying customer, the s tu-lent.
I cite the r e cent exper iEtc:r~ cct :I.on Yri th a new method of reci s tration .
A student may not choose the t ine , ins-G:nlCtor, or even b e as ~:urecl that ·
he w~ ll get the course ">7hich h ·.J d.c s j_re d .
I'Jhy not use a proven method. , ·cb; net hod use d at Gai nesville ; the
method that re giste :~ s 15,000 s tudents in several days vd th less' confusion
than the registration now i n V !:'0C,T2 SS ;:..t US::!' .

'•

The e.dministration has c o:::1s i s t ontl;;r refused to listen to ·che pleas
of s ane r e::1soning . I submit t o t::e: re ::.c,er ·chi s information : A s tudent
trs.nsfe rring ~o USF vri th a full ye '.r of college c alculus o.nd· physics
will get credit for function al ~E'.->t :n rl f unct i onal I)hysic al science. The
student le aving USF fo r anothe :: school Em:::Jt also contend with the ::r ob l ems
of trc:.nsfer credits. Some cou:: :;es offered here, one part of the Coll ege
of Basic Studies, are not ac ce ~ ri;~~ d at other 1.miversi ties bec ause of the lack
of coordi nation between other "U."livc rsi ty curriculum and that of USF. A
graduate of USF may have t o go ~:n G::t r ;;. j'ear t o be able to compet·e on a
g-raduate level with students of otl1er tm~versi tie_s .

ot

In summary, polj.cy
thi s s.ort c cJ1 b e disasterous to those 1)eopl e
not able for reason s of finant :i..:.~l or persond nature tc:i go to a good
libera l arts school. Thes e pe0]Jl c'l r:ms -G c ontend '17ith an emphasis on
general education; an emph asi s , '>il~ j_c h i n thi s age of vi tal specidization
is entirely Vli thout lot;ic al su _):.Jort . Those uho c ru1 s erious l y advance a
l arge program in general eO.u c atio:1 ::~re foo l ing the1nselves and ruining the
lives Of those WhO must be f orc•.:)d to aCC.e ) t J their Wey Of doing things.
Jl
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this report to the press simultaneously with l·ts submission to the Boord of
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1901 Brightwaters Blvd.
St. Petersburg, Fla.
August 28, 1962
John s. Allen, President
University of South Florida
Tampa, Florida
Dear Sir:
As a mother of one present and three future colle ge students, I wish to
express my support of your strong and, I hope, effective stand against the
charges made against your faculty by the Johns committee.
It is certainly deplorable that this report was rele ased to the press
prior to your knowledge of its contents; but even worse, idby opinion, is
the fact that this group of men is vested with t he authority to pry into
the private lives of professors, and into curriculum and textbooks, and to
attempt to dictate what kind of material students may hear or read. One
wonders what are the qualifications of these men, that they feel capable of
passing judgment on these matters.

//

Unfortunate as t his incident is, some good may come of it if it re sul ts
in the curbing of t he ill-advised and unwarranted activities of these
snoopers.
I am sending a copy of this letter to

c. w.

Bill Young.
Yours truly,

4

~ - ~1{-td~
Mrs. Juanita H. Williams

3
~, 11~1...
Yo11 do not have to go to their off-campus quarters, or submit to questioning
at night or at od.d hours.

Also, if you are asked to answer yes or no to a series of rapid questions, you
may insist on answering th-em on.e at a time, and you may add your own statement
of elaboration wherever you feel it would be necessary.

Since the investigators have assured me that they will talk to at least half

.

~~~1~~

/iAM({(
the fa.culty,A you should '!lnderstand that you are not necessarily suspected of

any wrongdoing if you are called.

The investigator• have not informed me of

any individuals about whom they have grounds for suspicion.

One gratifying sidelight to this episode has been the performance of our student
body.

Instead of raspanding with ma.ss •eetings and demonstrations, they have

displayed a heal thy sense o-f humor, using satire rather than fear or indignation
t.o express their reaction to the proceedings.

I am sure you will appreciate

th.e value of patience, without a tone of belligerency, in dealing with this

matter.

I
Matters Relating to the University of South Florida Requiring Action by
President Allen and a Report to the Board Special Ccmmittee:
1.

Provide the Board special ccmmittee at the' earliest date possible
with a written report stating the action which has been or will be
taken concerning:
· Hugoboom (hanosexuali ty)
·.Teske (homosexuality)
Caldwell (homosexuality and heavy drinking)
- Hint'hrop (profanity in the classroom)
Hocutt
_ Roger Lewis (pornography)

2.

Review in detail with the Board at an informal session all of the
circumstances relating to the employment of Dr. D. F. Fleming as
Visiting Lecturer in order that appropriate action may be decided upon

3.

Consider and develop procedures for handling faculty members announcing in their classes that they are atheists

4.

Study and take appropriate steps to prevent untimely press releases
a:"''d/or unt _•ue and inaccurate releases

5.

Consider and take steps to build public confidence in the University
(Take steps to end suspicions in the Tampa area of atheistic, antireligious activities; poo.r counseling; and the like in the University.)

6.

Consider and develop a program to effect appropriate lines of communication between 2nd among administrators, faculty
the President

- 4 :":'

~embers,

students, and

7.

Consider and take appropriate steos to be certain of the "tone"
in the classrooms of the University

B.

Review the teaching activities in the American Idea and Human
Behavior courses to be certain that all information presented is
in harmony with appropriate objectives.

- 5 -
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INTER-OFFICE

MEMORANDUM
DATE

September 11, 1962

TO: ______~P~r~e~s~i~d~e~n~t~A~l~l~e~n~------------------------FROM: ____J_a_m_e_s__A~._P_a_r_r_1_·s_h____________________________
SUBJECT: _____________________________________

As you know, The Inhabited Universe was one
of the books to which the Johns Committee paid
the most attention. I thought you might like to
know that early in May, long before we ever heard
of the Johns Committee, the English staff substituted ~ Origins of Modern Science by Herbert
Butterfield for The Inhabited Universe. Moreover,
in ma~ing recommendations for this year's books,
no staff member recommended that we keep ~
Inhabited Universe.
JAF:bl

__

c...

/

.,._ \
..

/

July

17, 1962

Dr. John s. Allen
President
University of South Florida

Dear John:
Here are the Washington Post editorial comments on Senator McCarthy which
I spoke to you about:
Jan. 7, 1953

"BOOK BURNING"

''The investigation of American colleges and universities directed by Senator
McCarthy and Representative Velde presents those institutions with a magnificent
opportunity to accomplish same most important adult education.
"We hope the opportunity will be grasped, affinna.tively and forcefully, to
explain to t he American public the real nature and the real social utility of
academic freedom. If the faculties and officials of colleges and universities
grasp this opportunity effectively, they can do much to check t he current onrush
of Know-Nothingism symbolized by Messieurs McCar~ and Velde. The effort of
these legislators to purge American institutions of non-conformist teachers
and to lay down standards of political purity operates, and is no doubt intended
to operate, as a powerful for.m of intimidation; it limits the freedom of teachers
to set ideas before their students and thus limits the ability of teachers to
discharge their vital function •••••
"The educators had better recognize the McCarthy and Velde investigations
for what they are--a~tacks upon intellectualism and upon the freedom of the mind-and they had better join hands in meeting these attacks. • ••.
"Neither Senator l·1cCarthy nor Representative Velde, nor any other member
of Congress for that matter, has any special qualifications for investigating
American colleges. These investigations amount in substance to a species of
book burrrl.ng. They ought to be resisted on principal as fiercely · as the burning
of books would be resisted, and with as little reference to the merits of the
individual teachers to be purged, as would be given to the merits of the
individual books to be burned.
"&iucators are peculiarly the trustees of intellectual freedom. It is
this freedan itself that is now imperiled, and this trusteeship that they are
now called upon to vindicate."
<h Nov.

11, 1953, the Post carried this editorial:

"Harvard 1 s Independence 11
"President Nathan Marsh Pusey of Harvard University has made a temperate,
reasoned and dignified reply to Senator McCarthy's inquiry as to his attitude
•toward retaining teachers who refuse to state whether they are Communists.'
"The question was offensive on two counts. It amounted to an intrusion
by the Senator into an area respecting which he has neither jurisdiction nor
canpetence; and it was couched in terms which, like other refer~nces to Harvard
by the Senator, were intended as a slur on the University's good name. • ••
"Harvard has an obligation in this situation, not only to its own students,
faculty and alumni, but also to the whole great tradition of academic freedan.
It cannot permit its personnel policies to be determined by a senatorial

subcommittee; it cannot allow Senator McCarthy to drive a teacher from its
faculty. Harvard's independence is the touchstone of its status as an
institution of learning.u
It appears that there never comes a time when universities are free
from attack by the ignorant, if Harvard's 300 years ha'IT1 1 t made it :immune.
There will always be a McCarthy or Johns or anonymous letter writer, telling
the university what to teach, and which teachers to fi~e and hire.
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Some of them was the type of literature, the required reading of some of the subjects, the
books in the library, some of it was the anti-religion that they said some of the professors
were using out here in some of the classes.

It was quite a few different things and that's

what we're out here today to talk to these professors and deans to get to the bottom of it and
get their reasons for these things, teaching these things, etc.

To a certain extent, yes sir. We've only interviewed two witnesses today.

It was quite

lengthy, they were cooperative and I've been very pleased with the investigation and the
cooperativeness of the two witnesses that we've had.

6/6/62
We haven't found too much wrong out here at this beautiful university and I'm going to
give you a written statement so I can't be misquoted t.omorrow at 11 o'clock.

It will be on

more or less our policy and it won't divulge too much of what has been found out because it
would violate our confidence with the State Board of Control, which I am not going to do
at this time.
Q: You say you've found a few things wrong, wi II these things require disciplinary action by

the State Board of Control?
A: Probably.
Q: To what extent?

A: I can't say.
Q:

Do you feel this will hurt the enrollment at the university nexf year?

A: No, I think it should increase it.
Q:

By the publicity?

0: Well, publicity and knowing that some of the things may be corrected.

0: Such as what, sir?
A: I cannot answer you.

\
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THIRD REPORT FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH
FLORIDA TO THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD OF CONTROL ON
THE FINDINGS OF THE LEGISLATIVE INVESTIGATION COMMITTEE IN THE
SPRING OF 1962

Herewith is rhe .-eporr of Dean Sidney J o French and Dr. A oA ~ Beecher on
/1.1r. R. Wayne Hugoboom. h has been delayed because four of the students
who had information on i·his ore flO longer at ~he Univen·sity of South Florida,
and i\· was difficult not only to get in \·ouch with them, but to get stoteme11ts
from them ..
You will note thor one of the studen~·s who made o stotemens· to Dr. Beecher
hod mode on earlier statement under oath to tha legislative Commiti·ee o He
is now reported s·o be receiving psychiatric care and, of course,. tried to be
careful not to get himself in a situas-ioil (·h:Jt could bring charges of periuryo

I believe Mr o Hugoboom is MOt a horne-sexual o He admits serving liquor on
one occasion ,.o s)·udeni·s and he admits i·his was not propero He was reprimanded by Dr o Beecher for i·hat actio~ at the time o The repo1is from Mr o
Hugoboom's prior empfoyers are good o

My recommendation is to close Mr .. Hugoboom 's case with a presldeni·ial
reprimand for the one proven incident of servit'lg liquor ro studertr.>o

/HI~/~

)

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Presiderft John S. Allen

FROM:

Sidney

October 9, 1962

J. French and A oA o Beecher

The report of the Johns Committee, on pages 45-46., oUribui-es by conte>:t implications,
actions to Professor Hugoboom which are actually concerned with ano~her case. The last
paragraph on page 46 states thai· the "Committee's counsel placed in the record certaitl
information concerning afregations of homosexual approaches a certain professor oomed
in said record allegedly made to three students of the University of South Florida. This
material was put in the record because the professor in quesiion had suddenly become
hospitafized and unaccessible t·o the Committee ••• a 11
The report then moves on to describe in the t-'le,:,d paragraph a situation in which a staff
member was oiJegedly involved. This was tlot ~he Hugoboom case but a11other which has
already been dealt with.
·

It was necessary to'check the informarion reed onto s·he tape by counsel in order to identify
I :
I .

clearly the hlddent concerning Prof-essor Hugoboorn. This incident involved nvo studeni·s not three as stated by eouflsef o The informatio11 reed onro tha tape by cou.nsel concerning
i-his incident as trawscribed by us is included herewith.
Dr o Beecher al'ld Deal') Fret1ch subsequentfy examined all availobfe angles of the case al1d
reviewed os
as possible i·he situation described by Counsel o

far

The folfowing ma~·erial is included in this file:
1)

Transcription of taped information by Counsei

2)

Recei1t character references from those wH·h whom Professor Hugoboom has
previously served.

a)

Professor David L. Wilmot of i·he University of Florida

b)

President Stewart Ho Smith of Marshall University, where Professor Hugoboom
served from 1951 to 1958o

P,·esident Samuel R. Neef6 Jr., Manatee Junk»· College,. where Professor
Nugoboom served from 1958 to 1960 ..
d)

Dean David Go Robinson, Edfsot.l Jutlior College

3)

Notes on the Hugoboom case -summary of a conference involving Professor
Hugoboom; D~· . . Beecher, and Dean Freneho

4)

Notarized staterrent of a conversation between
St o Augusi'ine ..

and Deo.n freach at

5)

Signed stal-ement of a telephone conversation between Dr .. Beecher and

.

....

6)

Statement of a telephone conversation between Dr. Beecher and

7)

Statement of a telephone convet·sation between Dr. Beecher and

.
o

In addition, Dr o Beecher hod checked by telephone carefully, in advance of hiring Professor
Hugoboom, and stnce with an offlcer of a national music organization who lc~ Professor
Hugoboom well at~ who is familiar wii-h .this kind of problem. He has alwaYs given Hugobootn a "clean bill of health o"
·
Dr. Beecher has tried to contact
without result thus far. He has written
twice to
and asked him to telephone, ..coilect, but Reese has not complied with the
request.

·

In our iudgment this is (JR isolated incident. T~ere i.s no evidence from other ~urces, including students ~d colleagues, to substantiate any homosexual acts or ttmdet_tcf~s. Professor Hugoboom is knowa as a very f.-iendly person and it ·is possible that this friendlineas
could have been mistaken for homsexual advances, os is suggested in
signed statement.. It should be noted that Student
seemed to have this kind of prob- ·
lemon his mindo He V."CJS also involved in the Caldwell and Vaske caseso
Professor Hugoboom was reprimanded by Dt·.. Beecher soon after the incide~~ ~curred for
invii'ing students to h~s home· to drinko (He had learned of the incident in other ways but
knew nothing of any homosexual overtone~)o This, we now believe is the e~tent of his
guilt.. He admits that this action was wrong on his part. There is no evidence that he has
repeated it, or that he had ever made a habit of doing this earliero
It is our iudgmerat that oo further significant light can be shed on the incident or on Professor
Hugoboom's general conduct by further i~uiries and that the matter should now be closed,
except for a presidential reprimand to Professor Hugoboom for serving alcoholic drinks to
minor students in his home o

Should we be able to contact
later, either by telephone or in person, the
information thus obtained will be added to the. file o At the present Hme it is our belief that
such additioool informaii~n as might thus be obtained does not warrant the time and expense
involved in a special trip to obtain the interviewso

S/ A oA o Beecher
S/ Sidney Jo French

1)

Re:

R. Wayne Hugoboom

Transcription •••• o • • • Counsel for the Johns legislative Investigation Committee and

Vicki, begin on page 6 of this statement o • • •
Q.

Have you ever had any contact with a member of the faculty i·hat seemed to be a
little Improper in any vmy, say •••• I have ••• if you will.

A.

The Director of the Music Departmeat, whose name Is Hugoboom or liugocoom, I
don't remember which.

Q

Hugoboom?

o

Ao

Yes,

I believe so, yes sir.

Q.

Tell me what happened here and who it involved.

A.

Well, lfust started talking to him one day. He asked me my name, how I was and
iust things like that o

Q.

Then what happened?

Ao

So he as!ced me if I would like to go out and have a few drinks with him some night,
that he was lonely-- his wife was oway-- and I said, yes, some night we would.
So, a couple of weeks later he saw me in the school about 6 o'clock.

Q.

When was this approximately?

Q •

We II,

A.

During 1960 -

Qo

All right, go ahead.

A.

So I met him iR the hall one evening about 6 o•· 6:30, so he said let's go ou~ end have
a few drinks tonight. I said OoKo, I will bring my friend along. He scald all right, so
the three of us went out o

Go

Did you mention your friend's nome to him at that ifme?

Ao

Yes 11 I dido

Qo

What friend was thai?

WGS

It duri~g what year?
1960, the first term of school o

A.
Q

o

Is that the boy you mentioned earlier

o o

A.
Q.

Yes sir, that's

ri~t.

You are -------- (not understandable from the tape)

A.

So we went out and bought a fifth of Vodka at his expense, so he ~ook us to his
house. He was renting a house there in Ta~pa. So we were drinking, having a
good time ond Just talking until he started getting too friendly. He put his arm
around us and tried to hold our hands. One time he put his arm aroum:l me and
started ldssing me on the neck and lferked away and then he did the same thing
to
~ So we itSSt told him we were l'eady to go home ••• would you mind
taldng us right now? So dxJt is all that ever came of that.

Q.

How old a man is this fellow?

A.

He is on elderly man between 55 and 60.

Q.

Have you see., htm act this way with any os·her students out

A.

No, I haven't.

~here?

This is all of this statement of this wlrness regarding this particular man ..

2~

a}

UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
Gai~sville

Deportment of Music

··... ~ -

September 18, 1962

Dr. Stdney J. Frel}ch, De~
Academic Affairs
University of South Florida
Tampa, Florida

Dear Dr. French:
It is wii·h pleasure thai" I respond to the request to supply a reference for R. Wayrte Hugoboom.
This reaction is made wii·hin the frame of reference that spans a ten year period of time8 during which I hove serwd in a number of professional capacities with him, observed his work
with student$ of high school and college ages, and from many informal occasions which afford
opportunities for deeper and more peneh·ai"ing insights.

liis professional cornpeteRce is marked by personal charm and empathy and on almost singular
devoHon to music and the teaching of ii'. His scholarship and musicianship are evidenced in
all of his efforts.
I would make no reservation in asking him to undertake responsibilities that require the utmost

discretion cis well as the guidance of students in situations where personal, moral and sptritool
iudgments are essential outcomes.
I will be happy to respond to any specific inquiries concerning himo

Respectfully,

David l. Wilmot
Associate Professor of Music
University of Florida

-

....

-~ -..

2) b)

Office of the President

MARSHALL UNIVERS iTY
Huntington 1, West Virginia
September 17, 1962

Oro Sidney Jo French
Dean of Academic Affairs
Ado 2049
University of South Florida
Tampa 10, Florida

Dear Or. French:
Professor R. Wayne Hugoboom of your facuhy and formerly associated with
our institution has asked me to write you a letter of reference. ! am delighted to have
this opportunity to give you soms observations and opinions of him and his worko
In the fall of 1951 he accepi·ed the position of Associate Professor of Music
and Director of Choral Music at Marshall. He tendered his resignation in 1-kJy 1958 to
accept the chairmanship of the Department of Music at Manatee Junior College, Bradenton, Florida .
After receiving his letter of resignation, ! wrote him a letter. In that letter,
among other things, I mode these statements. "Yours have been a fruitful eight years.
You hove measured up to every hope and aspiration that I had for you. On our campus
you have become a symbol of hard work, devotion to duty 1 superior conductor and
teacher, loyal co-worker and good friend and counselor to students. Few of our staff
have given so unselfishly and Ul'\Sparingly of their time and energy as you have."
Professor Hugoboom is o man of the highest integrity. His cooperative and
helpful spirit and his enthusiasm were unmatched on our campuso It wos a sad day for me
and especially for his students when he resigned. The professional and financial advancement offered him at Manatee could not be mat by our insHtution.
He remains, in my judgment, one of the most capable and inspiring teachers
that I have known.
Sincerely yours,

Stewart H. SmiTh
President

2) c)

MANATEE JUNIOR COLLEGE
Bradenton, Florida
September 12, 1962

Office of the President

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

,e

Professor R. Way .. l-lugoboom taught on our faculty for two years and his accomplishments
were truly outstandingo He ioined our faculty the year the cotfege opened its doors for
the first time and by Christmas he had a 90-voice College Community Choir singing
11
The Messiah. 11 Also, os Department Head, he helped his co-worker develop in six
months a 26-piece Community College Band. In addition, Mr o Hugoboom put in long
hours developing the curriculum( teaching courses, and recruiting students. In a period
of two years, the college had developed an outsf·anding Department of Music and Mr o
Hugoboom deserves a large share of the credii·. It was a great loss to us when Mr. Hugoboom left in 1960 to accept a position at the University of South Florida, but we were
complimented thor Dean Cooper chose Mr o Hugoboom over a large number of candidates
from all over the nation for the important appointment at UoS oF o
I am happy to recommend Mr. Hugoboom without any reservations for any position appropriate to his training and experience.

Very truly yours,

Samuel Ro Neel, Jr.

President

2) d)
ED~SON

JUNIOR COLLEGE
Fort Myers, Florida

September 14, 1962

Dr o Sidney J. French
Dean of Academic Affaii·s
University of South Florida
Tampa 10, Florida

Dear Dean French:

Mro Wayne Hugoboom has requested that a character referea"ce letter be
subf1litted to youo
I have known Wayne Hugoboom for four years and consider him the finest
professional musician I have had the pleasure of lcnowing. Having done some brief work
in the field of rm.Jsic, I have been in the posi~ion to judge his work personally and professionciJy al· Manatee Junior College o In my opinion, Mr. Hugoboom has three outstanding characteristics: {1) Mr. Hugoboom has oul·standing competence in several areas as
well as experience, which brings o wealth of knowledge ro any iob situation, (2) Mr.
Hugoboom relates el,ceptionally well to any group with which he is associated --his
students attain a degree of esprh which is seldom seen in any non-professional organized
choral groups. Through a vapidly established report, he is able to build groups into well
defined organizotionsl' (3} Mr. Hugoboom is an excellent administrator orad possesses
skills which enable him ~o gain the respect of all his subordinates and i·he admiration of his
superiorso

It is a pleasure to be asked to participate in any recommendatioft fO\· a gentleman who is as completely professional and so thoroughly competent as M·o Hugoboomo

Sincerely,

David Go Robinson, Dean
Edison Junior College

I
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Notes on the Hugoboom Case - Conference involving Dr. Beecher, Deem French,
and Professor Hugoboom

Dr. Beecher and I met with Professor Hugoboom Thursday1 ~,ugust 30, 1962. The meeting
lasted mere than an hour. I first read to him the charge contained in Dr. Stallworth's
confidential memorandum to President Allen. I then asked him to comment on the charge
and explain the incident referred to.
·
He spoke about as follows. (There were interruptions and questions but the incident took
place P'etty much as here stated.)
, a student from Orlando, was around the campus a goocl deal. He had suggested to Hugoboom s-hot they get together for a drink some time. The day school closed for
Christmas vacations (1960) Hugoboom saw
and invited htm to come over that evening.
asked to bring
with him (another Orlando boy v1hom Hugoboom did not
know) and Hugoboom agreed.

At this time Hugoboom vms living in a rented house in Temple Terrace while his house was
under construction in Carrollwood His wife WCIS stil r working at a baRk in Bradenton and
living there. Hugoboom usually went there weak ends. When the house was completed
0

(April, 1961) she moved here and now works in a bank in Tampao
Since the boys did not have a car Hugoboom pieked them up at the Center, where he had
eaten dinner, about 7- 7:30p.m. He went to a liquor store and bought a pint of Vodka
and arrived at i·he house abou\· 8 p.m. The three sat around drinking, talking and watching
television. At times they sat on the sofa and Hugoboom had his arm on the back of the sofa
from time to time. He believes that ai times when a ioke was told he might have put his
hand around the shoulder of a boy and pulled him slight·lyo He affirms that there was nothing
·
more than this.
He claims to drink very rarely. DUl·ing the war he did drink fairly heavily but soon after
decided to quito Since then he claims that months elapse between drinks and that such
drinks were for social purposes onlyo He claims that he was in France (on a Fulbright
Grant) for si)t months before he even had a drink of wine.
He admits freely that he was wrong in inviting young stuc{ents to his house for alcoholic
drinks. He claims he had not done this previously either here or at Bradenton, and has
never done it since the one episode.
At about 10 o'clock the three went out $·o get a pizza pie o They returned to the house where
Hugoboom baked the pie and they ate ito
At this time,
came in.
parents owned the house and
-also at that
time a student ai· the University of South Florida -had a bedroom in the house where he
stayed when he was not at his parents• home. (They now live in Zephyrhills, I believe)o
is now working full time in the Youth for Christ Movement and is supposed to be
located tn Jacksonville. Since
is vary religious and does not drink, Hugoboom
removed the bottle before
came in.
si·ayed until the end, about 11 porn., when

3) Coni·hwed
Hugoboom took the other students home o
was friendly then ard ha~ remained SOo
Some time after the Hugobooms moved into their new home in Carrollwood,.
brought
a small house-worming present o
The three people had consumed close to a pint of Vodka. The students claimed they had
not drunk Vodka before but had drunk beer. All could have been somewhat inebrial-ed
but there was no evidence that any were actually drunko This appears to be OJ:l isolated
incidento Students drop by his house occasionally, but he does not entertQin. them formally
and has never serV~ad alcoholic drinks ~o themo He claims that they sometimes 9Q to the
University Rest~ur~nt after a performance for coffee. He claims never to have had the
question of homosexuality raised with him before. He wos at Marshall·College for eight
years. He claims to have left there to come to Manatee Junior College largely because
his father was ill and lived in Tarpon Springs. Dr. Beecher has checked at Marshall College
and finds this statement to be true, that Hugoboom left there of his own free wiU. He has
checked other sources related to Hugoboom's activities and finds nothing in the past which
would in any way connect him with homose)tual activity.
was not at the above mentioned party.

and his wife hove stopped
at Hugoboom's home occasionally but have never been entertained thereo Hugoboom
claims that he never kissed
and that
was at his house in Temple Terrace
only a couple of times- onoe to introduce some friends, and once with a message.
Dr o Beecher had heard of the drinking incident at second hand, but not about any homosexual overtones. He immediah~ly coiled Hugoboom in and "laid him out.," At that time
he mentioned some similar drinking incideni·s at florida which had led to homosexual
charges. Hugoboom claims that it had never occurred to him until then that this might
be involved. He denies having any personal interest in homosexual behavior o He did
admit, however, that some of the iokes told that evening could have been about homosexuals.

Next stef)s would appear to be to talk with

and
with
and particularly wii-h
o It is not certain that it will be
possible to talk with all of these personally since they are not now all near by.

9/4/62
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STATEMENT OF

At the request of Dean French I came to see him at the Holiday Inn in St. Augustine,
Florida, on the evening of September 20, 1962. Dean Fl·ench had previously called
me long distance from Tampa to orronge for the conversation and had advised me that
he wanted to to lk with me about Professor Hugoboom who was in trouble.

I am twenty years of age, a former student at the University of South Florida, married,
have one small child and presently five at
Florida.
I om presently a salesman selling the Book of Life published by John Rudin and Company.
This book is o Christian Training Course for chiiC:Iren.
Professor Hugoboom rented o house from my parents located at
,
Temple Terrace, when he first came to the University of South Florida in September, 1960.
He VIas atone at the time since his wife was still holding a position in Bradenton, Florida.
I also stayed at the house where I had a bedroom and study. My parents lived in Zephyrhills.

Dean French explained to me that Professor Hugoboom was in difficulty because of statements,
made under oath, by a student concerning a party or meeting at the house in the late fall or
early winter of 1960 and asked me to recall what I could of this party since I arrived at the
house while it

!

1

'NOS

in progress.

Naturally, my mind was somewhat hazy about the matter since the incident happened more
than a year and a half ago. I came into the house in the latter part of the evening, perhaps
around 10 p.m. Professor Hugoboom inh·oduced me to the two boys whom I knew only
through having seen them at the University. I do recall that they mentioned that had I
come a little earlier I could have shared a pizza pie with them. I did not know until Dean
French told me that they had been drinking. There was no evidence of inebriation of any
kind and no evidenc:e in the room of drh1king. There VIas no evidence of any stTained or
unusual refat·ionshipso
We exchanged pleasanl·ries, as I recall, then I went- to my study to do some work. The
party broke up a short time later.
Dean French then asked me questions about Professor Hugoboom's conduct at other times
when I was alone with him in the house. We did not see each other very often sinCle our
schedules were differeni·o Principally, we wauld sse each other coming and going. Occasionally, when we were home at the same time around dinner time, we would get some hamburgers and have dinner together.
There was never anything in Professor Hugoboom's conduct toward me thai· ever caused me
to have the slightest suspicion thai· he was making any homosexual advances ro me. He
was a very friendly person and I always felt at ease in his presence o
Dean French asked me if I knew whether Professor Hugoboom did any drlnking during these
times o I have no evidence whatever thai· he did. He kept a bottle of something, probably
sherry wine, in the refrigerator which, I believe, he used la•·gely for cooking.

4) Continued

Statement of

Dean French also asked me if he was in theliabit of entertaining students ai the house
in the evening. I do not recall any other patties except this one. Occa~ionally one
of his students would stop by for o chat or to bring ~orne message o Essentially and
usually he was there alene.
I tOok two courses from Professor Hugoboom during the fall semester, on~ in music
including private fessons, and one in choir o I V."'S never aware in these cou~$ of
any conduct on his part which was not correct, but he was always friendly. He is the
finest teacher of music I have ever knowno I admire him greatly, respect him, and
believe that he is o person <if great integrity. It is my opinion that his sincere friendliness has been mistaken for something else.
I will be only too glad to testify under oath in his beha If if it is so desired. The above
statements ore made of my own free will o I wish to do whaf·ever I can to help clear him
of charges which In my opinion are untrue o

S/
Subscribed and sworn to before me at Jacksenville, Florida
This 6th day of October, 1962 o
S/ Frederick H o Lenczyk
Notary Public
State of Florida at Large
My commission expires Dec. 11, 1965

October 1, 1962

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
This is a record of a long distance telephone conversation between Mr.
,
a former student at the University of South Florida, now residing in Winter Park, Florida,
and Dr. A.A. Beecher, Director of the Division of Fine Arts, at the University. The
conversaHon took place on Thursday~ September 27, 1962, beglming at about 6:15p.m.
and related to the incid~nt concerning Mr. Wayne Hugoboom, Professor of Music at the
University of Soui·h Florida, _and Mr.
.
AoBo

I appreciate your returning my call. As you know I have been trying to get in
touch with you for sometime but for some reason or other we have been unable
to make connectiono Your Uncle hod called me earlier this afternoon. and wanted to know what I wanted to ta (k to you about. He said you were very upset
about this whole situation and didn't want to be involved any further o He said
you had talked over the whole mol'ter with him and that he would ask you to call
me. I appreciate this very mucho

MoWo Yes, I really am upset about this bus· I'll be glad to do anything I can to help.
A oBo

I am referring, of course, to the statement you gave to i·he Johns Committee relative to the incident with Professor Hugoboomo I have prepared a few questions
here and I would appreciate your answering them for me, if you wiU, so that we
can set the records straight. You can understand that a man's professional life is
at stake here and alii want is the truth. We certainly don't want any homosexuals
on our faculty, or in our student body, but if we can get the truth we will let the
chips fall where they may.

MoWo I really want to help.
AoBo

About what time did you go to this party?

MoWo Oh, it was ofi·er dinner, about 7, I guess .
AoBo

What were you drinking?

MoWo Vodka.
AoBo

Can you recall fue size of the bottle?

Mo Wo It was a fiftho
AoBo

After you had been drinking a while did you go out to get some food, or something?

MoWo I guess we did.
AoBo

M.r. Hugoboom says that you went and got some pizza and come back to the house and
then he cooked ito Do you recall s·his?

MoW o That sounds familiar 1 I guess SO a

S) Continued

A aBo

Who else was at this party?

Mo Wo

A aBo

was. ·

Yes,

I knew, but did anyone else come in during that time?

MoW o Some young boy, I guess he was rooming i·here, but I don't reca U his name •
AoBo

How did the drinking affect you? Did you feel dizzy or drunk?

MoWo I don't think so, l"m sure we weren•t drunk.
AoBo

I'd like to read you a paragraph in your statement, then ask you a question •••

"se we went out and bought a fifth of vodka, at his expense, so he took us to
his house. He was renting a house there in Tampa ••• so we were drinking and
having a good time iust talking until he stari·ed getHng too friendly. He put
his ann around us and tried to hold our hands. One time he put his arm around
me and started kissing me on the neck and I jerked away and then he did the
same thing to
, so we just told him we were ready to go home and 'would
you mind taking us right now?' So that is atl that ever came of that."

Now, my question is, iust what did Hugoboom do which led you to decide you
wanted to go home?
MoWo The statement you read .is ·true, that is about alii con say abou~ ito
AoBo

When did all this kissing and hugging take place, I mean, what part of the evening?

MoW o Oh, I would say about 11 •

A oBo

Then he took you home about 11?

Mo Wo It was about that time o
A oBo

What was your reaction to all this? · Did you think he was a homo?

MoW o Nos· at first. I gueSs he was iust lonesome for his wife • .
AoBo

Old you think at that time that he was making homosexual advances?

MoW o later I
A o Bo

go~

that· impression but I'm not sure.

Do you still think so?

MoWo Well, in my opinion, I kinda think he is, but' would not say for sure.
AoBo

Mr. Hugoboom is known as a very friendly fellow. Could you have mistaken
the motives for his action?

MoWo Yes, I guess he's friendly all right. Everybody seems to like him, but I don't know.

S) Continued

AoBo

Have you ever heard anything else about him in this way?

MoWo I guess I heard some rumors but I don't want to go into rurnorso

A aBo

Do you think he should stay on our staff?

MoWo He ought to. have a second chance.
AoBo

Was there homosexual act committed that night .

MoWo No, sort of circumstantial evidence, I guess. What ever happenec:Ho Teske?
A aBo

He's goneo He was separated from the University earlier in the summero

MoW a I'm sure glad to hear tha~.
AoBo

Would you put Mr. Hugoboom in the same class?

MoW o No sir. I'm crazy about the University of South Florida. I wouldn 'r want to do
anyt-hing to hurt it'.

A.Bo

I guess that's the way we all feel but we cerhlinly want to get to the truth in this
matter and any others like it, and I don't care who we hurt in t·he process as long
as it's the truth o Then the administration here and i·he Board of Conh·ol can decide
and let the chips fall where they wilf.

MoWo Well, I think he should have o second chance, but I guess it's not for me to say.
AaBo

If you came back to USF and Mr. Hugoboom was here, do you think it would bother you?

MoW. No, I don't think so.

AaBo

Did you see him on campus after the meeting in his house?

MoWo Yes, I used to see him in the cafeteriao
AoBo

What kind of a rcaaction did you have when you sow him again?

MaW o Oh, I don't
A aBo

thin!~

I thought rnuch aboui· it.

Afte1· you and
got back to i·he house that night did you '·alk aver the whole
affair and what did you think about it?

MoWo Oh, I guess we thought he was overly friendly, but we couldn't really decide whether
or ooi· he was a homo o

Ao8o

I want to ask you again,

, would you keep this man?

MoW. I would. I guess there's really no proof tha~· he is a
deserves o second chance.

homose>~ual o I guess everybody

.

'

5) Continued

AoBo

Do you know where

is now?

MoWo He's in the Army, you l<new, and is now in Pittsburgh.
AoBo

Do you have his exact address.

MoWo Wait a

minu~·e,

I've got it over here.

UoSoAoRoMoSo
Old Post Office Building
Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania
lif~e

AoBo

Thanks a lot. I would

AoBo

Your testimony was sworn testimony, wasn't it?

AoBo

Do you recall who took this testimony?

to get in touch with him right away.

MoWo A fellow by the name of Baker, I guess he is one of the investigators. He absolutely
promised that my nome would not be revealed and now it seems that everybody knows
about ito

AoBo

Mike, I certainfy appreciate your talking to me about this. I hope ihe next time you
are on campus you will look me upo

I am going to write up this conversatton, this ~elephone conversation, and send you a
copy of it. Now, if there is any~hing in it that you want i·o change, you go ahead
and do it, because I have been wrii'ing this down as we have been talking, and I
don't want to leave out anything and you can undersi'and why the truth is absolutely
necessary in all of thiso

MoW o I'll be glad to do that o
A o Bo

Thanks a lot and good night o

S/ Alvah Ao Beecher
S/

.
'
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October 1, .1962
RE:

Statement of telephone conversation between Dr. Beecher and

I contacted
today by telephone and questioned him regarding the
Hugoboom case o I advised him that acco;·ding to his testimony given to the
Johns Commiitee, he had sta$·ed that
had told Mi· o
that
Mr. Hugoboom had kissed Mr.

AoBo
CoHo

Do you recall giving this testimony?

No. If that is in the report it is wrongo Mr. Hugoboom is a second father
to me and I know there is no h-uth

such a statement. My wife and I have
visited in i·heir (Mr. and Mt·s. Hugoboom's} home many times and we have the
greai-est admiration for both of them.
i11

I guess all of this has caused me to lose my iob at the University. I'm out looking
for a iob now. One day a week or so ogo when I reported to work I was told I
wasn't needed. I asked them why and they said word had come from the Business
Office. I don'i know what we're going ~·o do. I'm iob hunting but so far I have
nothing.

AoBo

I hope you get something soono Well, thanks a lot
up the ot·her matter.

for helping to clear

S/ AoAo Beecher

October 13, 1962
TO WHOM IT MAV CONCERN:

,
This is a record of a long distance tefepholle conversation between Mr.
a former student at the University of South Florida, and Drd AoAo Beecher1 and relates
to the Hugoboom case o
After mcmy attempts to locate Mr.
following address:

,

D•·.

Beecher found him now in the Army at the

.

UoSoAoRoMoSo
Old Post Office Building
Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania
AB

I om very happy to hear you and thanks for calling.

GT

I am sorry I couldn't call earlier but we have been out on maneuvers and have iUit
returned to our station o

AB

Well, I am very glad you called. I go~ your address from
sometime
ago and have been trying to get you ever since. He may have tofd you about the
Legislative Committee invesHgaHon at the University of South Fforida o

GT

I don't know much about it but I heard there had been an investigation.

AB

Do you recall going with
sometime du•·ing the Winter of 1960?

GT

Yes, I remember that.

AB

I'd like to ask you a few questions about it and want you to tell me the truth as best
you can remember ito It seems t·here has bean some sworn testimony given to the
Johns Committee relative 1·o this party and we are dotng our best to dear it upo
There is some innuendo, at least, that acts leading to\\'Ord homose~uclity were
committed. Would you say that on that evening any of you were homosexually
involved?

GT

Nothing happened that coufd actually condemn the mano No, I don't think soo

AB

I understand that three of you were drinking. Would you say you were really drunk,
or pretty high?

GT

We may have been drinking, but I guess I could say we were a little high.

AB

Do you think this fact could have had any bearing on the rather overfriendly gestures
that went on?

GT

Possibly, but I really don't know.

AB

Old you go on any other parties with Professor Hugoboom?

to a party at Professor Hugoboom's home

' '

7)

Contirn.ted

GT

Noo

AB

Well, how did you get acquainted with him in the first place?

GT

I went to some of the ploys or concerts where he conducted and then I did see
him sometimes ot the cafeteria.,

AB

Do you thil\k his actions toward you a""'
from our staff?

GT

For me there is not enough evidence to let him goo

AB

If you were to come ba~ to
have if he were si"ifl here?

GT

I guess I hove learned some things and • would be more on gwrd before going out
with anybodyo I guess I would be leery of him and others so that I wouldn•t get
myself involved ag;~ino

AB

I've been hastily writing this telephone ccmversation and I would like to send you
a copy to sign and retum o

GT

Will this involve me in any way?

AB

No, I would consider this confidential information which woufd be avai fable only
to two or three otl the staff here v..oho are making this investigcttion and then it would
go to the Boord of Control but I don't see why you should get involvedo

GT

Welf, I 'JI."'S a minor, you l<now, and was drh1king, and I don't wont to sign anything
that would involve me.,

AB

Well, I'll write this up and send you a copy of it and if you want to make any corrections to it, please do SOo It may not be too impori"ant to hove your signai·ure, but if
I haven't recorded this conversation correctly, I would want you to make it right a

GT

I would Iike to have a copy of it~

AB

OoK a, I'll see that you get ito How do you like Army life?

GT

I like it fine o

AB

I'm glad to hear thato If you ever come this way, please drop by my offlceo I wourd
fike to see you againo And thanks again for your helpo

would iustify our dismissing him

the campus again what kind of a reaction would you

S/ Alvah Ao Beecher
This report has been sent to Mr.
for hls signature, but we have not had time to receive
it yet o In order to brfng this report to the Boaud of Con$Tof, we _have it~Kiuded thi,s stat\91hent
without Mr o
signature o
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State law clearly specifies the line of authority for operation of
Florida's state universities, vesting complete jurisdiction and management
of the institutions in the State Board of Control, which in turn is subject to
the control and supervision of the State Board of Education.

The presidents

of the universities are given full authority and responsibility for the
operation of their respective institutions under the policies established
by the Board of Control.
These definitive statements of responsibility, as presented in Chapter 240
of the Florida Statutes and in the by-laws of the Board of Control, provide
clear direction for the redress of grievances of any nature.
At times in the past, the duly constituted legislative
~

i~vestigating

committee chaired by Senator Charley Johns has, in our opinion, abrogated the
authority of the Board of Control by circumventing the clear lines of authority
described above to delve into matters concerning the universities and their
faculties which are beyond the authority of the committee .
. Specifically, we wish to formally protest the following acts of the
committee and its investigators during the past three months, believing them
to be unethical, unprofessional, unauthorized by law, outside the competency
of the said committee and an unnecessary infringement on the lawful responsibilities of the Board of Control.
1.

From April 10 to May 16, investigators for the committee used a

Tampa motel room to secretly question unchaperoned members of the University
of South Florida student body about alleged wrongdoing on the University campus.
During this time the President of the University was not aware of the interrogation.
2.

After the investigation was in progress, an intermediary for the

small group of Tampa citizens who had successfully sought the investigation
contacted the President to arrange a meeting between him and the group.

The

... 'F-

President was still not aware that the investigation was in progress, and he
was told by the intermediary that the purpose of the meeting would be to air
the grievances of the group privately in the hope that an acceptable settlement
could be reached without resorting to a legislative investigation. The President
/& r/
~~
offered April 18, and later April 23, as s_!:!)..e-able dates for the meeting, and
II

suggested that the group meet with him privately, or with the chairman of the
Board of Control privately, or with the two officials together.

The group of

citizens consequently canceled both the first and the second meetings, and made
no further contact with the President.

It was not until May 16 that the President

learned through an unofficial source that the investigation was in progress and
·..
had been since April 10.
3.

On April 28, at the home of Mr. Thomas B. Wenner, some 45 students

were questioned by committee investigators.

Present, in addition to Mr. Wenner

and the investigators, were Mrs. Stockton Smith, leader of the small group of
dissident Tampa citizens, and Mr. George Wickstrom, editor of the Zephyrhills News,
a weekly newspaper which had been severely critical of the University for more
than two months.

The meeting was arranged for the investigators by Mr. Wenner,

who at the time was a member of the University faculty.
4.

In its questioning of University faculty members on the campus, the

committee exceeded its authority and its competency by delving into the curriculum,
the choice of assigned reading material, .the religious .beliefs of faculty members,
their political philosophiesrrnd

thei~ p~~onal

1

~ r~~ -r..- P-t

5.

After

promising~ ~

lives outside the institution.

w.-t.t

conduct their inquiry in a room on the campus,

in the presence of a

BoardJ ~~ Control obt rver and a ~versity employee who would
~ ~ JAA,4-J... ~
~,_,;,.. I
tape record all proceedings,~ the committ e reverted to its previous technique of

secret hearings off the campus, where no observers were present.
We believe the Johns Committee has assumed a role which has not been
assigned to it.

Its unauthorized probing into the quality and character of the

University of South Florida's faculty and curriculum represents a dangerous
intrusion into the authority of the Board of Control, and Florida's higher
education system can only suffer as a result.

The permanent damage to the state's

universities, and ultimately to the state as a whole, will be devastating unless
proper authority for all aspects of the universities' operations is restored to
the Board of Control.

recommend that the Board of Control seek a
more clearly
or its abolition

the Johns Committee's specific responsibilities
t the next session of the Legislature.
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June 4, 1962

s . .Al1en, President
University of South Florida
Tampa, Florida

Dr. John

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

Dear John:
I beg your pardon for having failed to leave with you this list of items
from the testimony of the Joint Interim Committee of the House and Senate
of the State of Florida. After the close of hearing on Friday I seemed
to have more business to attend to than there was time available to attend
to it.
I.

Homosexual Charges:
A.

Teske Case:
Name of SUbject:

James Teske

Date of Testimony:

Mond.a\1 morning, Mey" 28, 1962

Charge:

Taking young male students to his apartment,
getting them drunk and performing oral capulation on a student named
while in
bed with the student.

Observations: The charge in
sworn testimony coupled with the
Teske testimony and Teske 1 s manner and bearing while under interrogation
form a strong prima facie case on the homosexual charge. On the matter
of a staff member having young male studen:ts in his apartment, giving
them licquor and being drunk with them under such circumstances, there
is an open and shut case against Teske supported by his own testimony.
While I am not called upon to make an official recommendation on the
matter, for your information only I wish to give you my thinking: Teske
should be discharged immediately.

----- -------

President John S. Allen
B.
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Caldwell Case:
Name of Subject:

John Caldwell

Date of Testimony:

Tuesday, May 29, 1962

Charge:

(1) ~t Caldwell received a direct complaiiit
from a student charging overt homosexual act on
student by James Teske, member of Educational
Resources staff, and that Caldwell · failed to
report this to his superior and thus no investigation of the matter was made.
(2) That Caldwell, a.:f'ter having been told by
various students that student
was
homosexual and a.:f'ter having told
that he
(Caldwell) did not want any "faries " around his
theatre and thus to stay away from it, spent
the night with student
in a motel room
in Tallahassee.
charges that during that
night Caldwell said, "If a homosexual friend of
mine came to me for homosexual action, I couldn't
turn him down. "

Observations : '!he testimony in the record of the hearing all makes a
very strong prima facie case of a brand of irresponsibility in Caldwell
which would disqualify him for a position in an outstanding, growing,
public institution of higher learning in Florida in the Tampa area.

A well-approached investigation may show more than this ultimately.
Again, I would conclude that the University of South Florida cannot a.:f'ford
Caldwell's repbrted excellent qualities related to theatre arts, and thus
would recommend, if called upon to do so, the separationsof Caldwell from
the staff now.

c.

Hugoboom Case*

w.

Name of Sub ject:

R.

Hugoboom

Date of Testimony:

Wednesday, May 30, 1962

Charge:

Taking young male students to his apartment,
giving them licquor ·and hugging, fondling and
kissing them on and about the neck with presumed
intention of seducing homosexually. Students
making charge were
, who stated
Hugoboom did this to him and student
,
and
who gave a sworn statement to
the effect Hugoboom had kissed student
(per
) in Hugo boom's home.

*NOTE: Hugoboom, having suffered a mild heart attack the night before
he ·was · scheduled to· appear as a witness, did not give testimony; P'arts
of sworn statements of students were read into the record by Mr • Hawes,
Counsel for the Committee.

President John

s.
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now in Cincinnati Conservatory of Music.
charge has not been checked out with
;
presumably the University would check the story
with
.)
~his

lives at
in Tampa and
works at the University of South Florida for
Morrison Cafeteria Caterers.
Observations: If' · University investigation should indicate any substantial degree of validity of even the charge that Hugoboom takes young
male students to his apartment and give• them licquor, the University of
South Florida cannot afford the excellent qualities of Hugoboom as related ta music and thus Hugoboom. should be separated now.
D.

MacKenzie Case:

,.

Name of SUbject:

John MacKenzie

Date of Testimony:

Thursday, ~ 31, 1962

Charge:

That. MacKenzie, being in a condition of intoxication and having picked up one
,
19 year old white inale, and taken him to MacKenzie 's
apartment, undressed with MacKenzie and performed
the homosexual act of oral capulation on Peterson.

Observation: MacKenzie should be discharged immediately from the University. His performance on the witness stand did not do anything to indicate innbcence of the charge. He, in effect, plead the Fifth .Amendment
and asked i f he could expect to hear anything further on the matter. Mr.
Hawes responded that in all likelihood he might.
II. Pornography Charges :
The only charge relating to pornography, legally· defined, to appear in the
testimony had to do with three foreign magazines ordered personnally for
personal use by Roger Lewis, Assistant Cataloguer in the Library. Postal
authorities refused to deliver the magazines to Lewis who thereupon protested to no avail. The magazines were ordered from Denmark and, according to Lewis, were in French, German and some Scandinavian languages
respectively. Lewis s~s when he ordered the materials he thought them
to be on the order of 11Playboy 11 magazine. There is no problem re pornography.
'lhere was considerable interrogation, however, resulting from charges
that books used in the All-University Book Program and the American Idea
Course were shot through with vulgarity, profanity, obscenity and blasphemy.
All materials referred to were well defended on an academic basis by the
professional educators questioned with the exception of one professor,
Dr. Haberton, who felt that much of the material was not suitable for

President John

s.

Allen
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freshmen and sophomores.
'!here is no doubt that such volumes as Salinger's "Nilne Stories" is
Chrissake, hell, son-of-a-bitch,
bastard, Jesus and the like.
full Of, such words as goddam, damn,

The question to be raised in future planning, not by "outsiders," but by
the professional "insiders" at the University of South Florida is: are
there materials available which would serve any defined objectives of
these programs just as well or better than the materials objected to?
Important items to be ccnsidered in selecting such materials are:

..

a.

the relative maturity of the high. school graduates coming to
U.S .F. from local high schools;

b.

'mle fact that these materials are used for programs to serve
freshmen and sophomores;

c.

the socio-economic-ethical-religious constitution of the population veri:ed ;pyt the University of South Florida;

d.

the manner and connection in which such materials will be used.

(See Counselor Hawes, Wednesday, Ma\Y 23, 1962 for example.)
III.

Over-emphasis on Sex:
The only observation needed here is that our professors should be
repeatedly counseled to the effect a most careful manner and approach
should be employed, especially with lower division undergraduates, in
using materials having to do with sex. This applies particularly to
mixed groups of females and males. The term "careful" here does not
mean the exclusion of materials having to do with this important area
of lmowledge; it merely means that professors and students should be
counseled to handle such material with the objectivity and scholarship
needed to head off legitimate unfavorable responses and publicity.
(See Professor Davis, Friday, June 1, 1962 for example.)

IV.

Soft Line on Communism:
The only observation here needed is that academic responsibility duly
exercised should suffice to prevent charges that the University and/or
any of its staff are indoctrinating or "going to bat" for a particular
position on any controversial issue involv~g international relations,
economics and other social issues. A professor who plays "the devil' s
advocate" and assumes a particular position, £as a teaching technique,
should be careful to consult w1 th his supervisor in advance and also,
at same appropriate subsequent time, inform his students as to his intended purpose.
'lhe charges of "softness on Communism 11 are unfounded at the University
of South, Florida, I believe. Witnesses testified intelligently and
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courageously on this matter.
A more appropriate possible charge that investigation might possibly
substantiate would be the charge that "liberal' professors, in the exercise of academic irresponsibility, have given cause for the suspicion
that such professors wo.uld.....like for students to adopt the views of the
professors on the controversial issues concerned.

v.

Use of Profanity in the Classroom.:
There is same evidence that at least one professor has a penchant for
using some words usually considered profane · in polite company. His
name is Prof. Winthrop and I believe that appropriately counseled he
could adjust his diction to the conditions under which he is operating.
Since there are outstanding professors who do not use and who do not
feel the necessity of using profanity in the company of students, pa:bticularly at the freshmen and sophomore levels, a strong argument can
be built to support the position that professors are not called upon to
use such language except in scholarly context.
(See Prof. Winthrop, Thursda\Y', May 24, 1962.)

..

VI.

Atheism:
Dr. Kahn gave testimony which supports charges of atheism at the University of South Florida (Tuesday, May 29, 1962).
Prof. Kahn stated under oath, categorically, that there are a number of
atheists on the University of South Florida faculty. He said he got his
information from the statements of students and professors.
Since the Constitution of the United States long ago established that a
man's views regarding religion have no relevancy regarding the man's
status as a full fledged citizen under our laws, it seems hardly appropriate that a professor should feel called upon to, by his statements
and opinions regarding this very imtimate matter, spiritually exhibit
himself in the canpany of young students. The logical result of such
exhibitionism would be rumors~-substantiated rumors--that there are
atheists on the University of South Florida faculty. 'Ihe logical result
of the latter must be detrimental . to the image of the University of
South Florida in its local and state publicillllr at least •
.s
such matters as separation of Church and State, "academic freedom,"
teaching against orthodox religious tenets, selection of course materials,
the matter of course development procedures and other such items appear
throughout the record of the hearings.

I will close by mentioning one item which deserves discussion in the staff
side of the University community; i.e., the question of whether what an
employee of the University does while away from the University is important
with respect to the image of the University. Dr. Eicholz (Monday, May 28,
1962) admitted that he had rather jocularly told James Teske in reference

" .,
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to rumors of Teske's irresponsible behavior with young male students that
"what you do with your life is your own business; you can be the biggest
whoremaster in town if you want to as long as you stay awey from students. 11
John, I enjoyed so very much being your guest at the University and in your
home. I appreciate all the courtesies of all the people there, especially
Mrs • Stockwell.
Sincerely yours,

HFS:lhc

..

CC:

Dr. J. B. CUlpepper

BOARD OF CONTROL
J. B . CULPEPPER
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

TALLAHASSEE , FLA.

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

REGISTERED

Dr. John s . .Al.len, President
University of South Florida
Tampa, Florida

REGISTERED MAn., RE'nJRN RECEIPT REQUESTED

R£TURN RECEIPT REQU£SJ!O
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Augusy 7, 1962
TO:

Sidney J. French

FROM: Elliott Hardaway

Rodger Lewis was called, during the recent investigation, for questioning by the Johns
Committee. From Mr. lewis • statement, which is enclosed, I would assume that there
might be two reasons for questioning him:
1)

The matter of pornography in the Library

2)

The rpatter of his confiscated mail

As pointed out by Mr. Lewis, he has no responsibility for acquisition policy and IS m
no way involved in the operation of this policy. As a University staff member he is
free to recommend purchase of books, as is any staff member or student. All such
requests for purchase are reviewed by the Acquisition Department in the light of their
experience and on the basis of standard book reviews. As I recall, Mr. lewis has
occasionally suggested purchases, and they were invariably of a very scholarly nature.
From Mr. Lewis • statement, I would infer that the Committee's purpose in questioning
him along this line was more to determine library policy than to fix his part in acquisition policy and operation. If this is correct, the Committee was at fault in questioning not only a subordinate, but one not employed in this particular area. It would
have been more ethical and informative to have questioned me, as the responsible
administrator, or Mr. Me Cabe, as head of the Acquisition Department.
As for the second matter, it would apt'ear that the Committee was on very insecure
grounds. Neither they nor Mr . lewis had seen the materia Is in question. They were
acting on hear-say evidence. Had Mr. Lewis been financially able to fight the matter
through the courts, it is entirely possible that Customs would have been ordered to
de Iiver the material to him. Neither the Customs nor the Post Office has too good
a court record on their conception of pornography. Any American citizen can today
read Joyce's Ulysees- a book long banned by Customs. The courts eventually made
this book available to any American- young or old. Would a citizen who had his
copy of Ulysees confiscat.ed by Customs now be considered addicted to pornography?
Henry Miller's Tropic of Cancer is a point also in question. Customs, Post Office and
many police officials have tried to have this book banned. The courts have held
otherwise. The Post Office fought a long and losing battle to ban Esquire from the
mai Is. This is an area of wide disagreement, and one in which definitions have not
been determined, nor any guide line,.established. There is, I might note, a very
perceptible trend in court decisions away from using the 11 most impressionable 11 citizen
as a criterion for the effect of pornography to the 11 average 11 citizen. All the methods
involved -confiscation of mail, the mail watch, and the communication of unproven
suspecion among governmental agencies is more characteristic of a totalitarian state
than of a democracy. This trend of events is most disturbing to any whole believe in
freedom and he integrity of the individual.

In my opinion, and to the best of my knowledge, Rodger lewis is an honorable,
upright and mora I person. In my experience, he is the only person to return some
of his travel money, saying that he had not spent that much on the trip. Florida
wiHI have done itse If a rea I dis service if such a fine person and competent I ibrarian
suffers from the irresponsible actions of demagogic individuals.

Elliott Hardaway

·•
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MEMORANDUM
September 14, 1962
TO:

President John S. Allen

FROM:

Margaret B. Fisher

RE:

Interview with

Mr.
insisted on an immediate interview with me following his release
from the staff of Morrison's Food Service on campus. He had been informed by Mr.
Hopkins that a telephone call demanding his immediate release had come from the
11
Administration Building. 11 He demanded to know where this had come from and
who was responsible. I told him I did not know what the circumstances were. However, I informed him that I had raised the question of his employment on campus last
spring after his dismissal from the University.

·.o.

He has three strikes against him on his record: Academically, he has disqualified, financially, he has failed to pay some of his obligations on time, and he has
dealt falsely with us in his financial planning. I reminded him that he was dismissed
for false dealings on a short term loan, having stated that he would repay the loan
from his salary at the University Restaurant. When he failed to pay by the deadline,
we checked the University Restaurant and learned that he had been employed on the
day he had signed the note, and on that day only.
I advised him that in view of these facts, I had raised the question of his employment at Morrison's with the Business Office, which reviews the staff appointments
made by Morrison's. I had no further information on the matter, but suggested that
his d.ismissal might have been the outcome of the long process of administrative evaluation. I further advised him that, in my opinion, it was not in his interest to continue employment on the campus after his disqualification, because of the embarrassing position in which he found himself, and the possibility that a poor record might
one day count against him in his employment here.
He admitted that he had thought of this upon returning to Morrison's this fall.
Last spring Morrison's had offered him a place in the management training program.
After he had passed all of the tests and been cleared in the interview, they withdrew
the offer because he was too old for the program, as they preferred to take persons
under 25. Because of this failure to gain promotion, he had felt reluctant to re-apply
for employment on campus, and his wife had strongly advised him against it. However,
they were moving out of his mother's home and establishing their own household, so
that he needed a job so badly that he was wi II ing to take employment here again.
He agreed with me that it was an undesirable association for him, and said that he
would seek other employment during the period when he would be drawing unemployment compensation.

Then he asked a question which he said had been bothering him for some time.
He suggested that the Johns Committee may have intervened and asked for his dismissal. I told him I did not know whether the Committee operated in that way or not.
He then insisted on telling me in some detail of his testimony before the Committee.
First, he said he did not know whether the investigator who interviewed him
was on the Johns Committee staff or not. The investigator's name was John McCarthy,
and he had invited Mr.
to see him at the Hawaiian Village. However, Mr.
refused to do so, and was interviewed at home.

·,

Second, Mr. McCarthy questioned him at greatest length about his association
with a man named Frank Wright. Mr. McCarthy spoke of Mr. Wright as 11 our Queen
Bee, 11 meaning that he was the ringleader of a homosexual group. Mr. Wright was
identified as a foreign correspondent, with headquarters in Miami. Mr.
told
the investigator that he had met Mr. Wright once at the home of a friend, and upon
invitation, had accompanied him to the airport to put Mr. Wright on the plane for
Miami. He stated that this was the only occasion on which he had met Mr. Wright,
and that he had no knowledge of any homosexual activities either in the community
said that he felt the Johns Committee might be after Mr.
or on campus. Mr.
Wright because he is one of the leaders of the committee working to develop the
campus at Boca Raton.
11
Third I Mr. McCarthy said to Mr.
We know a II about your being a
homosexual ... Mr.
said he denied that he was a homosexual. He told Mr.
McCarthy the same incident that he had related to me in which he was the victim
of a homosexual attack by a petty officer while he was serving in the Navy. He
stated to Mr. McCarthy as he had to me that he did not engage in homosexual
practices, was not a homosexual, and was offended by the accusation.

Fourth, Mr. McCarthy questioned Mr.
about various professors on the
campus: Mr. Caldwell, Dean Johnshoy, Dr. Beecher, Dr. Fisher, · and President
Allen. He said he knew nothing of any homosexual activities on their part. Mr.
McCarthy then asked if there were any other instructors he wished to talk about,
and he said "no. 11 Mr. McCarthy then said 11 You have named several of them, now
what about the rest? 11
Mr.
said that he replied that he had no further
comment, that he had no knowledge of the.se matters.
Mr.
stated that he had expressed admiration and respect for all of his
instructors and for the University as a whole. In further conversation, he contradicted
himself by saying that he had given an account of several occasions on which he had
heard instructors use foul language and illustrations in bad taste in classroom discussions.
He said to me 11 You know that there are many instructors who simply flow in a steady
stream in this way. 11
He then asked my advice about returning to the University. I reviewea his
academic status, pointing out that he would have to make a 11 8 11 or better in his next

. s

semester and that any grade of 11 C 11 or below would permanently disqualify him here
and elsewhere. (GPR 11.583 for 36 hours, needing 45 h.p. in the next 15 hours in
order to continue). Beco use of this record, I advised him to try to continue his education elsewhere, to transfer to a school where he could lose this unfavorable average and transfer only his work of 11 C 11 or better. I suggested St. Petersburg Junior
College, with continuation at a private university in the state, or out of the state.
He was reluctant to do this. He said 11 1 love this University. It offers opportunities
which are not available anywhere else in the country, and I hate to leave. 11 However, he admitted to the problems of motivation and achievement which would be
involved. He decided that his best course of action would be to take some correspondence courses to see if he could improve his grades, and on this basis to decide
whether to continue at another university as I had suggested.
He agreed that his best course of action would be to accept his dismissal as
more or less inevitable and perhaps in his best interest. He asked whether this would
go against him in the future and said he felt like everything was against him, the
University, the Johns Committee, and everybody. I reminded him that when he had
reported to me the accusation of homosexuality which had been made in gossip and
rumor, when he had discussed his academic record, when he had tried to plan for the
future, I had pointed out that the University would always serve as a reference for
him, and would honestly reflect both his shortcomings and his progress, and that he
could still count on fairness in this respect. He asked if I would be willing to talk
with any prospective employers, and I said that I would be glad to do so, since the
records are central in our office.

-August 9, 1962

REPORT
TO:

PRESIDENT JOHN S. ALLEN

FROM:

THE CCMMITTEE FOR EVALUATING MR. JOHN CALDWELL'S SUSPENSION

At the request of Sidney J. French, Dean of Academic Affairs, University
of South Florida, this committee has considered the evidence made
available to it pertaining to the suspension of John Caldwell from
the staff of the University of South Florida..

First we shall present

our findings on the two items in Mr. Stallworth's memorandum to you
dated May 29, 1962.
Item 1.

That Caldwell received a direct complaint from
a. student charging overt homosexual act on student
by James Teske, member of Educational Resources
staff, and that Caldwell failed to report this
to his superior and thus no investigation of the
matter was made.

Of Item 1, the committee conclude~ that there is no indication that
Mr. Caldwell acted irresponsibly in view of the evidence reviewed by
the committee.

On the contrary, the committee feels that Mr. Caldwell's

handling of the situation was directed toward the welfare of the student
and it seems reasonable that he would question the veracity of the
student's report.
Item 2.

..,

That Caldwell, after having been told by various
students that student
was hqmosexual
and after having told
that he (Caldwell) did
not want any "fairies" around his theatre and thus
to stay away from it, spent the night with student
in a motel room in Tallahassee.
charges
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that during that night Caldwell said, "If a homosexual friend of mine came to me for homosexual
action, I couldn't turn him down."
Assuming the facts in sentence one of Item 2 to be true, there is
no proof of irresponsibility inherent in them.
siderations must be applied:

A number of con-

First,

y,after he had

been warned by Mr. Caldwell, later told the director and Dr. Fisher
that he was not a homosexual.
~

he had married.

Second, before going to Tallahassee,

Third, Mr.

had worked extremely hard on the theatre

crew and the other students wanted him to make the trip to Tallahassee
to read plays submitted to the Dowling Foundation.

In another sense,

it may have been a responsible act for Mr. Caldwell to room with Hadley,
on the possibility that Mr.
ing homosexual tendencies.

had lied to him and Dr. Fisher regardAgainst this possibility, by rooming with

Hadley Mr. Caldwell could keep Mr.

under surveillance and away

from other students.
Mr. Caldwell categorically denies the accusation in sentence two.
On both items the committee took into account the character of Mr.
Hadley. Mr.

has been described as "unsavory," "irresponsible,"

and "inconsistent," by Dr. Margaret Fisher.
The committee also considered reports of Mr. Caldwell's behavior which
might substantiate the charge of "conduct unbecoming a college professor."
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Specifically the committee examined the following two incidents:
Mr. Caldwell's arrest in Polk County on charges of public
drunkenness and resisting arrest (without violence).
His role in the attempted elopement of
and
.
In regard to his arrest, the committee held a personal interview
with Mr. Dan Futch, arresting officer in the case.

Mr. Futch indi-

cated that Mr. Caldwell had been drinking and was belligerent.

While

normally it is difficult to understand such behavior, there were
extenuating circumstances in this situation.

Mr. Caldwell had just

been informed by the driver of the car of a personal matter that made
him extremely irritable.

Thus, when Officer Futch spoke to Mr. Caldwell

he was in an emotional state that made him quite hostile.

It appears

that he took out his anger at the world at large on the highway patrolman.

Mr. Caldwell stated that this episode constitutes the only one

in his life of which he is genuinely ashamed.

Although the

committ~e

agrees that Mr. Caldwell was indiscreet in this incident, it does not
believe that the incident is sufficiently serious to justify suspension
from the University faculty.
The committee next pursued with Mr. Caldwell the problem of maintaining
the proper moral tone in his theatrical work.

Mr. Caldwell stated that

he had been constantly vigilant to keep his drama work free from homosexuals, adding that he believed his theatre to be the cleanest theatre
in the United States in this regard.

At the same time, he said that

President Allen
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during his first year on the staff he drank too much.

This derived

from a tumultuous domestic situation, now ending in divorce, and
his consequent reluctance to go directly home after work.

It seems

reasonable that the long hours Mr. Caldwell spent in initiating the
theatre program here at a new University also contributed to his
emotional stress.

He said that he had discussed his drinking problem

with his superiors and that since the first of the year he had drunk
alcoholic beverages only moderately.

The committee is inclined to

/

think that this problem had been resolved.
The last matter dwelt on at length on the tape recording was the
attempted elopement of two students,

and

.

The committee concluded that in this matter Mr. Caldwell had acted in
a responsible manner to prevent these two young people from making a
serious mistake.
In investigating the validity of the information against Mr. Caldwell,
the committee talked to Officer Futch and to Dr. Margaret Fisher (in
regard to Items 1 and

~,in

addition to reviewing the tape recording

of the Johns Committee and conducting a personal interview with Mr.
Caldwell.

Mr. Caldwell was handicapped in his interview because

of his ignorance of the specific charges directed against him.
Moreover, Father Fred Dickman appeared as a character witness for
Mr. Caldwell and as his personal counselor.

He

~ onfirmed

that Mr.

()

'
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Caldwell, whom he has known since college, has had serious domestic
trouble.

He unequivocally stated that Mr. Caldwell is a worthwhile

person who is currently making progress in resolving his difficulties.
In view of these conclusions, the committee respectfully recommends
that the suspension of Mr. Caldwell be rescinded.

·,

ames A. Parrish, Chairman

-

:..

DEAN OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

CONFIDENTIAL

August 21, 1962

MEMORANDUM
TO:

PRESIDENT ALLEN

Mrs. Jane Smith's opus contains a statement that
someone told her they knew of a faculty member
at the University of South Florida who was fired
from a school in Tennessee for being a homosexual.
We have checked this out and here is Herb Wunderlich's report on it.

~~

·•

Sidney
Dean

Enclosure

. French

.-...

THE

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
TAMPA . FLORIDA

August 9, 1962

OFFICE OF STUDENT AFFAIRS

President John Allen
AD 2043
Dear President Allen:
This is a memo for the record, concerning
Assistant Professor Richard W. Wehr of our
Physical Education Department.
August 8, 1962, I phoned President Warren
T. Jones of Union University, Jackson, Tennessee.
President Jones verified that Richard Wehr had
been employed by Union University as Head of the
Department of Physical Education, 1953-55; that his
performance had been outstanding; and that he
(Richard Wehr) had resigned of his own volition
to enter private business. President Jones
spoke very highly in praise of Mr. Wehr.
Sincerely,

~--... ..--t.&:c..;c..~L..~·-c..<-~L~J
Herbert J. Wunderlich
Dean of Student Affairs
HJW/cmr

THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA LIBRARY
September 14-, 1962

~MORANDUM

TO:

s.

FRCJII:

Elliott Hardaway

J. French

At President Allen's request, I went to the Post Office and interviewed
Postal Inspector C. M. Griffith, concerning the matter about which Rodger Lewis
was questioned by the Johns Cormd. ttee.

This interview took place on Tuesday,

September 11, 1962, in Mr. Griffith's office.
tap~

On Wednesday I listened to the

of the questioning of Mr. Lewis by the Johns Committee.

Mr. Griffith, of course, refused to give me a copy of his report on Mr •
. . Lewis, but did read it to me.

From inspection across the desk I would say

there was only a one page report on the matter in the folder.

Mr. Griffith's

report coincided with Mr. Lewis' report as given to me and forwarded to you
on August 7, 1962, and agreed with his answers to Committee questions.

Mr.

Griffith stated that his office had been requested on December 19, 1961, by
complainant (a term he asked be used rather than the name of the complainant.
However, from the hearing tape and Mr. Lewis's report the complainant was the
U.S. Customs) to investigate Mr. Rodger Lewis as a possible dealer in pornographic material, based on receipt by Customs of a few (I believe three)
magazines addressed to Mr. Lewis from a foreign country, Denmark.
~Griffith

Mr.

said that this was a routine request, that an investigation was made

and that a mail check had been run on Mr. Lewis during March, 1962 with
nothing suspicious being noted.

(He also requested that the term

not be used as many people might misunderstand what this meant.

~il

check"

However,

this information was given by him to Hr. Lewis and is reported in his description of the event).

Mr. Lewis was then interviewed by Mr. Griffith on April
-continued-

.. .
'

.
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J. French

23, 1962.

September

Mr. Griffith stated that

1962

1~,

Hr. Lewis denied dealing in pornography,

that his investigation revealed no evidence to the contrary and that, therefore, his report was negative.

He further stated that from his investigation

he believed Mr. Lewis was a normal male, leading a normal home life.
The entire problem is complicated by the fact that neither the Post
Offic

nor Mr. Lewis ever saw or were told speaifi.cally what the materials

in question were.

Mr. Lewis stated that he ordered the material as being

advertised as Playboy type of magazines.

This and many other domestic

magazines of a more extreme nature are freely available on American newsstands and are moved through American postal facilities.

Mr. Griffith

hazarded a guess that the materials were of the nature of "nudist" magazines
and he stated that American nudist magazines were legally mailable.

All of

this is quesawork; we do not really know what Mr. Lewis is suspected of.
The University Library has recently added to its collection the following book:
Federal Censorship - Obscenity in the mail, by James
C.N. Paul and tllrray L. Schwartz. Free Preas, 1961.
Mr. Paul is a member of the College of Law, University of Pennsylvania, and

Hr. Schwartz on the faculty of the College of
California, Loa Angeles.

Law at the University of

The book is a scholarly study of the semantic and

legal problema of sex censorship by the Post Office Department.

Att'a ehed are

excerpts from this study which are especially pertinent to the situation in
which Mr. Lewis finds himself involved.

~
E. H.

c. c. President Allen / -Encl.

HOW THB CENSORS WORKED, WHAT THEY CENSORED

(

39)

tion as obscene from the function of judging that daim impHtially.
' Once a decision was rendered by the Solicitor in the name of the
Department, there was no procedure for further departmcr.tal review. The citizen denied access to the mails ~ould always go to
court-if he was prepared to pay the cost and bear the possible
stigma of defending a book which the governnwnt denounced as
obscene. But the courts continued to defer to the Postal "experts."
TI1eir decisions should stand, it was said, in the absence of a clear
"abuse of discretion." Thus, great power devolved upon the few
men who actually made the Department's decisions in the name of
the Postmaster General.
In legal theory, Customs administration of the tariff law's antibscenity bar differed from Postal censorship because a decision by
the Bureau to ban a book was, sttpposedly, subject to automatic review in the courts. Since the very beginning, in 1842, the statute
!had required a court proceeding-a "libel" (i.e., forfeiture) action
before there could be confiscation of a suspect work. In practice, however, these court forfeiture proceedings became simply
pro forma ratifications of seizures made by Customs officials. Very
seldom, if ever, did the courts (or even the U.S. Attorneys who filed
the petitions for forfeiture) adopt the practice of reviewing, on ·
their own initiative, the merits of the materials seized by the officials. Thus, a Customs decision to ban would stand unless and until
it was challenged in the courts by an importer willing to expend the
time, energy, and money necessary to litigate it.
Presumably because of the expense or because of ignorance of
their rights or for fear of future difficulty or embarrassment with
the government, few importers ever went to courc. Nor, apparently,
was any procedure developed in the handling of tiwse cases whereby
an importer was advised, through receipt of an informative notice,
that he had a right to ask the government to prove its case in the
courts before there could be any final authorization to destroy what
the Bureau's employees had seized. On the contrary, there developed
practices allowing these officials to bypass the court proceedings
after they had seized a hook: without being expressly advised of his.
rights to a day in court, the importer was notified that an obscene \
item addressed to him had been seized, and he was asked-perhaps \
urged-to assent to immediate destruction of this "prohibited im- .
portation." Though there was often no specific explanation to the
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EVOLUTION OF LAW; CENSORSHIP TO 1930

importer, the assent was treated as a waiver of the necessity for a
court decree. Similarly; practices developed whereby matter was
often turned over to Postal officials for confiscation under the Postal
laws, thus avoiding the need for court condemnation proceedings
required by the Tariff Act for Customs seizures.
The initial decision regarding whether a work should be seized
rested with the collector (or his deputies) of the port where it
arrived. During the nineteenth century, it would appear that these
officials were quite autonomous. The Bureau circulated only the
most generally phrased regulations, with no special instructions
about the meaning of the word "obscene," no lists of prohibited
titles, and no records of what its employees in various ports across
the country were doing. Indeed, on some occasions, advice seems
to have been refused .•when it was sought by local officials who ,
were uncertain about seizing a particular work. later, there devel- \
oped a more centralized system of enforcement which called for
referrals, supervisory decisions, and informal appeals in Washington.
.. Still later, following establishment of the Customs Court, a new
form of administrative review was introduced. Created in 1926, the
Customs Court was, in fact, simply an agency formerly known as
the Board of Appraisers and given a new name and new status. The
Board of Appraisers had never been told by Congress to review decisions of collectors in obscenity cases, nor, apparently, :iid it ever
exercise such authority. By statute, in I926, the Board was given its
new name, but no new powers. The function and jurisdiction of the
Customs Court was expressly declared to be the same as the Board;
its job was to review claims about the evaluation of merchandise
· for tax purposes. Yet, the practice developed of referring contested
obscenity seizure cases--censorship iJsues-to this newly created
"court," though there would appear to be nothing indicating any
legislative design to make it operative in that field. On the contrary,
the expertise of the court, as contemplated by the statutes, lay in
another field-the valuation of merchandise; nor is there any reason
to believe that its judges, formerly called Appraisers and, generally~
appointees from the ranks of patronage applicants, · were now
thought to be qualified to decid~ whether a book was "obscene" or
to exercise the influence which they did, for a brief periOd, upon
, federal control ovet access to boob published abroad.
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TIIB CONSTI11JTION AND OBSCENITY CONTROL

should automatically be decreed obKtme, at least for purposes of
postal censorship. (b) Books which enjoy rush literary standing may
not be obscene, even though they con1ain much erotic or blunt depiction. Whether true or not, as a scientific proposition, courts may
continue to hold that a book of quality can't be "obscene'" on the
theory that quality itself disintegrates the effect of impure parts no
matter how extensive. (c) Ordinarily; the measuring stick to make
the judgment "is it obscene" is the "average man" (though little is
known about "average" sexual instincts or "average " notions of decency). This is the teaching of the Butl'tr case and others. But, where
the audience overtly solicited and exposed is a juvenile group, or (as
in the case of the Klaw materials on sadism) is an otherwise susceptible class, a serious problem exists which the courts have yet to answer. (d) Conversely, as in Kinsey's case and as suggested in the
Smith case, there is now authority that it is not enough to determine
that a work is obscene in the abstract-even where it is judged liberally by the "average-man" measuring stick. In censorship cases,
where the circumstances permit it, there must be investigation into
.ftle circumstances of the actual case to the end that qualified recipients won't be denied freedom to read materials which will not in
fact harm them and may be needed by them in the pursuit of mature
interests. In criminal cases it must b.! shown that the defendant
acted in a reckless manner with regard to the book which is
questioned.
4· States may authorize use of some sort of censorship system as a
means to prevent exhibition of obscene movies. There is every indication th.a t the· substantive standards must be strict and narrow,
and the adjective guarantees must be liberal-,the procedures for
notice, hearing and full and prompt review in the courts. It remains
to be seen just what kind of censor~hip can be carried on. The court
has yet to speak definitively on the sub,i cct.
5· Finally, there is doubt whether fc:deral cens0rship of the mails
as it has been practiced is constitutional. Five Justices have stated ·
positions which are inconsistent wi~ 1'he theory and practice, heretofore, of the Post Office. If the opera cion is to continue, changes are
~robably required tO restrict it tO a fa• narrower area.
:.
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THE LAW TODAY operates on the .premise that once
· something is "obscene," nobody should see it. This would seem to
go too far. It puts government (fellow citizens who happen to have
official titles) in the role of telling everyone else what . he shall
never write or read.
The dichotomy which holds that a work is either fit or unfit is
• a heritage of the past, subtly developed in the minds of men as
literacy and mass communication became a condition of life. It is a
dichotomy which makes controversial decisions a matter of real
controversy. Surely there would be less concern when a particular
work is judged obscene if the law stopped acting on the assumption that all dissemination must then cease. !.1 view of our uncertain
state of knowledge about the existence of evils from exposure, in
view of man's 'dangerous prejudices_and his oft-demonstrated fallibility, and in view of the dangers to freedom from too much repression, that assumption should be rejected.
To keep suppression at a minimum, we should forbid circulation
of obscenity only when the transaction-the manner of circulation ·
-involves conduct which more ju:;tifiably permits governmental
interference.1
· x. In dte words of Chief Justice Werren in the Roth ~e: "The line
dividin& the aalacioua or pornographic from literature or science is not
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Tims, in determining the proper area within which the force of
government may suppress dissemination, it is necessary: (I) to
define obscenity as a form of :;ex expres~ion and ( 2) to determine
what kinds of circulation may be prohibited.
We would also stress a concept which is probably self-evident,
yet frequently overlooked when courts and legislators begin characterizing obscenity as if it were poison ivy. There can be no line demarking obscenity from non-obscenity; there is only a continuum;
obsceneness is a quality of which a work partakes, once we can
~easonably describe its predominant appeal or effect; but the fact
1s that a work may meet these tests and yet hrdly be a serious
offense against the standards. There are degrees ~f offense, and the
degree of obscene ness (however we define obsceneness) must be
an important factor in judging whether, in any particular case,
the particular sanction is warranted.
Dealing now with the mtttter of definition, a number of proposals for broadening or narrowing the standard have recently been
offered.
I. There have been persistent efforts to frame a definition which
would drag in, as an adjunct of obscenity, depictions of. violent
crimes, bloodshed, or "horror" which, though perhaps very noxious, are devoid of overt sexual content. Undoubtedly, America's
apparent preoccupation with crime and physical violence in its mass
media constitutes a social problem; possibly it is a problem which
is, psychologically, related to preoccupation with sex. But control
of the depiction of crime and cruelty per se, under the guise of
controlling the depiction of seJ..'1lal activity or nudity, would be
opening a vast new field, one which presents issues of its own and
must be treated separately, if at all.
.
2. Similarly, there persists the idea that all communication portraying and condoning aborrifacien~s. contraception, adultery, or
other illicit practices must, per se, be incorporated within our concept of the obscene. But the Supreme Court has made it quite
clear that the First Amendment forbids such action, and certainly
repression of this kind of "speech" goes far beyond the narrow
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THE JOB OF CUSTOMS was no less difficult. But in
, results the 'two operations reflected important variances in attitude
and scope.
Like the Post Office, Customs has kept no menningful statistics.
Perhaps, therefore, the most meaningful approach is to give some
examples of representative cases and problems.
The contraband of the period 1946-56 was made up principally
(95 per cent would be a conservative estimate) of nudist publica·
tions, "art" books featuring photos of nude females, entertainment
magazines of the "girlie" variety, paperbound books published pri·
marily in France and Mexico by certain commercial enterprises,
small collections of loose photographs, and commercial movies. Infrequent categories of obscene articles are rare and erotic books,
paintings, gadgets and statuary, silk prints, and pictures on articles
of apparel.
During the period 1946-56 the inflow of nudist and "art" publications, usually magazines or picture booklets, ranged from lots of
several thousand (rare) to small shipments of one to ten (com· ;
mon). These importations were usually addressed to private in· \
dividuals in all parts of the country rather ~an commercial dealers;
most came through some large centtal port like New York. The
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POSTWAR DEVEJ.OPMENTS

materials originated, for the most pact, in Scandinavian countries,
Holland, Germany, and France. The Bureau has doubted the authenticity of many as genuine publiodons of genuine nudist groups
or sincere efforts at photographic art. No one knows how many of
these publications, all told, appeart·d at our national borders, let
alone how many were stopped, in an}' given year. Customs officials
at the port of New York estimated (unofficially) that 3,106 magazines were confiscated in 1955 and 2,874 during the first eight
months of 1956. In the port of Seattle, where normally traffic in
such things is light, several commercial shipments running into the
thousands were stopped in 1955· In general, Bureau officials believed, as of 1956, that importation--or attempted imporcation.was increasing. It still is.
The obscenity--or..alleged obscenity--of these materials derived,
of course, from the fact that they consisted of pictures of people,
mostly girls, without clothes and usually without any retouching.
But at least since the Parmelee case in 1940, the Bureau, unlike the
Post Office, rejected the view that a.'l such photos were obscene.
_Theoretically, of course, the standard was the "community's" notion
of decency; increasingly the Bureau construed that notion to be
more liberal, and the decision to confiscate depended on such factors as artistic quality of the pictures, as it appeared to non-professional viewers; the pose-its "suggestiveness"; mixing of the sexes;
retouching or concealment of the genital areas; and-perhaps
strange to say, if libidinous impact is to be the test-the attractiveness of the figure photographed (the prettier the models, the less
likelihood of an obscene creation). It mattered not whether these
magazines were imported privately or commercially; in either case
they were judged strictly on their merits, and thus in a sense in the
abstract, by the criteria noted above--criteria which are hard to
articulate, let alone apply.
Bureau officials openly admitted in 1956 dtat they could not ·
agree among themselves about how to apply the criteria in many
cases. Many officials at the ports, gi v(:n a free hand, would simply
have confiscated all nudist maga:zino:s, for they believed, probably
with good reason, that in most cases the motivation to iinport these
reflected a prurient interest in the pictures. But centrali:z;ltion of
decision-making in W ashingcon me-ant that all cases except those
· involving materials ·~unquestionably" obscene (and only rarely
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. cion identical with an edition" already ruled obscene by the Bureau in a
"ruling made since 1940" may be created as unquestionably obscene.
This directive was promulgated co save time, man hours, and ocher
costs, and co relieve Washington of the burden of deciding routine
cases. This directive, amending the Customs Manual (in June 15,
1955), was preceded by an earlier directive (July 6, 1954) which
limited the "unquestionably obscene" discretion co pictorial matter. Be. fore 1954 (and since 1937) all suspect matter was referred co Washington.
Discussion of Customs censorship of movies is based on interviews
with Irving Fishman and Huntington Cairns and on an examination of
a sampling of 150 movie files in Mr. Fishman's office. These files (one
for each film) are made up of the reviewer's report and correspondence
between Mr. Fishman and the importer and Mr. Fishman and Mr.
Cairns and the Bureau's ruling in each case.
During the period 1953 co 1956, no more chan three or four films
per year were censored by Customs officials in Los Angeles. One film
was stopped in San Francisc~che first ever co be stopped cher~nd
was sent co New York on instructions from Washington, where it was
censored. Recently, more films have been imported through west coast
pores.
With respect co discussion in the text concerning Customs procedures following detention of suspect obscenity, the following is typical
of notices sene co the importers:
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After there has been a "final" administrative decision co seize, a seizure
"notice," with an "assent co forfeiture," will be mailed co the importer
instead of his book. The form for the letter used in New York is a$
follows:

'I·

! I'

j,

I ':
. ,.

'· '·
.:·

You are advised chat a mail package addressed co you from France,
containing a copy of the book• entitled . • . has been seized as in
violation of the provisions of Section 305 of the Tariff Ace of
I930.
Section 305, above referred co, deals with the prohibition from
importation into the United Scates of obscene or immoral arcicles.
There is enclosed herewith an Assent co Forfeiture for the above
desaibed merchandise•.If you desire, you rra.y sign this form and

I
I

~

'
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':•

,;

·~

rerurn it marked for the accencio1
event che prohibited merchandiS<: ,
with existing Jaw and regulations. ·,

,r

Sir or Madam:
You are advised chat a mail package addressed co you from
abroad, found co contain printed material, has been temporarily
detained pending a determinacion as co its admissibility under the
provisions of Section 305 of the Tariff Ace of 1930 (as obscene).
As soon as a final decision is made, you will be further notified.
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APPENDIXES

works which other arms of the government are energetically attempt·
ing to suppress.
The description of the court proceedings resulting in forfeiture of
materials seized by the Bureau is based on interviews wich U.S. At·
torneys in New York and Chicago.
The procedures outlined in che text and described above deal mostly
with mail censorship. The same basic procedures are followed in the
case of freight, though of course, the methods of interception differ. In
the case of freight shipments, a spot-check syscem is used for purposes
of securing compliance with the Customs laws. The technique is de·
pendent on the valuation of the merchandise. That valued under $2 50
comes in via "informal entry papers" (a general statement of content
and value prepared by the importer and filed in the customhouse).
Whether or not the Bureau will go behind these papers depends on the
incidence of spot checks or on ocher circumstances, i.e., on the grounds
for suspicion cowards this p:micular package on the part of the inspector who checks the entry papers and the external appearance of the
goods while they are on th!! dod<. Freight valued at over $250 comes in
via "formal entry"; there is a ::cgular sampling of some percentage of
·all these shipment5--and a complete examination whenever suspicions
are aroused. Items selected for examination are referred to expert appraisers who examine the merchandise with great care. In passing, it
might be noted chat many of these experts really know their job; in
New York, the Bureau's arc expert has sometimes detected fraudulent
imitations, to the consequent chagrin and expense ·of an "expert" importer. The procedure on the piers with respect co the handling of passenger baggage is familiar to all Americans who have been tourists
abroad. Spot checks are made, and "key" questions asked. An untold
number of tourists seem to humble into an admission chat they are
carrying postcards, "stag" movies, or obscene books, but no one really
knows how many of these and ocher items may slip by.
It is interesting co note that Customs procedures, because they lack
the ingredients of procedural due process, are subjece to the same
criticisms which were long leveled ac the Postal operation. ~ut Customs
procedures have never, in fact, been subjected to the same public criti·
cism as were the Postal procedures prior co 1958. Moreover, the courc
decisions which required the Post Office co comply with the Administrative Procedure Ace are probably inapplicable to the Bureau's cen·
sorship operation because there exists for the importer, under the Tariff
Ace, a right co a complete "erial de novo" in the courts, and the Admin·
iscracive Procedure Ace ( 5 U.S.C. 1005) does not apply co administrative adjudia.cions which the courcs can review in a erial dB novo•
Thus, under the letter of existing law there is probably no need for the
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9/14/62
REPORT OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD OF CONTROL
At the July, 1962, meeting of the Board of Control of Florida the Board appointed
the undersigned committee to study all information furnished to the Board by the
Legislative Investigation Committee insofar as its activities were related to the
University of South Florida.
At that time the Board had received a single set of testimony consisting of twelve
volumes and approximately 2,500 pages of testimony.

The summary report of the

Legislative Investigation Committee was given to a Tampa newspaper, the Board of
Control, and the Board of Education on the same day, Friday, August 24, 1962.
The Board committee will comment on the following four issues dealt with by the
Legislative Committee:
1.

Homosexuality:

The Legislative Committee's report on homosexuality

reads as follows:

"The Committee believes this problem not to be of

great magnitude at the University of South Florida at the present
time."
The Board of Control has long had a standing policy designed to
eliminate sex deviates from the campuses of our Universities.
December 9, 1961, the existing policy was

re~uced

On

to writing and

became a part of the Board's Policy and Procedure under the title
of "Policy on Morals and Influences" (See copy of policy attached.).
Your Board committee recommends t hat the Board of Control exercise
aggressive action to ascertain that its policy is not only known to
all concerned but that it is being applied fairly and without

procrastination on the part of those charged with the responsibility
of enforcing it.

Further, the Committee urges that immediate appro-

priate action be taken in all cases in \-thich suspected or proved acts
have occurred.
2.

Attitude toward identified Communist teaching and/or lecturing on
campus:

The testimony did not reveal any Communists or any Communist

sympathizers among the permanent employees of the University of South
Florida.

This is gratifying to the Board's committee as well as to

the administration of the University.
The Legislative Committee received considerable testimony regarding
the possible employment of two individuals.

One of these has an

alleged background of pro-Communist sympathies - he was to be employed
as a Lecturer for one appearance on the campus.

The other individual,

who allegedly has been accused of being an apologist for Russian cold
war strategy, was to be employed as a teacher on the campus.

It must

be noted that employment of these two individuals never materialized,
although it is conceivable that either of the two could have been employed had it not been for the alertness of private citizens, members
of the Legislative Committee, members of the Board of Control and
its staff.
The Board of Control has been cognizant for some time that its employment procedures throughout the System could be improved.

Prior to the

investigation the Board had instituted improved employment procedures
and in compliance with State policy had initiated a plan for

- 2 -

fingerprinting all personnel, which is to be implemented within the
near future.

The Board has constantly and consistently impressed

upon the administration of each institution the need for a thorough
review of the qualifications of each individual considered for employment to insure not only competency but also wholesome influences upon
the University communities.
Differences of opinion are an essential ingredient in the academic life
of our institutions.

However, with regard to identified Communists or

identified Communist sympathizers, the Board's committee again refers
to the Board's policy manual under the title of "Policy on Morals and
Influences" wherein it is clearly stated that those having ideologies
contrary to our form of Government are not to be employed on the
campuses of our institutions.

Again, the committee wishes to emphasize

to the Board that the administration of each institution must be impressed with the need to see that Board policy is disseminated to and
understood by all concerned in each institution.
3.

Obscenity in books and teaching materials:

For members of a Board of

Control, or others, to establish themselves as a censorship group would
strike at the very heart of the academic freedom of all of our institutions.

The Board's committee fully bef ieves that selection of materials

should be left in the hands of the faculties.
~fuile

it is noted that the Legislative Committee did not find any

material that was obscene by legal definition, it can not be denied
that certain materials contained objectionable language.

- 3 -

The Board's

committee agrees that in a few instances revealed by the investigation
those persons selecting books and teaching materials exercised poor
judgment.

It also appears that some of the materials were not actually

selected as planned.

For example, the testimony disclosed that some

members of the "All-University Book Committee" had not read the books
supposedly selected by the entire group.

Your committee did not treat

this situation lightly, and it feels that a recommendation is in order
whereby the Board adopts a policy to the effect that carefully planned
procedures be developed in the

Univ~rsities

for insuring that any

material considered for teaching purposes shall be:

4.

a.

Pertinent to the subject being taught

b.

The best material available and obtainable

c.

Within the purview of good taste and common decency.

Challenge of basic religious beliefs of students by professors: This
is the most difficult of the issues raised by the Legislative Committee.
a.

Your committee is of the opinion that:
It is impossible to conduct classes in a university
without certain questions in the religious field
occurring;

b.

Such questions may be discussed and analyzed and that
it is proper to do so in . an objective manner;

c.

The teaching faculty in discussing
the classroom should refrain
religious beliefs or

7

1

11

· •

fro~eir

in

own

g their own personal

convictions concerning religion;
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such-q~estions

.

.

d.

The individual personal religious beliefs of the
students shall be respected at all times.

The committee finds no testimony received by the Legislative Committee
which is evidence that any student has had his basic, fundamental
religious beliefs compromised by an instructor advocating in the
classroom his own personal convictions.

Nevertheless, the Board's

committee realizes that such situations are possible and recommends
the adoption of a policy covering the several items enumerated above.
CONCLUSION
The Board's committee wishes to point out that most of the problems cited by the
~

Legislative Investigation Committee were already under scrutiny.
been corrected.

Many were brought about because of rapid growth.

the direct result of initiating corrective action too slowly.

Some had already
Some have been

Some have been

caused by poor communication among those concerned.
All of these matters are well within the scope of the responsibility of the Board
of Control, and the Board has been and continues to be willing to accept this
responsibility.

This committee urges that it be impressed upon all branches of

State Government and upon the citizens of Florida that the Board of Control is
the proper body to receive, investigate, and take action upon any and all complaints directed toward or against the institutions under its authority.
An investigation such as that made by the Legislative Committee should be viewed
in its proper perspective.
complaint.

A procedure of this sort pursues specific areas of

In developing information it accumulates only that of an unfavorable

nature because of its limited function.

Findings derived therefrom do not reflect

- 5 -

the innumerable and laudable activities of the University or of the great majority
of its personnel who give no conceivable cause for complaint.

On the other hand,

the Board realizes that in the conduct of a publicly supported university the
administration and the faculty must constantly be aware that academic freedom in
the university must be accompanied by corresponding academic responsibility.
This committee feels that in the total perspective President Allen, the faculty,
and the staff at the University of South Florida have performed well in developing
the beginnings of a great university.
efficiently and with dispatch.

Advanced planning has been carried forward

Sound fiscal policies have been established.

well qualified faculty has been assembled.
·•

A

Balanced programs of curricular offer-

ings have been developed and are being given the students attending the University.
Beautiful and functional buildings and excellent equipment designed to serve the
needs of the students and faculty have been provided.

The essential elements have

been assembled to provide Florida citizens a quality program and to insure the continued growth and progress of the University.
The University of South Florida is a reality because of innumerable
great effort on the part of many individuals.
Florida's System of Higher Education.

s~crifices

and

It constitutes an invaluable part of

We urge all of the citizens of Florida to

support the Universities in attaining the goal of providing high level programs in
higher education.
Respectfully submitted,
Frank M. Buchanan, Chairman
Gert H. W. Schmidt
Wayne C. McCall, D.D.S.
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INTER-OFFICE

MEMORANDUM
DATE

TO:

Mr. James D.

FROM:

M~lle

October 10~ 1962

~r

StodcweU

SUBJECT:

WJU you plea18 flnd out In what names the
following automobile Ucenses ore registered:
Olcllrnobfle
Mercedes lanz
Chevrolet ·

Olcfsnlobile
.Chevrolet WagM
'onllac
?
Chevrolet
Plymouth
?
Rambler

3W 15646

ID 19632
3W 15396
5W21905
3W43794
3W 16078
3W27766

3W 19632
3 18894
3W 12120
3 56794

let me have this information iust as soon as poatble.

Thanks.

10/8/62
SECOND REPORT FROM THE PRESIDEt !T Cf THE UNIVERSITY O F SOUTH
FLOR IDA TO THE SPECiAl COMMITTEE Of THE BOARD Of CONTROL Oi'-1
THE F!i'-ID !NGS O F THE LEGISLAT IVE INVES TIGATiO N COIV'Jv\ ITTEE li\i THE
SPfUNG OF 1962

~~-·-----,·------~_.,...._.·~
·. o:----...:----~----------

comrm.ree ,

.• • conce i·nmg
•
wa have pui·s ue d our •mvesngahon
Rodger C . Lev.ris cm:l R. Wayne Hugoboom. We have c ornpl e~ed ·:-he inve sl'igcttion
on lewis.- cmd ii· is reported herewHh .

;\
r\S

reques·,•·eaI b>'your

. .---·--·--------

'?'

V1/e had ho ped to be able to re p:xt on our invesi'iga tion conceming Hugoboom oi' i·he
,.
· I ms
•
•l
same J.'
dme. !-l oweve i· 1 rour
sruae
we re •iiWO! ve al •In o ne wa y or anoi'l'ler
, none Ol;:
whom ore emo lfed J10W at ~·he University of Sou i·h Fiorida. O n-3 is in Orla ndo; one

in Sr.. A ugus ~·in~ ~ one in Cincinn::J i'i, e nd one in th e mili!·ary se rvice .~ in or nem

I I •
!Dln!'j o. cleqJn!
a

• ~·e o
I' •
!
• ·J
·I'1 h.~ s b"een mosr' a1 Hn
cu ,r
ro ge r. i·esponsss rrom i·ne
two swae
nl·s oui·
of i·he si·are. We are sdl! ati·empi'ing to do 1·his 1 in order th:~i· our report rnc:y be
complete ,.

,•

f'

·,

The foUowing is our report on Rodger C. Lewis:
~

Born in C~icago, _Illinois, o n February 22, 1924
Served in ,i'he UoS o Air Force 1942-45; 1951:""52 - 1st Lieutenon\·

.!947-50
1950-51

Undergropuate·1 University of Miami
BoA o (English)
Graduate student, UniversH-y of M iami

1951~52

UoSoAoF o

Grad.uai·? si·udent 1 Universil'y of Mia~ni MoAo (English)
Circufoi·ion Asst., Universit)'· of iV\iam'i library
GrC!d. A~ s i·. in Reference 1 and Assr . ·Cai·cloguei·, Florida Si·ai-:3 University
G racl uat·e stude nt 1 Florida Stare University MoAo (Library Science)
1957-58
Hu!1fc:mi-i-ies f:.,ssi'. 1 Floi'ida State Universiiy library
1958-59
Ca'l·alog Librarian a nd Asst. Ccr~a 1oguer , New tv1exico Sra ·i·e University Library
1959·· presenJ· A.ss t •. Cal·aloguer a nd Cataloguer; University of Soul·h Flori da library

1952-53
1954..;.55
1956-57
1956-57

On. September 11,. 1962 , Mr. Hardc:woy,. Direci·or of the tibmry at ·i·he Universi ;·y of'
South Florida, went personally to )·he Posi· Office to inl·erview CoMo Griffii'h, Posi·a f
Jnspedor ,. about his i:epor~ on Rodger lew! s ~ · Mr. Griffi·rh had a one-page i·eporr
which he read i·o /\ft.r. Hardaway . It corroborarecl, in effecr, the s~·atz menr Mr . Hardaway had made on Augusl· 7, 1962, following his own inves rigoi· ion of Mr. lewis .
O n Sepi·embe r 12i~h,. M1:. Hardaway also lisrened to the tape of Mr . L3wis' tesl· imo ny
before the Legisfai·ive Committee and found tha·i· Mr. Lewis' answers agreed with the
si·atements mode in the Posi·al fnspeci'or 's reporL Foflovting is t-he report made by Mr •
Griffith to Mr ~ Han:!Oway:
'
.·
Mr . Griffith si·at·ed to ML Hcrdaway that his offic·3 was asked by UoSo Cusi·o.ms Office
\·o investigate !vir . Rodger lewis os a possibfe dea ler in pornogrorh ic ma·reriol s, since

. -1-

Customs had recaived one shipmen~· of i·hree magozinas addressed to Mr. lewis from
Dem~ark. Mr. Griffith said this was a routine request and i·he Posta[ Jnspecl·or's
Offi'ce mode an inv.esTigation and moil check dudng Mar'ch 1 1962, wirh nothing
suspicious being noted. · Mr~ lewis was interviewed by Mr. Griffith on April 23,
1962 1 ai· which rime)Ar. lewis denied dealing in pornogi·aphy. Mr .. Griffith stoi·ecl
that his invesi·igaHo:n revealed no evidence i·o i·he contl'aryand i11ot1 therefore, · his ·
report was negoi'ive. He further stated thai· from his invesrigorionr ne befieved Mr.
lewis was o normal male.; feodi.ng a normcf home life.
1£- ·¥tas reported by Mr.
Griffith thai· the C1.1si:oms Offi~e held and toter desi-royed il!e materials in que·srion,
ot:~d they were never · ~hown to the Posl·of fnspeci·or nor to f..~'-·. lewis.
·;

The quesi'ion which th.e Committee 1s Counse for seemed concerned with was 1·he resp~f'lsibilii·y for -acquisitions policy for books ancl magazines in t·he library. Mr. lewis
is ,!lot a membe•· of i·h~ acquisii'ions staff and ha s no responsibili!-y for the acquisition ·
of books or mccgazin~sfor the library.
lf the CommiHee was interested itt this poliC)'
end operction:r they should have talked ~-o Mr. McCabe/who is our Acquisitions lib.-.
rarian, or to Mr. Ha1:dawoy, Director of the library..
•. ·· ·

; '

;'

·,

It a ppears ti'Klt neither the Commi\-·;·ee's si·aff, nor Mr. lewis 1
Postal inspector, ever~(IW the mai·eriofs in question. ·

r'IOr

Mt·. Griffith, the

s~-ates that i'o !·he best of his knowledge, Rodger C. lewis is an honorable_, upright, an(!7Jorat person~ Mr. Hardaway fur'l'hev stai·ed thai· Mr. le\vis is rhe
only person, in his e~q;,erience·~ i·o return some of his travel money, saying i·ha(he had
11
not spent rha\· much 9n !l'he h:ip. it
·

.Mr. Hardaway

Our investrgai·ion i11d~_cat~s t·hat Mr . lewis is nor a deafer in pornography 1 f·bot this was

a single incident in which i·he Customs Office ad'ed_in ci manner that Faise1=home question about Mr. Lewis, but which we have been unttbfe to cotroboroi·e, or find any oi-l-1er
similar incident in h.tS record~ .
.

. / ) JJ .t:1JA
r!J;ffi-/[J
!.
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INTER-OFFICE

MEMORANDUM
DATE

October 15, 1962

TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

Received of Mrs. Mozelle Stockwell
tape recordings of my testimony before
the Johns legislative Investigation
ittee.

Com~

INTER-OFFICE

MEMORANDUM
DATE

TO:

D.R. Harknea

FROM:

JohnS. Allen

October 2, 1962

SUBJECT:

We haw considered further yovr request for a copy
of the tape recording of the testimony you gaw
before the Johrw Committe.. We have had a copy
made and you may pick It up In Mn. Stockwell's
office.
We ore holding the Ot'lglnals of oil tapes In a
•cure place and we do not expect to let anyone
'hear them except persons who may have official
concern •

..

INTER-OFFICE

MEMORANDUM
DATE

TO:

September 13, 1962

D.R. Horlaws

FROM: JohnS. Allen
SUBJECT:

I haw your note of Se
r 12th. We haw adopted
the policy of the Uniwnity keeping oil topes mode at
the Johns Committee hearings, but any individual who

*tlfl.d « who 'WOI •ntloned in the tapes has the
privilege of hearing that portion that refen ta him.
However, w. are not prepared ta P'ovide copies ta
each Individual.

INTER-OFFICE

MEMORANDUM
DATE

FROM:
TO:

September 12, 1962

Dr. Donald R. Harkness
President John S. Allen

SUBJECT :

-----------------------------------

I understand from Dr. Eichholz that our individual
copies of the tapes made at the Johns Committee
Hearings have been completed.

I would like to

request that my copy be sent to me.
Thank you very much.

INTER - OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: ____
1_7 _S.;...e.;. p:' -t.;;..e.;;..m
...;.b_e.;..;r;......;l_9_6_2_ __
FROM:

Donald R. Harkness

------------------------------------------

TO:______P_r_e_s__
id__e_n_t__J_o_hn
___s__
._A
_l__l _e_n_________________
SUBJECT: Tape of Johns' Committee Interview

I am somewhat surprised at your reply of 13 September to my
request for my copy of the tape made of my testimony before the
Johns Committee . You remember, of course, the meeting of last
May 24th at which you, the members of the AAUP Legislative Action
Committee, and Professor Hicks and myself disc ussed the statement
which AAUP sent out the next day to all staff and faculty . At
that time we gave special attention to one portion of the statement
and mutually agreed on the following wording:
Doctor Allen's statement this past Monday demonstrates
the desire of everyone connected with our institution to
provide a complete overall picture . It also points out the
safeguards which have been adopted so that anyone who goes
before the Committee wt ould not feel he would be misquoted .
We a sume that the tape recordings being made by the University will be available to the administration of the University and to the individual questioned , a ££El of each
individual's testimony being given him for his personal
file [italics mine]; and that, a records of a closed
hearing , these may not be publicly released except by
mutual agreement between the faculty member and the
University .
In view of this statement, which might be considered as one of
the agreed- upon conditions of faculty cooperation in your request
for our voluntary testimony, in view of the fact that individual
copies of the tapes have been prepared by Educational Resources, and
in view of the fact that the Committee has released to the press
their version of my testimony without my prior knowledge or consent,
I respectfully reiterate my request for my copy of the tape of my
testimony. I do not wi*h to imply that I intend to follow the
Committee's violation of good faith by any public release, but shall
honor our agreement quoted above.
Thank you very much.

1)

On or about April 8, 1962, a meeting called by about three people and attended by
about twenty people was held for the announced purpose of upholding Dr. Allen's
hand in his denial of a USF platform to Jerome Davis. At the meeting no mention
was made of Jerome Davis, but rather complaints were stated about Communists in the
University of South Florida, anti-religionists in the University, and pornographic literature used as assigned reading. The leaders of the meeting proposed the group should
call in the Legislative Investigating Committee chaired by Senator Charley Johns.
There was dissent expressed to this proposal as it was pointed out that the group should
make their complaints first to President Allen, or to the Board of Control. No vote
was taken. Rather it was announced that it was agreed they should go to the Johns
Committee.

2)

Word came to President Allen of the group's action. He held three periods open on
April 16-18 for a conference with representatives of the group . Mr. Neil Smith called
to say they could not get a group together to come to see President Allen.

3)

Over. Easter weekend ( Apri I 20 - 23) attempts were made by Baya Harrison, Chairman
of the Board of Control, to get the group to meet with him, or with President Allen,
or with the two of them. Neil Sjlfth called to say they could not get a group together
for this meeting.

4)

In May 1962 Senator Johns stated that his Committee investigators had been at work in
Tampa since April 10. Evidently the group contacted the Johns Committee immediately
after their meeting of April 8th and the Johns Committee set their investigators to work
without having checked to see if the group had gone first to the President or to the Board
of Control.

5)

From April 10 to May 16, investigators for the Committee used a Tampa motel room to
secretly question unchaperoned members of the University of South Florida student body
about alleged wrongdoing on the University campus. During this time the President of
the University was not aware of the interrogations.

It was not until /lky 16 that the

President learned through an unoffi cia I source that the investigation was in progress and
had been since April 10.
6)

On April 28, at the home of Mr. Thomas B. Wenner, some 45 students were questioned
by Committee inbestigators. Present, in addition to Mr. Wenner and the investigators,
were Mrs. Stockton Smith, leader of the small group of dissident Tampa citizens, and

Mr. George Wickstrom, editor of the Zephyrhills News, a weekly newspaper which had
been severely critical of the University for more than two months. The meeting was
arranged for the investigators by Mr. Wenner, who at the time was a member of the
University faculty.

7}

After promising the President that they would conduct their inquiry in a room on the campus,
in the presence of a Board of Control observerrand a University employee who would tape
record all proceedings, the Committee held such ·sessions for two weeks, then reverted to
its previous technique of secret hearings off the campus, where no observers were present.

8)

In its questioning of the USF faculty, the Johns Committee delved into the curriculum,
the choiee of assigned readings, the religious beliefs of faculty, their political philosophies
and their personal lives.
State law clearly specifies the Iine of authority for operation of Florida's state universities,
vesting complete jurisdiction of the institutions in the State Board of Control, which in
turn is subject to the State Board of Education. The presidents of the universities are given

full authority and responsibility for the operation of their respective institutions under
the policies established by the Board of Control. These definitive statements of responsibility, as presented in Chapter 240 of the Florida Statutes and in the By-Laws of the
Board of Control, provide clear direction and channels for statements about or redress of
grievances of any nature.
9)

The sma II group of citizens did not follow these channels and directions, but made their
complaints directly to the Johns Committee. The Johns Committee responded with an
investigation started within two days without the knowledge and consent of the Board of
Control and/or the President.
These actions represent a dangerous intrusion into the authority of the Board of Control
and its representatives, the University President, and Florida•s higher education system
can only suffer as a result.

.'
'

.

OFFICE
of the
.DEAN. C1l ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
REVIEW OF A MEErlNG

HEU)

SDTIGIDER 22, 196la

BETWEEN A GROUJP OF TAMPA CtrlZEBS AND RBPRESEN'rATXVES
OF THE tlN!VBRSlTY Ol SOUl'B FLORIDA.

Statements have beeo made i~ ,ublic and private by members of the citizens
this meeting llad by others tl7hich ~rasa or imply in
vetd.ous ways that the group received a "brushoff P" ~""' r ceived with hostility,
was mot given time to stata their case, ttarc caU.ed "ci'&ctt,ots," and "uitch
hunter " and that the chaii'm.~n "tura.ecl on his heel awl waltked out." Xt ·seas
impo!'taat 0 therefore» t~t the case of the Uniweraity be ~resented, even at
this l~t~ date. The followiQ& at~tements summarize wh£t the University
. E'8!,ii>lt'Uentat1ves beUeve took ~ll.~ce at the me~tiag.
grou~ conc ~rned ~dth

~

The Dl\!Setiq was a.rrll~ed for 2 lP. M., September 22, 1l961. Since it was
knwtm tprio~r to th ruetiag wh&it th visitiq group 111isbed to talk about
Uo!welt'sity re~reso~tat1ves q~lified to discuss these matters were asked
to altteuuft.

Theso were:

k. aus.seU Cooper$

~n,

Coll.leg

of Liberal Arts,

Dro Robert Zetler, then Chairman of the couraa in Functional English, and
now Director of the Division of Langt~se and Literature, Dr. Leslie Malpass,
Chairun of the course in Human Behavior, Dr. Clifford Stew'!.rt, Director of
Evaluation Services, and Dr. Sidney ~. French, then nean of the College of
Basic Studies, and now Dean of Academic Affairs, who sewwed as chairman.

The visiting group included Mrs. Stockton Smith, who served as spokesman
aad whose son is a member of the Student body, Mrs. M. Lo Funkhauser, and
Dr. and Mrs. J. B. Hodge.
ThQ d1•c~•ion centered l&rgely around the follm1ing five situations,
(1) cert&in bookS used in the course in Functional English, (2) The booku .
Caste and Class in a Southeru Tat1Dp used as one of a number of readings in
Bummn Behavior, (3) use of ·the t;;t 9 luventory of BeliefsD (4) an incident
alleged to have taken pl5ce in a class in Human Behavio~, (5) a~!egation
that atheism w~s being taug',t i~ the University, and t~t profeeeore etreesad
non-religious pointe of view. These five situations a~e considered in
numerical otrdero

lo Several of the books objected to in the Functional English course were
SteiDbeck' s Qr~f!.S of ~'lr~Slh Hwley' s ll!:.g,e N.!}-1 Wo~,M!, and Eisely 0 s ~
Immense Jo~..!.~~· !he ~IoM.~.V Trial_ t>IAS memtionecl at one time. Dr. Zetler
explained why each of these was used and the part it played in the course.
He also mentioned other books used such as the !e_r~~T~e J...e~tE"~ ~ one of
the most moral of modern books with deeply religious point of view. Dean
Cooper also spoke on the choice of books, noting the desirability and necessity
of choice of teaching mate~i&ls by vote of the faculty members teaching the
courseo
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2. Dr. Malpass discussed the use of the boolt Caste and Class in a Southern
Town in the Human Behavior course, giving among others the follmving reasons
why the faculty of the course had selected the book (a) it represented an approved
sociological method of obtaining data, (b) it ·contained appropriate material
on social stratification~ ( c) it was explicit with respect to eocial problems .
(This particular book has not been used since the Summer of 1961» and the
particular chapter to which e1cception has been taken (Chapter 7) ,.,as never
assigned as required .reading.) It was pointed out that D-1.". Malpass had been
an ordained minister and had served in the Salvation Army. Mrs. Smith, Dr. Hodge
and Dr. Malpass discussed some views on the morality of college students today.

·•

3. The meeting discussed the use of the test, Inventory of Beliefs used
at that time in the orientation test batte~ for freshmen. Members of the
visiting group felt that some of the questions were inappropriate for college
freshmen. This test, prepared and published in 1951 by the American Council
on Education, has long been similarly used in many hundreds of colleges and
universities around the country. (The preparation of this test has been
attributed to Dean French. This is a misstatement. He was formerly a member
of the Council's Committe~ on Evaluation but had nothing to do with the construction of its tests.) The visiting group asked to have a copy of the testo
This was not possible since all tests of this nature which are used over and
over again are in the category of "secure" tests. However, a copy was obtained
for inspection and review during the meeting. Dro Stewart spoke about the purpose
of this type of t .e st, which does not c.aU for a "gradeo" It is used principalll.y
to help advisers decide whether or not a student could profit from -independent
study since it gives some indication of degrees of rigidity of belief on various
social aspects of life. This particular teet has since been deleted from the
orientation battery because similar information can be obtained from other
measures.

4. The· alleged incident was concerned with a .m ature student, a minister, who,
it was claimed~ obj~cted to the offensive language of a teacher in a Human
Behavior class and walked outo The teacher was alleged to have called the
student back and promised that if he l4ould remain he would get an "A" in the
course, but the student allegedly still left in disgust. The Registrar's
records were ~ediately checked. These showed that the course bad bean completed with a grade of "B." This was brought to the attention of the g..-oup
and the matter was then dropped. This same incident came up in the Johns
CQmmittee investigation. It has be~ clearly shown by the written statements
of many students in this teacher's clssses that he does not use profane or
vulgar language. The incident tJas one in which be had taped a short section
of a modern novel to indicate the type of conve1•sational language used in a
certain stratum of society. He explained this carefully to the class and
apologized for the language found in the taped reeding. Dre Malpass indicated
that he had already discussed this matter with the faculty member involved.
5. The statements that atheism was being taught and anti-religious views
presented in classes stemmed from some of the boolcs used. Dr. Malpass stated
that he was confident that stt~dents' religious views were respected in the
Human Behavior course. Dean French added that while there might be en atheist
or two on the faculty he felt that none of them advocated atheism in their
classes. Books containing chapte~s which departed from the Hebraic-Christian
views of religion were not used in an effort to cl~nge ~tudents' religious
views but to give them an opportunity to ~ine other points of vieu. The
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view was expressed by the visitors that it was not app~opriata to use
teaching material which might affect the religious views of any student.
The meeting lasted about an hour and a half and ended about 3:30 P. M••
Dean French made a concluding statement in which he thanked the group for coming
and invited them to return at any time. In the course of his remarks he stated
that he felt they, like other groups seeking to influence the University in
various ways, were a pressure group, and that while the University was always
ready to listen to criticism and give careful consideration to suggestions,
it must, in the final analysis, make its ~fll decision in order to maintain its
integrity as a university. None of the University representatives recall that
the visitors were at any tima caU.ed "crackpots." If the term "witch hunting"
was ever used it was not applied to the vi&itors. Thera appeared to be
plenty of time available to state and discuss all the matters raised by th~
visitors. The chairman did not "turn on his beGl and walk out." The meeting
appeared, to the University representatives, to end on a most amicable note.
No notea or minutes of the meeting were taken at the time. The above
document reflects and summarizes written statements made later and separately
by each of the University representatives and is subscribed to as being their
considered interpretation of what took place at the meeting.

.,

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
August 27, 1962

When the members of the legiskstive lnvestig.:lring Committee came on our
campus la5t spring at my invitation, f was assured t~t they would make their inve.stigation and
their ·finding$ with the Board of Coni're)J and .with me as President· of
the Univ~rsity of S6uth Flor~da. I hove just returned from voca.tion and was shocked .
to find that the Committe~ had given its report to the public through the press prior
to the time ii· was furnished to me ,• It came to me just this morning with a covering
letter indicating that ir WC!S "confidential," because it relas·ed to hearings held in
executive session by the Committee .a

file

~

Dean Cooper's response to the report was welt stated~ He pointed ou~ that
the repgrt.seleds only those passages from the testimony that seem to give support i·o
11
the pros~cutor 's indictment. 11 The Johns Commitree received testimony on many
·. things that ore right and fine it;t the University of South Flo~·ida, but none of this was
incluc:J~d in the report. I concu~· with Deem Cooper's stai·eme~t i·hat the report ref~rs
only to a few individuals# does not give a balanced via"'~ of t~e U.niversity of Soui·h
Florida, a~d gives no indication of the strength of our foct:rlty and the fine influence
Hs ")embers are exerting on studeni·s and in the commu,n Hy.

The Johns Committee has generated an endless How of unfair and harmful
p~blicity. (t has probed beyo~d its legislai·ive mandate into the University's curriculum,
its choice of assigned reading material, the religious and polil'icol beliefs of Hs faculty,

the professional iudgmen\· of its administrators, and even into the private lives of its
staff, seeking to build the most one-sided and damaging case it could agoinst the
institution.
I thin!c the public and our students should have a compHation of the ossei·s and
ochie\Sments of the University ~o contrast with i-his negative and bbsed report. Of even
more value would be an objective analysis concluded by a qualified group of educators,
and a L3"Siiminary si·udy of this kind was conducted here just before the Johns Commii'taa
carne to i·he campus. The Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, official accred~ .
iting agency for e ducational .i nstitutions in the South, a cce pted our req uest of loat fall for
a visiting committee to review the conte nt· or1d quality of our ecl uo::J~·iona l ~rosrom. They
interviewed faculty and students; they st·udied the curriculum oncl the orga nization of Jhe
University of South Florida. In their report t;1ey said t·hat the UniversHy of Soui·h Florida
is a remal'l<abJe and virile young universH·y, and further said that its facufty is · 11 young,
excellently qualified ••• and equal, if not superior, to that of any unive rsi'fy in the regioll. 11

Universities are eomple>c institutions. When they are performing their proper
functions faithfully, they accurately reflec~ the diversities of thought and action which
·characterize our society in its search for ~Tuth. Con ~roversy is born oui· of the differences
which make us itlteresting and us~rul human beings, and universities must examine these

-'
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differences dispassionately. Our purpose is i·o educate, not indoctrinate; to hefp
students learn how to think, noS· what to think; and to this purpose the University of
South Florida must remain dedicated.
From the very beginning of our planning for ~-he University we hove worked with
the Board of Control and the State Board of Education, the duly constit-uted educational
policy-maldng bodies, to make this a strong university. During the weeks since the
legislative Committee left the campus we have continued to refine procedures that will
help us grow from a new to a mature university. ft is important that these problems be
h:sndled by the bodies which ore duly chorged by the constiturion and by legislative act
with responsibilit}' for policies and internal operations. This is not i·he job of a legislative investigoting commit"h!te.

Our biennial report to the Board of Con~·rol, covering the first two years of the
insHtution's· formal operdi"ions, wilt be published this week. It reflects a record of
progress and achievemenr of which I am proud, end I trust that the public shares my
pride. We seek the in~-erest and support of all citizens who want a university of maturity
and distinction.

John S. A lien
President

On January 22, 1962, the Moderator of the Tampa Bay Baptist Association, consisting of 82 local Baptist preachers and their membership of 39,384, appointed
a speciai committee to investigate the flood of complaints from members of these
churches and other concerned citizens regarding certain irregularities, especially that of salacious literature in ttie required reading in the classrooms and
on the campus of the University of Soutn Florida.
Soon after this committee got organized and began preparation for this unpleasant
task, we became cognizant of the magnitude of the complaints.

We learned that

other groups and individuals had been grappling with the same problems, and had
been unable to get anywhere with them.
Investigation Committee

Therefore, when the Florida Legislative

came on the scene, it was not deemed wise to undertake

a separate investigation, but to await the findings of this committee.

The rec-

ords of that committee are contained in 2,468 pages of sworn testimony.

Not all

of this sworn testimony was given in their public report, and we commend the
Investigation Committee for their good taste in omitting from their official release scores of sordid and sensational facts which are a part of this 2,468 pages
of sworn testimony.

We believe that this investigation was conducted in a pro-

fessional and dignified manner and that said investigation was both timely and
essential under the circumstances.
Two members of this Associational committee went to Tallahassee and conferred
with all but two of the members of the Board of Control at the time of the meeting of the Board when the Committee of the Board of Control, which had been appointed at the July, 1962 meeting of the Board of Control to study all information furnished to the Board by the Legislative Investigation Committee insofar
as its activities were related to the University of South Florida, was made and
later released by the board.

Your Committee of the Tampa Bay Baptist Association

wishes to commend the Board for its review of these findings and their comments

and directives, which were made applicable not only to the University of South
Florida but to all o ! our State Universities j coming as a result of the Board's
study of the report of the Legislative Investigation Report.
We especially commend the following portions taken from this report of the Board
of Oontrol1
I.

Under the heading, HOMOSEXUALITY: (Page l of Report)

"Your Board committee recommends that the Board of Control exercise aggressive
action to ascertain that its policy (reference to the Board's Policy on Morals
and Influences) is not only known to all concerned, but that it is being applied
fairly and without procrastination on the part of those charged with the responsi~ bility

of enforcing it.

Further, the Committee urges that immediate appropriate

action be taken in which suspected or proved acts have occurred."
II.

Under the heading, ATTITUDE TOWARD IDENTIFIED COMMUNIST TEACHING AND/OR

LECTURING ON CAMPUS: (Page 2 of Report)
"The testimony did not reveal any Communists or any Communist sympathizers among
the permanent employees of the University of South Florida.

This is gratifying

to the Board's committee as well as to the administration of the University,
"The Legislative Committee received considerable testimony regarding the possible
employment of two individuals.

One of these has an alleged background of pro-

Communist sympathies--he was to be employed as a lecturer for one appearance on
the campus.

The other individual, who allegedly has been accused of being an

apologist for Russian cold war strategy, was to be employed as a teacher on the
campus.

It must be noted that employment of these two individuals never materi-

alized, although it is conceivable that either of the two could have been employed
had it not been for the alertness of private citizens, members of the Legislative
Committee, members of the Board of Control and its staff • • • • • • with regard
to identified Communist sympathizers, the Board's committee again refers to the
- 2

Board's policy manual under the title of 'Policy on Morals and Influences' wherein it is clearly stated that those having ideologies contrary to our form of
Government are not to be employed on the campuses of our institutions.

Again,

the committee wishes to emphasize to the Board that the administration of each
institution must be impressed with the need to see that Board policy is disseminated to and understood by all concerned in each institution.

.'
c.

The teaching faculty in discussing such questions in the
classroom should refrain from advocating their own religious
beliefs or their own personal convictions concerning religion;

d,

The individual personal religious beliefs of the students .
shall be respected at all times."

.In conclusion~ let us again commend the Legislative Investigation Committee,
the State Board of Control for their study of these matters, and those prtvate
individuals who have had a part in calling
larities.

atte~tioh

to some of these irregu-

It is our sincere hope and confident belief that nol-T that these

things have been reviewed the Board of Control and the Administration of the
University will carry out the recommendations and directives with a view to
making this University, of which we are all proud, a better institution and
one that we can point to with justified pride.
Respectfully submitted,
John s. Wimbish, Chairman
Guy Stoner
E. c. Abernathy
Harold o. Horne
Don Houser
C. E. Rodgers
J. Earl Tharp
Harold Warner
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9/14/62
REPORT OF THE SPECIAL C0~1ITTEE OF THE BOARD OF CONTROL
At the July, 1962, meeting of the Board of Control of Florida the Board appointed
the undersigned committee to study all information furnished to the Board by the
Legislative Investigation Committee insofar as its activities were related to the
University of South Florida.
At that time the Board had received a single set of testimony consisting of twelve
volumes and approximately 21 500 pages of testimony.

The summary report of the

Legislative Investigation Committee was given to a Tampa newspaper, the Board of
C?ntrol, and the Board of Education on the same day, Friday, August 24, 1962.
'

The Board committee will comment on the following four issues dealt with by the
Legislative Committee:
1.

Homosexuality: The Legislative Committee's report on homosexuality
reads as follows:

"The Committee believes this problem not to be of

great magnitude at the University of South Florida at the present
time."
The Board of Control has long had a standing policy designed to
eliminate sex deviates from the campuses of our Universities.

On

December 9, 1961; the existing policy was reduced to writing and
became a part of the Board's Policy and Procedure under the title
of "Policy on Jviorals and Influences"

(See copy of Policy attached).

Your Board committee recommends that the Board of Control exercise
aggressive action to ascertain that its policy is not only known to
all concerned but that it is being applied fairly and without

•
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procrastination on the part of those charged with the responsibility
of enforcing it.

Further, the Committee urges that

immediat~

appro-

priate action be taken in all cases in which suspected or proved acts
have occurred.
2.

Attitude toward identified Communist teaching and/or lectu~ing on
campus: The testimony did not reveal any Communists or any Communist
sympathizers among the permanent employees of the University of South
Florida.

This is gratifying to the Board's committee as well as to

the administration of the University.
The Legislative Committee received considerable testimony regarding
the possible employment of two individuals,

One of these has an

alleged background of pro-Communist sympathies - he was to be employed
as a lecturer for one appearance on the campus.

The other individual,

who allegedly has been accused of being an apologist for Russian cold
war strategy, was to be employed as a teacher on the campus.

It must

be noted that employment of these two individuals never materialized,
although it is conceivable that either of the two could have been employed had it not been for the alertness of private citizens, members
of the Legislative Committee, members of the Board of Control and
its staff.
The Board of Control has been cognizant for some time that its employ-

meat procedures throughout the System could be improved. Prior to the
investigation the Board had instituted impDoved employment procedures
and in compliance with State policy had initiated a plan for

fingerprinting all personnel, which is to be implement Gd with in the
near future.

The Board has constantly and consistently impressed

upon the administration of each institution the need for a thorough
review of the qualifications of each individual considered for employment to insure not only competency but also wholesome influences upon
the University communities.
Differences of opinion are an essential ingredient in the academic life
of our institutions.

However, with regard to identified Communists or

identified Communist sympathizers, the Board's committee again refers
to the Board's policy manual under the title of "Policy on Morals and
Influences" wherein it is clearly stated that those having ideologies
contrary to our form of Goverment are not to be employed on the
campuses of our institutions.

Again, the committee wishes to emphasize

to the Board that the administration of each institution must be impressed with the need to see that Board policy is disseminated to and
understood by all concerned in each institution.

3. Obscenity in books and teaching materials: For members of a Board of
Control, or others, to establish themselves as a censorship group would
strike at the very heart of the academic freedom of all of our institutions.

The Board 1 s . Committee fully believes that selection of materials

should be left in the hands of the faculties.
tVhile it is noted that the Legislative Committee did not find any
material that was obscene by legal definition, it can not be denied
that certain materials contained objectionable language.
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The Board's
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committee agrees that in a few instances revealed by the investigation
those persons selecting books and teaching materials exercised poor
judgment.

It also appears that some of the materials were not actually

selected as planned.

For example, the testimony disclosed. that some

members of the "All University Book Committee" had not read the books
supposedly selected by the entire group.

your committee did not treat

this situation lightly, and it feels that a recommendation is in order
whereby the Board adopts a policy to the effect that carefully planned
procedures be developed in the Universities for insuring that any
material considered for teaching purposes shall be:

4.

a.

Pertinent to the subject being taught

b.

The best material available and obtainable

c.

Within the purview of good taste and common decency.

Challenge of basic religious beliefs of students by professors: This
is the most difficult of the issues raised by the Legislative Committee.
a.

Your committee is of the opinion that:
It is impossible to conduct classes in a university
without certain questions in the religious field
occurring;

b.

Such questions may be discussed and analyzed and that
it is proper to do so in an objective manner;

c.

The teaching faculty in discussing such questions in
the classroom should. refrain from advocating their own
religious beliefs or their own personal convictions
concerning religion;

-L-

d.

The individual personal religious beliefs of the
students shall be respected at all times.

The committee finds no testimony received by the Legislative

Committe~

which is evidence that any student has had his basic, fundamental
religious beliefs compromised by an instructor advocating in the
classroom his own personal convistions.

Nevertheless, the Board's

committee realizes that such situations are possible and recommends the
adoption of a policy

co~ering

the several items enumerated above.

CONCLUSION
The Board's committee wishes to point out that most of the problems cited by the
Legislative Investigation Committee were already under scrutiny. Some had already
been corrected. Many were brought about because of rapid growth. Some have been
'i

the direct result of initiating corrective action too slowly.

Some have been

caused by poor communication among those concerned.
All of these matters are well within the scope of the reu.ponsibility of the Board
of Control, and the Board has been and continues to be willing to accept this
responsibility.

This committee urges that it be impressed upon all branches of

state Government and upon the citizens of Florida that the Board of Control is
the proper body to receive, investigate, and take action upon any and all complaints directed toward or against the institutions under its author it¥•
An investigation such as that made by the Legislative Committee should be viewed

in its proper perspective.
complaint.

A procedure of this sort pursues specific areas of

In developing information it accumulates only that of an unfavorable

nature because of its limited function.

Findings derived theref rom do not reflect
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Adopted by
Board of Control
December 9, 1961
POLICY ON MORALS AND INFLUENCES

It has long been the established practice of the Board of Control to
inquire into the cultural, social, moral, and spiritual as well as the
educational background of personnel under consideration for faculty or
staff appointments.

The Board has also been concerned with the careful

selection of students in the various institutions under its management
and with their continuing social, economic, moral, and spiritual welfare.
In order to insure further the welfare of the institutions under the
Board of Control, the faculties, the staffs, and the students, the following policy shall be immediately effective:
Each institution shall screen carefully those individuals who
are employed by it not only with regard to their professional
and academic competency but also with regard to their ideology
and. their moral conduct,

Furthermore, the Board directs that

the institutions under its control exercise due care in the
selection of students, taking into account not only their academic ability to perform satisfactorily but also their character
and be.h avior.

The Board of Control also directs the administra-

tion in each of the institutions to be constantly alert to detect
any antisocial or immoral behavior, such as Communistic activities
or sex deviation, which may occur among the faculty, the staff, or
the students of any of the institutions.

c •

the innumerable and laudable activities of the University or of the great majority
of its personnel who give no conceivable cause for complaint.

On the other hand,

the Board realizes that in the conduct of a publicly supported university the
administration and the faculty must constantly be aware that academic freedom in
the university must be accompanied by corresponding academic responsibility,
This committee feels that in the total perspective President Allen, the faculty
and the staff at the University of South Florida have performed well in developing
the beginnings of a great university. Advanced planning has been carried forward
efficiently and with dispatch,
we~l

Sound fiscal policies have been established. A

qualified faculty has been assembled,

Balanced programs of curricular offer-

ings have been developed and are being given the students attending the University.
Beautiful and functional buildings and excellent equipment designed to serve the
needs of the students and faculty have been provided•

The essential elements have

been assembled to provide Florida citizens a quality program and to insure the continued growth and progress of the University,
The University of South Florida is a reality because of innumerable sacrifices and
great effort on the part of many individuals,

It constitutes an invaluable

p~rt

of

Florida's System of Higher Education, We urge all of the citizens of Florida to
support the Universities in attaining the goal of providing high level programs in
higher education.
Respectfully submitted,
Frank M. Buchanan, Chairman

Gert W, H, SChmidt
Wayne C, McCall, D, D. S.

Under this policy, ·the Board directs further that the responsible
officials immediately correct or eliminate from the institutions
any conduct found not to be in the best interests of these institutions.
Where serious variations from acceptable behavior occur, the Board.
requires that a full report shall be placed in the permanent record
of the individual concerned.
The Presidents of the institutions shall keep the members of the
Board of Control informed of actions taken under this policy.

..

The Board is also concerned with preventing antisocial and immoral
behavior in the communi ties where the institutions are located..
The Board, therefore, directs tha administrations to cooperate with
local and State authorities in taking appropriate action to deal
with such behavior.
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REPORT TO SPECIAL COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD OF CONTROL

JOHN S. ALLEN, PRESIDENT.

CONFIDENTIAL
1.

Provide the Board Special Committee at the earliest date possible
with a written report stating the action which has been or will
be taken concerning:
Hugoboom (homosexuality)
Teske (homosexuality)
Caldwell (homosexuality and heavy drinking)
Winthrop (profanity in the classroom)
Hocutt
Roger Lewis (pornography)
a.

Hugoboom
Professor Hugoboom was ill and in the hospital at the time
of the Johns Committee investigation. He has now returned
to his duties and investigation of the charges are proceeding.

b.

Mr. Teske was discharged at the end of the summer session.

c.

Professor Caldwell was suspended as of the end of the summer
session. He has had a hearing by a local committee and is now
considering an appeal to the Board of Control.

d.

......

.

<..
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Professor Winthrop does not use profanity in the classroom.
This charge seemed to come about as a result of a misunderstanaing by one person. In the study of a certain book, in
Human Behavior classes, Professor Winthrop wished to illustrate
the difference in ways of conversing of people of different social
a nd economic levels. He selected passages from Salinger's
'." ' "Catcher ih the Rye" to illustrate the vulgarity of conversational
language in a certain social class. He taped the passages and played
them for his classes, explaining clearly what he was doing and
apologizing in advance and after for the offensive nature of the
conversation. Many of his students have testified in writing to
the fact that he does not use foul language either inside or outside of the classroom; that he is not anti-religious, and that

.

he does not overemphasize sex.
for review if desired.
e.

These testimonials are available

Max Hocutt

No mention of any specific charges are made concerning Professor
Max Hocutt. His field is philosophy. He holds the Ph. D. degree
from Yale. This has been his first full-time teaching position.
He came highly recommended.
Student appraisals (anonymous written appraisals)of his teaching
have been remarkably strong, placing him among the superior instructors in the University. Students seem to be particularly
enthusiastic about the way in which he forces them to think through
philosophical questions for themselves. There are, no doubt, some
students who find it disconcerting to subject their thinking and
beliefs to self-analysis. This, however, represents good teaching
at the University level. He is deeply concerned about religious
values that are not doctrinaire, insisting that students should
examine such judgments for themselves, rationally, and reach t"heir
own conclusions respecting their own faith, doctrines and philosophy
of life. This, all thinking persons must eventually do. Because of
Professor Hocutt's strength as a scholar and teacher he was promoted
in J~ly, 1962, to the rank of Assistant Professor. The recommendation of his chairman, division director, and the two deans of
Basic Studies and Liberal Arts was unanimous.
f.

Roger Lewis (pornography)
Mr. Lewis in his position has no responsibility or any relation
to the acquisition of books by the Library. The incident referred to has to do with h~s attempt to purchase some European
magazines which were advertised in an American magazine. Mr. Lewis
hoped to improve his reading knowledge of Frenc~ and German. The
magazines were advertising as being similar to Playboy. When
these arrived they were held by the Post Office as obscene
material. Mr. Lewis protested but gave permission to dispose
of the material. He never .saw the magazine.
We believe on investigation that Mr. Lewis is a very respectable,
decent person and have no reason to question his explanation
of the incident referred to. His report of the Johns Committee
hearing to his superior, Mr. Hardaway, Director of the Library,
is available, as is Mr. Hardaway's report to Dean French.
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We believe that his professional work is of high caliber and
propose to retain him on our staff.
2.

A review of the D. F. Fleming situation with the Board has already
taken place.

3.

Consider and develop procedures for handling faculty members announcing
in their classes that they are atheists.
We have no specific evidence that such announcements have ever been
made. It was reported by a student that the statement "There is no
God," was on the blackboard of a classroom as students assembled there
for a class, prior to the entrance of the instructor. The instructor
who had used the room the prior period denied having written any such
statement. It could have been written by a student.
Under the Constitution of the United States an atheist is not barred
from teaching in a public institution. In general, however, if the
facts were known in advance and if there were other candidates of
equal professional ability the University would be inclined not to
select the theist.
There is no more reason for a faculty member to announce to his
class that he is an atheist than there is to announce that he is a
Jew, a Buddhist, a Catholic, a Protestant, an Agnostic, a Democrat,
or a Republican. Such announcement should certainly not be made
merely to 11 shock" students. However, there may be times in certain
classes and in certain discussions when a professor should make his
position known in order that the class will better understand the
background from which he speaks. Hence, there should be no arbitrary
rule on this.
Through recent discussions with deans, directors, and chairmen, it
is felt that this matter is under suitable control.

4.

Study and take appropriate steps to prevent untimely press releases
and/or untrue and inaccurate releases.
The only "untimely" press release in our judgment involved the Fleming
matter. The release was made following a suitable check. However,
later developments not then foreseen made this release appear to be
untimely.
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In accordance with its Policy Statement 22, the University of
South Florida provides complete and accurate information to
off-campus media of communications on all matters of interest
to the public. The University does not suppress information
of a controversial nature, but instead hastens to explain its
position objectively. Responsibility for the conduct of this
program of news and publicity is delegated to the News Bureau,
and more specifically to its Editor, who is a staff officer
directly responsible to the President.
The News Bureau is the central clearing house of the University for
preparation and dissemination of news and publicity releases. In
general, faculty and staff members having information about which
they desire a release are expected to channel it through the News
Bureau. However, if a faculty or staff member is approached by an
off-campus reporter, he may provide information requested of him if
he is in possession of such information and if in his judgment the
release of such information is appropriate. If the person has any
doubt about the appropriateness of such release, he is expected to
refer the reporter to the Editor of the News Bureau .

.,

The Editor himself must exercise discretion and good judgment in
determining the appropriateness of any release sent out from his
office. If he has any doubt about the content, timing, necessity or
propriety of any material being considered for release he is expected
to clear such material with the President.
In the field of public information, particularly information about
a public institution, it is natural that differences of opinion
will exist about a majority of the press releases which are
disseminated. It must be recognized, however, that it is not
possible to satisfy everybody all the time. The Editor's position,
then, requires scrupulous accuracy, honesty, and sound judgment.
The above procedure, in conformity with Policy Statement No. 22
(attached) dated July 25, 1961, has been followed in all releases.
With the exception noted above, there have been no untimely or
inaccurate releases as far as we can judge.
5.

Consider and take steps to build public confidence in the University.
(Take steps to end suspicions in the Tampa area of atheistic, antireligious activities, poor counseling; and the like in the University.)
This statement assumes that there is not public confidence in the
University at the present time. We believe that there is a great deal
of public confidence in the University. This was never so evident as
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during the time of the Johns Committee hearing. Statements of confidence
then came from students, ministers, public officiais, and many citizens.
Lack of confidence was expressed chiefly by a small group intent upon
forcing the University into an untenable position. Pressures of various
sorts exist upon a public institution. The University is new. It has no
alumni ye.t to speak for it or defend it.
In the midst of establishing an educational program of high quality
it must also establish itself as a new member in the community, as a
cultural and economic asset to the surrounding area, and as a large
physical and financial complex worthy of the taxpayers' dollars. All
of these things it must do before it can begin to provide a steady flow
of responsible and well educated graduates into the stream of community
life.
The facts are that the University and its employees have made many
significant contributions to the welfare of the community at all levels,
not only in its normal areas of operation but in religious, cultural,
civic, social and service activities as well.
In the two years since it opened, the University has staged 140 concerts, plays, art exhibits, lectures, forums and film classics, all
open to the public. Attendance records show that 100,000 persons
witnessed these cultural performances. Two of the University's cultural
organizations, a symphony orchestra and a theatre group, utilized the
talents of many area residents who previously had no outlet for their
musical and theatrical talents. Thirteen members of the University
faculty and student body performed regularly with the Tampa Philharmonic,
providing that group with a healthy infusion of new talent.
In addition to the cultural events, the University served as host
for 150 conventions, workshops, dinners, and similar occasions during
the past two. years, despite the fact that it had only one cafeteria
with limited facilities to serve its student body and staff. Some
20,000 persons attended these 150 events. Many of the occasions were
for local civic organizations, women's groups and service clubs,
who enjoyed a meal on the campus, a tour of the facilities and a talk
by a University official on the progress, plans and purposes of the
institution.
During the two-year period, University personnel gave some 225 talks to
groups and organizations in Hillsborough County and surrounding areas.
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This was done in most cases without cost to the organization involved,
and provided a valuable source of voluntary service to these organizations.
Individual contributions of the University faculty and staff in the area
of religion have also been extensive. More than a dozen persons have occupied
pulpits in and around the Tampa Bay area in the past year, and several of
these have been arranged on a permanent basis. Many other members of faculty
and staff have accepted important offices and other positions of leadership
in their churches, and still others have spoken to church groups on a
variety of subjects.
There are still other areas in which the University has given extensive
service to the community. Four faculty members write weekly columns for
daily newspapers in the city; the three local television stations have
drawn heavily on University personnel for appearances, some of these on
a permanent basis; and members of the faculty frequently contribute book
reviews to the Tampa Tribune. One recent performance of the University
Symphony Orchestra on television station WTVT drew so ~any letters of
praise that the station presented the program a second time.

.,

Many local service groups, including the Family Service, the Tampa Urban
League, the Friends of the Library, the American Association for the
United Nations and the Chamber of Commerce, have utilized University
personnel in important administrative positions and committee assignmants,
and other members of the faculty have served as consultants to a variety
of public and private organizations.
Members of the faculty have also served as consultants with the public
schools in the area, and have assisted the schools in such areas as
curriculum revision, course design and administrative structure. In
addition, more than a score of faculty wives teach in the public schools,
helping to relieve a serious teacher shortage there.
Personal contact with a number of influential community residents has
revealed a number of surprising reasons for much of the expressed lack
of public confidence in the University. There are, for example, some
citizens who are disillusioned because the University has no football
team, and has indicated it will not have one. There are others who oppose
any form of integration, and are upset because this barrier has been relaxed. Another group having sons and daughters in the University, are
disturbed to learn that college is more demanding than high school, and
since these parents did not attend college themselves, they are having a
difficult time adjusting to the change along with their children. Still
another group feels the University has not been conservative enough in its
selection of faculty, textbooks, required reading and guest speakers, and
has gone too far in exposing students to a variety of points of view.
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Many of these groups overlap or interlock. Together, they constitute a
body of opinion which has had its confidence in the University shaken by
the institution's failure to conform to one or more of their personal
images. This is an unfortunate situation, compounded by the ironic fact
that the institutional decisions which prompted this disillusionment were
judiciously made decisions by responsible professional people whose highest
obligation is to provide the state of Florida with an outstanding new
institution of higher learning.
The University of South Florida's dedication to this objective has not
diminished. It will continue to seek new avenues by which it can build
public confidence in itself, while at the same time remaining faithful
to the principles on which American higher education is founded.
Discussions within the staff have brought forth additional ideas which
will help to form a stronger bond between the institution and the public
served. We believe, for instance, that more can be done to educate the
parents of our students to better understand the true meaning of a
university education. We have been promoting a serie·s of television
programs in which members of the faculty speak about their courses and
their teaching. A special committee on public relations has been organized.
It should be clear, however, that the University has been actively at
work in this field from the beginning and that it merely expects to continue, intensify, and extend these operations for the good of the
University and the community.
It must also be said that a new public university starting as we have
with considerable numbers of students, high standards and in a community
which has not experienced an operation of this nature, is bound to cause
some dislocations of thought in the community as well as some disaffection
by those whose wishes cannot be satisfied. As the University grows such
dislocations and disaffections should be lessened.
6.

(

Consider and take steps to build appropriate lines of communication
between and among administrators, faculty members, students and the
President.

'

This statement gives the impression that little or nothing has yet been
done in this area; whereas we believe we have developed excellent lines
of communication during the first two years both formal and informal.
The formal lines operate according to the following pattern.
The Executive Committee consists of the President, Dean of Academic
Affairs, Dean of Student Affairs and Business Manager. It meets regularly once a week and often meets more frequently.
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Each of these officers meets with his staff once a week or more
frequently on occasion.
Each dean meets wi t h his Council or staff once a week. Each chairman
or director meets with his Council or staff once a week or more frequently. In this way most members of the faculty are engaged in weekly
meetings.
The University Senate consisting of 30 elected members of the faculty,
5 members of the non-academic staff and 5 students, meets monthly on
educational matters.
The President meets frequently with the officers of the student
association.
The Dean of Academic Affairs meets fortnightly with the student committee
on Academic Standards.
Students serve on the Senate, on the Student Affairs Committee, and on
the Traffic Committee. There are advisory student committees to the
Registrar and the Business Manager.
The formal lines of communication are fully adequate and are working
well. However, in a rapidly growing inst i tution with few old-time
traditions and frequent changes, continuing effort is necessary to keep
them work ing well. For example, the Dean of Academic Affairs assumed
his post in February, 1962. Prior to that the President had carried
these duties. It was necessary at that time to shift the organizational
structure of the e xecutive committee and add a new staff unit--the
Academic Affairs Staff--which was formerly included in the temporary
executive committee.
Real communication depends more on the spirit than the form. The
University started with an "open door" policy. This still prevails.
Any faculty member can see the President--and many do--or, any of the
deans, or other officers, upon request. The faculty and administration
usually lunch in the same room.
Lines of communication within the student body and between students
and student affairs staff officers did not develop as rapidly as might
have been hoped for. They h ave improved greatly in recent months and
under the new Dean of Student Affairs it is anticipated that this
improvement will be accelerated.
It should be remembered that in 1960-61 we had only freshmen. We still
have no seniors. Lower classmen tend to look to seniors for leadership
and guidance. Despite this handicap we have found a number of good student leaders emerging from the freshman and sophomore classes.
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Several unfortunate incidents have occurred during the second year of
operatiofr to increase the problem of better understanding between faculty,
administration and students. From each of these has come a need for refinement of procedures in the area of communications.
From the registration problem came the student advisory committee to
the Registrar, from the Davis incident carne improved communication
procedures on clearances of speakers and publicity; from the Fleming
incident carne clearer appointment and publicity procedures. This is
not to say that the University learns only by such experiences. They
do confirm, however, the need for adhering to established procedures.
As a young university with a small group of administrators and faculty
in the beginning it is natural that actual communication procedures would
be somewhat less than formal. In fact, it is desirable that as much
informality as possible be retained within e.s tablished procedural channels as we grow larger.
It is our plan, therefore, to continue to clarify established communication channels, examine the need for others, but to retain within this
framework as much flexibility and informality as is consistent with
effective communication in an effort to avoid slow-downs, bottlenecks,
and mistakes.
7.

Consider and take appropriate steps to be certain of the
classrooms of the University.

11

tone 11 in the

It has been our policy from the beginning to provide a good learning
situation for our students in the classroom. For this reason we emphasize discussion as an important adjunct to lecturing. Good discussion
calls for give-and-take between student and student and between student
and teacher. It also calls for ~ less formal atmosphere than is present
in a lecture. Ve expect, therefore, that . the 11 tone 11 of the classroom
is more relaxed than is found in lecture courses.
Since 11 tone 11 is intended also to include the intellectual and social
level of the discussion it is important that relaxation does not lead
to degeneration of discussion. With one or two exceptions there are
no reasons to believe that this is happening. The case of Professor
Winthrop has already been referred to as a misunderstanding. Mr. Thomas
Wenner used his class dis.c ussion periods largely to talk about his own
experiences and stir students up to "demand their rights." Beyond these
incidents there is no reason to believe that the 11 tone 11 of the classroom
is unsatisfactory. Student appraisals (taken anonymously) indicate an
overwhelming balance in favor of satisfaction with classroom procedures
and discussions.
We expect, however, to keep in close touch with these procedures and
where there is any indication that the 11 tone 11 is improper will take
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steps to change it. At the same time the faculty is fully aware of the
desirability of maintaining good relations with students based on
high cultural and ethical standards. We will continue to emphasize this.
8.

Review the teaching activities in the American Idea and Human Behavior
courses to be certain that all information presented is in harmony with
appropriate objectives.
The Dean of Academic Affairs meets frequently with the other deans concerning programs under their direction. The following statement has been
submitted recently by the Dean of Basic Studies to the Dean of Academic
Affairs. These procedures are those which have been in effect since the
University started. It should be pointed out, however, that the American
Idea course is a sophomore level course and was offered in multi-sections
for the first time in 1961-62. As a result of the first year of operation
a number of changes in procedures and materials are being introduced to
improve the course.
"In response to your request, the following statement is submitted
concerning supervision of teaching activities in CB 103-104 (Human
Behavior) and CB 201-202 (American Idea).
"In the courses in Human Behavior and The American Idea, as in other
courses of the College of Basic Studies, teaching methods and materials
are selected for their effectiveness in achieving the objectives of the
courses.
"The objectives are chosen to contribute to the objectives of the University and the College. They are reviewed by the staff, chairman and
dean periodically.
"Classroom activities are developed by the staff, usually working as
ad hoc committees, in consultation with the chairman of the course.
Frequent discussion between the chairman and the dean of the College
occurs. Weekly reviews and revisions of the methods and materials
are accomplished in meetings of the teaching staff, presided over by
the chairman.
"Both the chairman and the dean visit classrooms and discuss teaching
activities with the staff.
"This procedure for selection of teaching activities is not errorless;
there is no perfect method. It does, however, place the initiative
for developing methods with the men who teach the course, and provides
convenient mechanisms for rapid identification and correction of poor
selection. In my opinion, this system is working satisfactorily."
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University Policy Statement No. 22

July 25, 1961

Policy Regarding News and Publicity
The University of South Florida provides complete and accurate information to offcampus media of communications on all matters of interest to the public. The University will not suppress information of a controversial nature, but rather will
hasten to explain its position objectively. It shall be the responsibility of the
News Bureau to conduct a program of news and publicity which presents a true reflection of the University's over-all operation.
The News Bureau is the central clearing house for preparation and dissemination of
all news and publicity releases to off-campus media of communications. Members of
the faculty, staff and administration desiring to release such information to offcampus media shall channel it directly to the News Bureau, with the following
exceptions:
1)

News and publicity for all student or faculty social organizations will not
be handled by the News Bureau. The publicity chairmen of these organizations
should communicate directly with society editors of the local media for
this purpose.

2)

Student reporters gathering news for the student newspaper will request
such material from individuals and offices on the campus, and will not
clear through the News Bureau.

3)

Reporters representing off-campus media may seek news from time to time
from sources other than the News Bureau. Faculty and staff members may
provide complete and accurate information when requested if, in their
judgment, the release of such information is appropriate. If a person is
in doubt as to the propriety of a request or of the release of certain
information, he will refer the reporters to the Editor of the News Bureau.

4)

Off-campus organizations using University facilities for meetings of any
sort will arrange for publicity through their publicity chairmen. The
News Bureau will assist in this re~pect whenever possible.

The University will not permit the use of its name in commercial advertising if
such use suggests or implies University endorsement of the advertiser or his
product. All requests for the use of pictures or text concerning the University
in any form of advertising shall be re~erred to the News Bureau.

John S. Allen
President
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